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Kosuke Sasaki

SPITZ ON LUMILINE LAMPS

To clear up misunderstandings, it should be known
that Spitz is not in the lamp business. Lumiline lamps
are carried and sold as a service to Spitz installations
at well below the standard mark-up.
Spitz provides lumiline lamps at a cost of $7.72 each
in case lots of 24. Color sheaths are $3.00 each with a
discount for quantity orders.
Purchasers should be aware that Lumiline lamps
have a limited shelf life.

Taylor Planetarium
ES Digistar
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, MT 59715
(406) 994-5283
Dr. Michael Hager, Museum Director
Bea Taylor

Please send additional corrections to Mark
Petersen, Membership Chairman. See page 3
for his address.

George Reed
Spitz, Inc.
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania
MORE ON EINSTEIN

Readers of Horace MacMahan's interesting article
(Vol. 16, #3) may be interested in the following anecdote about the observational verification of Einstein's
prediction of the deflection of light near the edge of
the sun. Mr. MacMahan properly emphasizes that the
fit of the experimental (observational) results to a
detailed theoretical prediction played a large part in
the instant acceptance of Einstein's theory. In my text
Astronomy: From the Earth to the Universe, I tell the
story of Einstein's earlier prediction, pre-1914, that
the deflection of light should be half the value later
found. (Einstein also made an arithmetic error that
changed it slightly more.) A German expedition set off
to observe the 1914 eclipse to verify Einstein's prediction, but was trapped in the Soviet Union by the outbreak of war and were interned. Their internment was
unfortunate for them but fortunate for the history of
science, for had their expedition succeeded they would
have found a result twice Einstein's then current prediction. Einstein's later doubling of his value would
have seemed ad hoc and much less convincing.
Jay Pasachoff
Williams College
Williamstown, Massachusetts
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From the
EditorJs Keyboard

One of the the prerogatives of an editor is to editorialize, and I'd like to take that privilege now.
When Sherman Kanagy submitted a draft of his
article on Christmas star shows, I returned it because it
did not address the survey he mailed to essentially all
U.s. planetariums a year ago. I felt that, as he had
essentially published an open letter to the planetarium community, the article that resulted from it should
report on the responses he received and on what he
learned from them. I'm glad that he has done this-to
a degree-but there still seems to be something missing.
That open letter (reprinted on page 13) asked specific
questions and made accusations. The questions are fair
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and we should be able to answer them. A number of
people wrote direct answers and kindly sent me copies
of their replies. I was hoping to see fair summaries of
these answers so that we could learn how others deal
with religion and astrology in the context of a scientific presentation. After comparing the copies that were
sent to me with Dr. Kanagy's article, I'm not convinced
that Dr. Kanagy has yet done this.
I personally have no qualms about presenting a planetarium show on the Christmas star in a public institution. I do agree with Dr. Kanagy that those planetari-urns that choose to present Christmas shows should be
careful to not promote either astrology or a specific set
of religious beliefs. This is important, and it is good to
be reminded of it.

The points he raises in the third paragraph of his
letter are worthy of detailed discussion. To that end I
would like to invite short replies to Dr. Kanagy's letter, to be sent to me. Please respond specifically to
questions 1 and 2. (Question #3 {both halves} indicates
an unfamiliarity with the subject and can be answered
in a few wo'rds: see The Planetarian, vol. 10, no. 3, pp.
5-6, (1981), Griffith Observer, December 1976, pp. 8-9,
and Sky and Telescope, December 1968, p. 396. Question
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#4 is an
not a rl1~1,o...,'....Ot-.~',"'.",n"", Responses received
Dnnte~d in the next issue.
before December 10 will
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more on that in a mc)mlent
Offers a New Mode of
"Starlab: The ::;a~;katocm

of errors and biases.
nal draft of his article

on
wouldn't rather see
star shows. Then I
discontinuation of
ran across a clipping in my files from the Los Angeles
Times, dated December
1980, titled "Supernatural
Reasons
for Star of Bethlehem by Astronomers." Here are excerpts from it:

Two astronomers say the star of Bethlehem ... may
have been the result of a supernatural phenomenonand not an astronomical occurrence as many have conjectured. Sherman Kanagy and Carl Wenning of Illinois State University disagree with a wide variety of
astronomical explanations offered through the years
to account for the mysterious star. ... The university
as tronomers suggested that the star was not an
astronomical object in the normal sense of the word. Instead, they said, it was a glorious object known to theologians as the Shekinah or the manifestation of the
presence of God. "Whether one likes to accept a supernatural explanation for the star or not, that explanation may well have been what was intended by Matthew," Kanagy said. "At the very least, a supernatural explanation may be the best explanation supported
by the text when taken in its 'plain' but not necessarily
'literal' sense." In addition, Kanagy said, the possibility that the references to the star in Matthew are
mythical cannot be completely discounted. "Only by
the way of the Shekinah can the leading action, the
appearance and disappearance of the star, and the
spectacular context of Christ's birth be explained
reasonably," Wenning said.
Now I'm more confused than before about what Dr.
Kanagy really wants. I'm beginning to fear, however,
that the planetarium field has acquired its own Jeremy Rifkin.
We begin this issue with two informative articles on
portable planetariums, both written by people who
have extensive experience with them. Such review
articles are a real benefit to members as nowhere else
can you find this kind of useful information. It would be
great to see more review articles in these pages, and I'd
like to call upon potential authors to share their
expertise with the planetarium community.
Portable planetariums have been reviewed in past
issue of The Planetarian. (I know that because I use the
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Dr. Gerald
the o",;""~"£\I-",'
retary, will periodically
ty business. The first aODe,ars
has been very active in
largely unnoticed by the
making important
to the
the Society. We owe Dr. Mallon and the other
of the I.P .S. our thanks.

nt-it'w""'O'rc

Because ours is an international society, it seems
of
provincial to fav.or the archaic English
measurement in The Planelarian. I've converted some
English units to metric in this issue, and would like to
ask authors of future articles to use the metric o;:'uc:tiPlm
as much as possible. Think international, if not
tic.

The Planetarian seems to have a steady turnover in
Associate Editors, and at anyone time there is
at least one position vacant. If you would like to
as part of a team for the betterment of your profession
by contributing to its official publication, please
me a note. I keep a list (unfortunately all too
people to call on when an opening occurs. Or 1"'IIDI'roh!::.r>C!
you have an idea for something that we
printing that no one else has thought about. I'd
hear from you. People from outside of North
are especially invited to participate.
o;JA"..IUA\.A.

Lastly, a cumulative index of major articles that
have appeared in The Planetarian from volume 1 number 1 to the present has just been printed and is mailed
with this issue. This special publication is a benefit of
membership in the International Planetarium -...n''''1iPf·'u
and is the second special publication of 1987. The
contains its own forward, so nothing more need be said
artihere other than to emphasize that a lot of
cles have appeared in this humble magazine, and this
index will give you better access to them.
Note: at 92 pages (including covers), this is
largest issue of The Planetarian yet published, oecltlI1lS?;
the previous records (16-2 at 72 pages and 16-3 at
pages). I think you'll also agree that's it's looking
a
ter as I get more practice. Enjoy.
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The two models of portable planetarium currently
manufactured are the Starlab, made by
Technologies, Inc., of Massachusetts, and the Apollo Portable, made by Apollo Space Systems, of Ronkonkoma,
Long Island, New York. I have had extensive experience with both since the Newark Museum has a Starlab which visits northern New Jersey schools four days
a week, and lawn an Apollo Portable which visits
New York City schools four days a week.

:much as on
Planets can have
the

The Starlab
its stars from a
cylinder. There are cylinders sold for Northern Hemisphere stars, Southern
Greek
mythology, American Indian
coordinates
(RA and
geocentric earth, tectonic
and
couple of others. However, changing cylinders in the
dark is quite a trick. Cylinders are held in place
Velcro. The stars have appropriate colors, and lenses
are used to project the brighter stars. The star
are said to produce about 3000 stars, but I do not see
more than about 1500. There is no Milky Way, a lack
frequently commented upon even
school children as
as the fourth
The
and two
box which serves as the
~V"'VL'-"'" the box
abou t
Also in the box is space for added dome
""ylll ..... ,r10'"C

Both planetariums consist of a star projector, which
also projects solar system objects, a soft dome which is
transported in a cloth bag, and a blower which inflates
the dome. A flashlight-style
The
Portable also provides a
Hon projector and twelve slides of various constellations. The basic Starlab
includes a second projection cylinder, many pages of documentation and curriculum materials, and two travel cases; the deluxe
package includes much more.

The sun, moon, and
series of
der. The

I-'J.U.J. , ..... "',

prlOlectect from a

nY"!on'Ir\C1rC

950
The
stars. The star field is "'''''''",. . .,t-.'''
Apollo II and III
projector is
the projector when it is set
serves as the
weighs about 11 kg. Mounted on the side of the star
ball is a
Way projector, which is slaved to the
switch for the stars, but is also independently addressable.
The sun, moon, and five planets are produced by two
different means. The sun and moon come from a ringlike structure mounted beneath the star globe, using a
single bulb. A clever gear and lens arrangement means

8

The SL has white
aimed
which reach
a respectable
;:",,,,,_,,_'''-> when used as house lights.
blue lights aimed up.
The AP has very
Both models have a five-meter diameter dome
which, when
is close to 3 meters high.
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Occasionally these planetariums are put into rooms
where the roof is too low. This makes almost no difference in the dark.
The SL dome is identical in color and texture to duct
tape, although thicker, so duct tape makes a handy
source of patching material for the frequent pinholes
when the supplied patching kit is exhausted. Entry is
through a tunnel about 2112 meters long, which has a
dark lining, and is L-shaped to prevent light from entering. The tunnel is so low that adults must crouch.
Children usually prefer to crawl. Some adults flatly
refuse to enter, either through arthritic stiffness,
claustrophobia or (as one teacher put it) so people
wouldn't see the varicose veins on her thighs. A second
tunnel, much smaller, admits air, and is discussed under the description of the blower. The dome weighs a
bit over 20 kg, barely qualifying for my description of
portable. While generally light-tight, some light
will enter the air tunnel and entry tunnel, and it is usually desirable to have reduced lighting in the room
where it is set up.
The AP dome is black vinyl on the outside and white
on the inside. The entry is much shorter and somewhat
higher than the SL, eliminating some adult fears and
the tendency of unruly children to hide in the tunnel.
The dome weighs 25.4 kg, very much on the wrong
aside of portability. It is less prone to pinholes than is
the SL because it is double thickness, but duct tape is
quite noticeable when the lights are on. Try adhesive
tape.
The SL blower is an ordinary large window fan with
low /medium/high settings. The dome will slowly
deflate on the low setting. Medium can be used if the
dome is to be left inflated without any in and out traffic, but the high setting is needed when people are
entering or leaving. The blower has snaps which hold
it securely at the end of a two-meter L-shaped tunnel.
The AP blower is a special industrial quality fan.
Air enters the dome through a small opening which is
lined with elastic, supposedly to hold it in place. This
is a complete disaster. The blower regularly falls off. I
have found that two small clamps placed on the inside
(once the blower is in place) will hold it there. However, the blower is often lifted up off the ground when
audiences lean against the opposite side of the dome.
Far more light enters through the AP blower than the
S1. The blower can be plugged into a special outlet on
the star projector, which then allows you to adjust its
strength. This is much more convenient than having
three settings (one essentially useless) placed outside
the dome where curious passersby might try to play
with it.

The flashlight pointers are of the type made infamous by Edmund Scientific. The main difference can
see between them is that one company gets theirs from
Hong Kong and the other from West Germany.
bulbs cost $3, which is ridiculous, and are Ifa.HIJlCaH
hard to find. The Newark Museum has added a homemade pointer which plugs into an outlet on the
,,::,,~_
tor, which is probably the best solution as now no
teries die during the fourth show of the day.
"""'W"'£ ..

The AP model has the celestial equator,
and
meridian, all controlled by a single switch. Precession
can be done by hand on the AP, as can annual motion for
the sun. Latitude from 90° N to 70° S can be set
hand.
Diurnal motion is motorized.
The SL lacks the lines mentioned for the
as part of the celestial coordinates cylinder (no
ian). Precession is impossible for the S1. The northern
and southern star cylinders can each cover any latitude
from their respective poles to the equator. Annual motion really cannot be simulated. Diurnal motion is motorized.
Neither model has cardinal points. However, cardinal point projectors are easily homemade. The difficulty is that the more auxiliaries are added, the more
the portability of the models is reduced.
Set up time is no more than fifteen minutes for the
and maybe five minutes more for the AP since its
er weight makes it a bit slower to inflate.
have been set up outdoors (a very bad idea, since
creates more pinholes, and any wind at all does strange
things to a large bubble). They have been rented out for
birthday parties, senior citizens groups, public shows,
street fairs, and much else.
While the AP is slightly cheaper than the
the
costs are so similar that few institutions will make
their choice based on finances.
While the planetarium community has not been
inspired to regard our star projectors as either sturdy
enough or lightweight enough to be portable, there
have been travelling planetariums made from other
models. Both the Charles Hayden Planetarium in Boston and Frederick Ream Planetarium in Maine used a
Spitz A2 with a prefab dome which had to be assembled on site. I have not actually heard of anyone using
them, but the Nova I (aka Spitz Junior) and Nova II
could be adapted to portable use. The Spitz School
model (Harmonic Reed, 1955-59) apparently was intended for portability, but I have yet to hear of anyone
who ever used it. The Diana (Goto, 1962-63) is similar

(Please see Portables on page 85)
The Planetarian, Vol. 16, No.4, October 1987
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How well do Starlabs work in the field? How well
do they hold up? How suitable are they for astronomy
education in schools, particularly for teachers with
little expertise in planetaria?
The New York Hall of Science owns five Starlab
planetaria. The systems are primarily employed to
train teachers in portable planetarium use and in participatory astronomy techniques. More than 350 teachers, most with no previous experience in astronomy,
have completed Starlab training since the program's
inception in 1985. This training program was described
in The Planetarian, January, 1987.
Teacher Response to Training on Starlab
Participant reaction can accurately be described as
ecstatic. "What a delightful workshop. In only 4 days
I feel I can truly deliver meaningful astronomy programs. I can't wait to rent the Starlab," is a typical
response. Teachers with little or no astronomy background report they are amazed at the ease in which
concepts such as phases of moon or retrograde motion
are explained and examined with the equipment. By
the end of the four days, the teachers are eager to demonstrate their new expertise to their students and colleagues. A few participants do express concern about
their ability to
and take-down the dome without assistance. Most, however, are more than willing to
try, and no participant ever failed to accomplish Starlab set-up and operation.
Once trained, teachers are eligible to rent Starlab
from the Hall of Science for up to 2 weeks. The rental
program has delivered astronomy programs to more
than 150,000 school children since its inception. To
date, the five Hall of Science Starlab systems have
been rented for a total of 404 days by 196 participants.
Other participants are, for the first time, using district-owned Starlabs.
Transport
Participants are expected to pick-up and return Star10

the
smallest of cars and teachers
its transport to the site.
system to a fifth floor
some rather caustic I'n.,,,,,,,..,no,"\foC
unable to use the C'7(~tOl-n
Use Patterns
The quality of the programming conducted in
schools varies markedly. Teachers
their
efforts on one class report the
success in
design and delivery of curriculum-related programs.
Individual sessions are short (20 minutes), interactive
and loud. Most programs are preceded and followed
coordinated activities or lessons. In a
students would enter the dome a dozen times or more.
Teachers report the ideal number of students inside
dome is less than 20. Non-science programs are infrequently delivered.
In most "''-L<V'-Hv, Starlab's size necessitates its use
or on a
In a few instances locker rooms and
are used. Starlab's
creates
excitement with students and educators.
Another common mode of use was for 1000+ students
rental. Such
visit activities
involved constellation

The children's eXt)erJLences
the dome are described
by teachers as Inton!ettat)le. The "'~ . . "' ... r~£>
was both foreboding and
dren (K-2) were
t'~C",lA'-4A~
time sky in a completely
dome.
followed by a soft "00000" when the starlight was increased was a magical moment for instructors. For
young children, Starlab was the highlight of the
school year. Older students find the dome
triguing. They enjoy searching for familiar
cal persons or beasts, and they particularly
"",c>,..
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the first to locate them. Many teachers report Starlab
programs concluding with a spontaneous burst of
applause from the students.
Teachers also report Starlab's role as a centerpiece
at back-to- school nights, PTA meetings, science fairs,
community astronomy nights.
Repeat users report an astonishing amount of retention by students from previous years. Not only do the
students recall the procedures and excitement of Starlab, most remember and volunteer information about
constellation identification and the sun's position at
various seasons.
Mechanical Suitability

Considering all the use, the Starlab dome and equipment hold up remarkably well. When the system is
used in a dirt-filled environment, tiny holes tend to
form in the fabric, particularly when grit is trapped
within the dome during the packing process. So far
patching with duct tape has sufficed as a "band-aid"

solution. However, the Hall of Science cannot
too many more years from the fabric at its current rate
of usage. One suggestion would be to require additional
maintenance training each time a participant wants to
rent the system.
The projectors work flawlessly; fuses and ..... ".,n.;,."r>'/-r, ..
bulbs are long-lasting and easily changed. No
have been reported with the set-up, the
the fans or the projectors' operation. A few
have cracked along the lower circular seams.
has not interfered with projection quality and further
repairs have as yet not been required. Most
have withstood the stress of repeated use
abuse.
The Velcro-like attachments on the cylinders and
inder holders require once-a-year changing to r.r,:nyc.-n
slippage of the cylinder when the holder is
the appropriate latitude.
Only the light arrow pointers in each system have
caused problems for the user and the Hall of Science.

(Please see Five Starlabs on page 20)

Starlab #5 during a practice astronomy lesson for teachers during a workshop at the New York Hall of Science.
The Planetarian, Vol. 16, No.4, October 1987
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INTRODUCTION
the same issues
irrational critics who could do
etari urns in the
ine some of the the pros and cons of
er such
can have
value,"
their frequent
nature and
their at times
support of
Many
of the arguments involved are
to those encountered when one examines the controversy over the
place of "scientific creationism" in the public schools.
In fact, to some extent the present interest in these
issues is symptomatic of a polarization of opinion concerning the place of religion in public education, in
politics, and in a pluralistic society in general.
My goal in this paper is not to condemn, but rather to
stimulate dialogue on the issues raised. The paper
arose as a result of an open letter I wrote to the planetarium
(reprinted on the next

BACKGROUND
to Christmas Star
years there was
or no
was and still seems
to be an acceptable topic for discussion
astronomers
in their popular and even technical works. Back in
1908, renowned astronomer E. Walter Maunder, wrote a
book entitled The Astronomy of the Bible1 which
cluded a discussion of the
of the Star
Magi. From its first issues up to perhaps the last
20 years, Sky and Telescope, as an eX8lmtne,
regular December issue articles
on the nature of the Christmas Star.
almost of
the

'nn,[7p--r-.fl

whatever stance
as a scientific survey of
were sent to something
across
the U.s., there have been only 40 responses to date. Of
these, several either made no
to answer the
.......... ,>u'-, ........ I had asked, but simply commented on how
did their own programs, or chose
to
that they agreed or disagreed with what my
suggested, but without any supporting evidence or
mentation. Thus, I do not think it appropriate to report
a statistical study of the opinions.
I also wish to emphasize that my goal in raIsIng
these questions was not to stir up trouble for planetarians. If unethical or otherwise inappropriate things are
being done in the context of the Christmas show
(usually unintentionally), then it is best to have an
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to comment on more
books on cosmology.
and
strongly critical of efforts by some to
ural causation to explain pre-Big
whereas Davies, in his God and the New
along with Barrow and Tipler in their The
Cosmological Principle7, pursue at length the
support that astronomical investigation
gives to traditional religious beliefs.
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Carl Sagan has repeatedly attacked religion (at
least in its more conservative forms) in his popular
science writings, the chapter called "The Backbone of
Night" in his Cosmos 8 being a blatant example. Martin
Gardner 9 and Isaac Asimov10 have taken similar positions in their popular science writings. On the other
hand, Owen Gingerich of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory is in the process of preparing a film
series that has as its goal a Christian response to what
are seen as the anti-Christian tendencies of Sagan's
Cosmos series.
Note, however, that these treatments of religion
with science often are not thought to be appropriate in

Sept. 20, 1986
Dear Planetarium Director:
I am an astronomer (PhD University of Illinois at
Champaign, 1977) now working with the Purdue
University system. Over the past several years I
have been doing research on astronomy in the ancient
Near East and in particular, I've become interested
in the issue of the Star of the Magi. Being an
interdisciplinary topic, I have consulted with many
seminarians of a wide variety of theological stances
and a few astronomers on the various issues
involved.
Naturally, I have consulted the book by David
Hughes, a book called The Return of the Star of
Bethlehem by conservative theologian Kenneth Boa and
populariser [sic] Proctor, a MTh thesis on the issue
by Boa, and innumerable technical as well as semipopular articles in journals such as the Quarterly
Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society, Sky and
Telescope, and so on. I have also worked rather
closely on the topic with Mr. Carl Wenning, director
of Illinois State's Planetarium.
I was wondering if you could direct me to persons
who might being [sic] interested in dialogue
concerning various issues related to the Christmas
Star. For example, (1) I have found that many
theologians regard the biblical account as midrashic
and therefore totally unreliable as a source of
historical information. Yet planetariums continue to
present Christmas programs generally defending a
planetary conjunction explanation of the Star (i.e.,
a real, historical phenomenon that led real Magi to
a real Christ and so on.) Most of the theologians
(conservative and fundamentalistic ones excepted)
seem to be laughing at the astronomers for taking
the account seriously. What do planetarium educators
say about this? (2) Another problem is that 11
months out of the year planetarium educators present
astrology as an outdated, superstitious belief, yet
when they present their Christmas shows, astrology
is said or at least implied to have worked when the
Magi interpreted the planetary conjunction and
successfully found the Christ child. How is this
apparent inconsistency rationalised [sic]? Ls this
responsible science education?
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publicly funded institutions. Interestingly, there seems
to be an asymmetry that this inappropriateness is
regarded as more severe when science is used to aeJrena
religious claims than when it is used to attack fundamentalist views for example. Sagan's works,
with other works by noted debunkers who are
to fundamentalist religion in its pseudoscientific
expressions, are widely praised and used extensively
in public science education. Of course such issues have
been treated in philosophy and religion classes at
lic institutions, but the debated issue is whether or not
such things have a place of support in science education
there.

(3) Another question of concern was brought up by
Dr. Roy K. Marshall some time ago: planetariums
sometimes use deception in their presentation of the
Christmas Program in that they imply that a JupiterSaturn conjunction was easily visible to the Magi,
when in fact it was obscured by the light of the
sun. Or they will delete highly relevant information
from their lines of reasoning in an effort to make a
planetary conjunction sound more plausible as an
explanation for the Star than it actually is. E.g.,
it is often not mentioned that Matthew's word for
Star is singular and not even a collective noun, so
that a grouping of planets is difficult to reconcile
wi th the account.
(4) Finally, it disturbs me that some planetarium
directors will end their Star programs with a remark
something like "But, does it really matter what the
Star was?" and then they go on to say that what
really matters is the beautiful sentiments expressed
in the biblical story. The fact that the Christmas
show is often the most well attended show of the
year seems to imply that for many people it does
indeed matter. It seems to me that most people come
expecting that the show will confirm their religious
beliefs by providing evidence that the Star really
did exist and that the Christ really had been born.
It seems to me rather deceptive for educators to
imply that indeed the people are correct, when in
fact many planetarium educators believe nothing of
the kind.
Perhaps some of my views expressed above are
misunderstandings or simply incorrect. If you know
of anyone who would be willing to correspond with me
on these matters, I would greatly appreciate [it] if
you could sent [s~c] me their names and addresses.
Perhaps you yourself would be interested in reacting
to the above concerns that I have expressed.
I appreciate the time you have taken to read my
letter. I hope to hear from you.
Sincerely yours,
(signed) Sherm Kanagy
Assistant Prof. of Physics
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Similarly, the pedagogical value of the pseudosciences in science education has been defended by astronomers such as Michael Zeilik 11.
George
on
in his intexts for years and wrote articles
The
for science education
rlA~Q"'~C'''''' of the

The American Astroof the

statements, numerous scientists and
educators have
concern over the prevalence
of belief in things usually considered pseudoscientific
such as astrology. Both concerns strengthen each other
in that astrology, paranormal phenomena, and numerous other such ideas are entangled with religion in

various ways.
ISSUES OF CONCERN

hold that Matthew probably was not talking about
any genuine astronomical phenomenon. If a planetarian were going to appeal to theology, one would think
that he/she would choose a view that represented
majority opinion among theological scholars rather
than a minority position popular with the nontechnical public.
If the above view is indeed the case, one can understand how some theologians would find the efforts of
astronomers to pin down the identity of the Star to
some astronomical event as at least misguided and possibly laughable. The major point here, however, is not
to preferentially castigate astronomers for their
alleged ignorance or misuse of theology. Indeed, theologians are no doubt likewise often guilty of abusing
astronomy. Rather, the point is that even if a planetarium director should choose to side with the liberal
theological community and argue that the account is
midrash (loosely, a non-historical literary invention),
he is still taking a particular stance on a theological
question. It might be argued by some that since the
choice of theological stance is based on "objective" evidence and not mere dogma or mysticism that the particular stance is legitimate, which may indeed be the
case. Should, however, secular institutions take sectarian or preferential stances on religious questions?

There are also concerns about the ethics of implying
the historicity of the biblical account when in fact the
typical planetarium director believes nothing of the
kind. I have received several letters from planetarium
educators expressing discomfort with the Christmas
Star program for this very reason. Although there is of
course variation from
to planetarium that
relates to the types
communities they serve, many
people do come to the Christmas show
it to
confirm their
beliefs
providing astronomical evidence that the Star
did exist and tha t
the Christ had really been born.

to the audience?
Another aspect of the whole problem is that
theological literalists insist that a careful
the text of Matthew clearly indicates that he intended the Star to be a supernatural phenomenon such as
the Shekinah Glory that Wenning has discussed 18 .
Conservatives tend to be literalists in their
to biblical interpretation, taking seriously the fact
that Matthew uses a singular non-collective noun for
"Star" for example. There are several points here.
First, if the planetarium director allows a favorable
presentation of such a view, one has the pl,inE~ta:n
promoting supernatural explanations of events and
particular stance on hermeneutical questions. For most
scientists, the philosophical foundation of science is
naturalism and thus treatment of the supernatural
vehicle of science education is regarded as out of
place 19 . Also, if one presents only the conservative or
literalist viewpoint, one is again in the position of
giving preferential status to a particular religious perspective.
In addition, given that a supernatural explanation is
the one most consistent with the intent of the biblical
writer, one has questions of either shoddy
or intellectual dishonesty arising if the
nonetheless implies a naturalistic
Star. Note as well that the word used in Matt. 2
"star" does not literally allow for a
tion of any kind. In
the planetarian
argue that a non-literal
is more reasonable anyway, but that would
the
in the
of
cal Int'erf-)re1tatlon-~)ne
ists.
I--'HA1"_'UJ.

OVERVIEW OF ATTITUDES IN THE
PLANETARIUM COMMUNITY

educators deal with
Also, astrologers sometin1es use the
of the
ChristmBs Star to
that Christianity and science
confirm that astronomical events do indeed
'1nrr on
Even if
SlCTrn.nn-,r::,,".., never
used our discussions of
this way, there seems to be a
case for them
so. If the
allows the implication that a
conjunction,
or comet did actually announce the birth of
Jesus Christ to go unchallenged, is there not an ethical
problem, particularly in view of the fact that in other
programs the planetarium educator insists that astrology is a superstition about the stars, a pseudoscience
that was long ago falsified? Some shows even have
angels flying through the air to more faithfully illustrate the biblical story. What does that communicate

taken
in cOlrreSp(Jn(:te11ce

t-,",,('rDt-I .. ,o1"
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Some choose to avoid

discussed
favor of less

troversial material. [7
For example, last
used
program on Halley's
and said nothing about the
Star of the Magi. In several areas of the
least, planetarians have had quite successful
replacing the Christmas Star. Parents bring
to Christmas programs, these planetarians insist, not
particularly to see a program on the Christian nativity account, but mainly because kids are out of school at
15

that time of year and are getting bored. Going to the
planetarium seems an educational way to keep the
kids entertained.
In most cases, the planetarium people who made this
choice did not feel censored in any way. They felt it
was the rational and ethical thing to do, given the
ethical and other concerns over the Star show. In only
one letter did I get the impression of any feelings of
censorship for fear of confrontations with religious
extremists.
(2) Replacing the Star program by a more general
program dealing with Christmas myths around the
world along with discussions of the significance of the
winter solstice, the development of the Calendar, and
other relevant astronomical topics. [2 letters].
One must be careful here whether one is being hostile
to any particular sectarian religious stance, which is
forbidden by the Constitution. Public institutions must
be neutral. A view that presents the Christian nativity account as non-historical myth is antithetical to the
views of most evangelical and fundamentalistic theologians, although it is the view of many liberal theologians. The point here is not to raise the issue of
whether the State can legitimately promote a "secular
religion," but rather to ask whether the State can legitimately promote liberal over conservative Christian theology.
Others choose to talk about the Star and they justify
this by:
(3) Emphasizing that (a) they are dealing with possible astronomical phenomena around the time of the
birth of Christ and make no conclusion about what the
Star actually or even probably was (or even if there
was a Star at all). The audience makes their own conclusions, and thus the astronomers allegedly are absolved of any implications that they have supported a
particular religious position. If the public is nonetheless left with the impression that they have been
given a probable identification of the Star, the attitude of some planetarians is that they are not responsible for unjustified inferences made by the public; (b)
they add a remark at the end of the program that it
shouldn't really matter to a religious person whether
there ever was such a real Star, since it is the religious
significance of Christ's birth that is important and
each individual must decide what he or she feels
about that significance20 . It is also noted that people
who choose to come to the Christmas show already
understand the quasi-religious nature of the topic and
thus they would not usually find religious references
and commentary objectionable. [8 letters].
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(4) Having other programs throughout the year that
they claim balance the bias in the Christmas show.
One person attempted to balance the Star show
cluding a "lighted Menorah in another section of
show. "21 They note that
is the
religion of western culture, so they balance it
ing programs on the astronomical
of
Egyptian, Indian, etc. cultures. Of course, one cannot
possibly cover all alternative religious
One
would have to make judgments as to which are the
more important ones. Should planetarians be in the
position of judging the relative merits of alternate
religious positions? [1 letter].
(5) Noting, often grudgingly, that
on the Star because
that is what
wants, so they feel compelled to
expense of professional ethics
one letter
why can't we admit that we are going to blend
science we have on the event, what we can find
the
biblical record and throw in a few unknowns like
little astrology to make a program that can
audience happy for
minutes.")
the program brings in money necessary for the survival
of the planetarium (through entrance
tax
grants, and other contributions) and the ...., . . ,,,""".~h,r"'..
its other, more legitimate programs
year, again at the expense of professional ethics;
or (c) they continually get questions froIn the
about the Star and it is easier to do a production
to answer the same question over and over.
In response to (a), a physics professor from
vania remarked that, "I think that scientists
context of the planetarium Star show] are pandering to
popular sentiment and in the process
the
ideals of science."
(6) Noting that it has been long-established tradition to do so and they see it simply as a vehicle for
explaining astronomical concepts, apparently ignoring
the ethical questions rioted here. [2 letters].
(7) Claiming that the primary purpose of planetariums is not to educate, but rather to "impart a feeling of
the fascination of astronomy" in particular and to
stimulate curiosity about scientific thinking in general.
They go on to say that the tools one uses to bring about
this feeling and/or curiosity are largely irrelevant:
one can tell stories of Greek gods, Indian legends, or the
Christmas Star. Besides, some note, practically any
program presented will offend a few people, given the
diversity of people in planetarium audiences. Also,
they remark, no one has objected to their talking about
Greek mythology. Unlike the case of the Christmas
Star, however, few scholars have argued that there is
any factual basis in astronomy for the stories of Greek
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mythology, with the exception, of course, of Immanuel
Velikovsky. [4 letters].

Child as mere manifestations of theatrics as
to alleged historical realities.

A related point of view was that the primary function of the Star show is entertainment. One reaction to
this attitude came from a planetarian in New York:
"Stretching the
sentimentalizing, oversimplifying,
to the desires of the audience, and other
questionable practices are all too frequently a part of
[this] 'show business.!!'

(10) Noting that no one is
Christmas Show nor to
until
beliefs, so that the situation is much like the case
pornography-if people are offended with the
logical stance taken or
are free
leave or not come at all. [1

There are also those who note that the average person,
of theological persuasion, thinks that
the Star was some sort of astronon1ical object and not a
mere mythical part of an invented story (the midrashic view of many mainstream theologians has not been
communicated to the average church-goer). Surely,
however, we should not knowingly confirm the ignorant views of those we serve-if, in our best judgment,
they are indeed ignorant views.
Claiming that the bias in favor of Christianity is
rationally justified since (a) the denominations and
seminaries represented by the liberal theologians "are
declining in membership, income, and social impact"
and (b) "the Biblical text has been shown over and
over to be historically [and] archeologically accurate."
[1 letter].
Conversely, others have defended taking a particular non-literalistic stance on the interpretation of
Matt. 2 by claiming that literalism has been falsified
by strong objective evidence [1 letter].
(9) Suggesting that we are taking the entire issue too
seriously. Typical remarks might be, "Christmas Star
programs are simply the planetarian's way of getting
caught up in the spirit of the holiday season and having fun recreating for ourselves the fairy tale atmosphere of the Nativity accounts with a little astronomy
added for spice. People and their kids enjoy it so
what's the harm?" Does the public understand that it
is all "just for fun"? [2 letters].
One planetarian even noted, in defense of this point,
that there are some small planetariums that
"transform their domes into 'haunted houses' complete
with fortune-telling, cauldron-stirring witches, etc."
as an effort to celebrate Halloween. He then asked the
question, "is this responsible science education? "I
would agree that a certain amount of theatrical license
should be a legitimate part of planetarium shows.
Although virtually everyone might admit that the
witches etc. are intended solely as theatrics and not as
not as an expression of serious belief of astronomers, I
doubt that many people attending the Christmas Star
Show think of the Star, the Magi, and the Christ
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(11) Claiming that the primary issue is one of free
quiry. As one letter asked, "What is
wrong
with seeing if a given
has any basis in fact?"
Creationists might ask a similar
about the
presentation of their arguments
public schools. [1 letter].

On the issue of implicit support for
responses were: (1) Although the
astrology, that was 2000 years ago, and it is noted explicitly in the Star program that modern scientists do
not accept astrology. The problem arises when the
dience is simply told that the
by astrological interpretation, successfully found
Christ and the narrator then without critical comment goes on to discuss
possibilities for which planetary conjunction
terpreted. Whether astrology "worked" 2000 years
or today does not particularly matter. That we
without critical comment, that it worked at all is my
concern. (2) Others pointed out that the mere fact
astrology did indeed give a successful prediction once
does not give any serious support to belief in
I agree, but is the audience made aware of this fact?
Also, a dramatic predictive success often leads
to ignore innumerable failures. Science has likewise
had predictive failures, as in the case of Comet Kohoutek. (3) Some said that the problem of the Magi using astrology is one for theologians to answer, not planetarians. (4) One planetarian from a Christian college
insisted that there is nothing in the biblical text
which suggests that the Magi did use astrology, implying that therefore the problem was solved. Isn't it
strange though, that the New English Bible translates
Magi as "astrologers?" Also, what are people doing
when they interpret the significance of an astronomical event as indicating the birth of a religious Messiah? Whether one wants to call it "astrology" or not,
it certainly seems foreign to what most planetarians
wish to give scientific assent, rightly or wrongly. (5)
Other responses parallel those given in the case of religion: if the audience misunderstands what we say,
it's not our fault, etc.
u,n,Ujl\J>'_

Finally, at least one response insisted that all my
concerns were baseless and that such things never are
discussed in planetariums.
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Although some of the above reasons
strategies may be acceptable, frankly, I am sadly astonished
at how often there seemed to be a lack of concern about
professional ethics and related issues among the sampling of planetarium educators I have made. Some
attitudes seem to be: "if it gets us money, do
if the
public thinks it's true-even if it were belief in the
Easter Bunny-tell them it is indeed and that there is
considerable astronomical evidence
the
claim!"
one critic of these attitudes
"I've been wondering if quantum chromo dynamics could
explain all those colored eggs left by the Easter Bunny.") "Most people have their minds made up anyway,
so why worry about what we say! Our goal is entertainment, not scientific accuracy!" (Note that my comments here are paraphrases of actual comments I have
received in extensive correspondence. On the other
hand, I do not mean to say that the majority of planetarium people have these attitudes. The number of
actual responses I received to my original letter would
not warrant any such conclusion. However, one or more
of such attitudes were common enough among those
who did respond to warrant concern.)
I would emphasize that the majority of planetarians
are ethical people. Many planetarians find the above
attitudes reprehensible. These include Pasachoff,
Wharton, Wenning, and other planetarians who have
expressed some of the concerns discussed here in earlier
writings in The Planetarian 22 . Pasachoff, in addition,
has pointed to the possible public relations problem of
encouraging a "feeling of exclusion" among nonChristians who attend our planetariums. 22
Others simply have not realized some of the implications of the programs they present: "nobody ever
complained to us about it." Stin others depend on
"canned" programs prepared elsewhere, usually at one
of the larger planetariums, which they present without editing. They trust that the producers and designers of the programs have given them accurate and
ethical material. These things need much more serious
thought given to them than has hitherto been done.
CONCLUSIONS

Can the Christrnas Star program be ethically presented? I think I have shown that there are ethical
questions that need to be resolved related to the
Christmas Star program. Some of these ethical questions may be accentuated by the fact that many of the
programs are oriented toward audiences consisting primarily or even solely of children. I do not pretend to
have provided the way to ethically answer these concerns, although some brief ideas have been summarized.
18

Legal answers
not be to our
tionally justified.
situation may be somewhat
ilar to the case of scientific creationism in
dealing with issues of whether
is
institutions to teach scientific
stances and to
evidence in a context that seems to
pseudoscientific claims.
In addition to Star of Bethlehem
other popular
have implications for
ums frequently do programs . . . . . . ~~ALA
the universe, one analogously
ask whether consecond law of therclusions reached on the basis of
modynamics that the universe had an origin at finite
time in the past be excluded from mention in
institutions merely because such a conclusion
those religions that
a creation in the finite
past? It is probably unwise to have the legal
decide or mandate the definition of science
legitimate content of science education.
.....

It indeed would be sad if time spent in defending ourselves should significantly detract from the ongoing
process of science education. (Of course, if all we are
doing is entertaining, there cannot be any such
to science education.) It would also be sad if the threat
of having to spend dollars and time defending ourselves caused a significant amount of self-censorship on
the part of planetarium educators. It would likewise
be sad if involvement in such battles arose because of
drug use on the job, but it would be justified. One
shouldn't be allowed to persist in improper activities
merely because it would hurt science education to be
forced to desist from them.
'-AU..Al"-''-A

I would suggest that the questions raised here rather
should be decided internally
rational open argumentation within the scientific and educational communities. To pursue the issue in depth would
much more space than this article allows,
interest warrants, perhaps more papers on the issues
raised here will follow. Carefully designed, scientific
surveys could be done to test the details of the concerns
expressed here: A survey could be made to see how common it is for
to quote or otherwise
to specific
texts in the course of their Star program. Another survey could examine how comlnon it is
in Christmas Star shows inadvertently to imply that
astrological techniques led the Magi successfully in
finding the Christ. A third survey could examine the
motives that people have who choose to attend the
Star show. 23 How often do they attend at least
in the hope of confirming their religious beliefs? A survey could be made of attitudes of theologians to the
attempts of astronomers to identify the Christmas
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Star. It might be necessary for some agency other than
the planetarium directors themselves to conduct the
studies since it may be very difficult to get "objective"
data on such a sensitive, emotional subject. There are
many possibilities.
One may wish to deal with these issues personally,
so I will recommend references that might be helpful. I
would recommend Ian G. Barbour's Issues in Science and
Religion, the Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation, the journal Zygon and similar literature for a
start. 24 ,25

Astronomy Courses for Nonscience Specialists," American Journal of Physics, 41, pp. 961-964, (1973) and "PSI
Astronomy Unit: Astrology-The Space Age Science?,"
American Journal of Physics, 42, pp. 538-542,
See also Moche, D. L., The Physics Teacher, 12, p. 300,
(1974).
12. Abell, George 0., "Astrology-Its Principles and
Relation and Nonrelation to Science," The Science
Teacher, 41(9), pp. 9-13, (Dec. 1974).
13. Quotes from several societies may be found in The
American Biology Teacher, 35, p. 35, (Jan. 1973). The

Notes:

statement of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
may be found in "Astronomers Assail Creationism"
Andrew Fraknoi, The Planetarian, 11(3), p. 4,
1982). On astrology, see "Objections to Astrology-A
Statement by 186 Leading Scientists," The Humanist,
35, pp. 4-6, (Sept.-Oct. 1975).

1. Maunder, E. Walter, The Astronomy of the Bible,
(T. Sealy Clark & Co., London, 1908), pp. 393-400: "The
Star of Bethlehem."

14. See, for example, Mulfinger, George (Jr.),
Design and Origins in Astronomy, (Creation Research
Society Books, Norcross, Georgia, 1983).

2. Hughes, David, The Star of Bethlehem, (Pocket
Books, New York, 1979).

15. Thus the objection being made is not to presenting
the legitimate place astrology has in the history of
astronomy. Nor is the objection to admitting that many
ancient people believed in astrology. The concern is
that, if one is not careful, the public infers from the
success of the Magi that their astrology "worked."
Some planetarians deal with this problem by
an effort to emphasize that coincidence may
the Magi's success. For other concerns about dealing
with astrology in the planetarium, see Alan J. Friedman, "President's Message," The Planetarian, 15(2), p.
17, (June 1986).

The issues raised here are timely and need to be
resolved. Let's discuss them in depth on the pages of
this journal and then act on our decisions so that we can
have responsible science education.

3. Meyer, Earl R., "The Christmas Star," The Physics
Teacher, 15, pp. 533-537, 549, (Dec. 1977).
Bonnor, William, The Mystery of the Expanding
Universe, (Macmillan Co., New York, 1964), pp. 117-

4.

122: "A Job for God."
5. Singh, Jagjit, Great Ideas and Theories of Modern
Cosmology, (Dover Pub., New York, 1961), pp. 255-257:
"God and Cosmology."
6. Davies, Paul, God and the New Physics, (Simon &
Schuster, New York, 1983).
7. Barrow, John D. and Tipler, Frank J., The Anthropic
Cosmological Principle, (Oxford University Press,
New York, 1986).
8. Sagan, Carl, Cosmos, (Ballantine Books, New York,
1980).
9. Gardner, Martin, Science: Good, Bad, and Bogus,
(Avon Books, New York, 1981).
10. Asirnov, Isaac, In the Beginning ... , (Crown Publishers, New York, 1981).
11. Zeilik, Michael, Astronomy: the Evolving Universe, (Harper & Row, New York, 1979), p. 296. See
also Zeilik's articles "Astrology in Introductory
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16. Brown, Raymond E., The Birth of the Messiah,
(Image Books, Doubleday & Co., Garden City, New
York, 1977).
17. Personal comrnunication, Carl Wenning, Illinois
State University Planetarium, Normal, Illinois. See
also: Anderson, K., Astrology of the Old Testament,
(Karl Anderson, Boston, date unknown); Zolar, The
History of Astrology, (Arco Pub. Co., New York, 1972),
pp. 121-122, p. 181; Peter Lemesurier, Gospel of the
Stars, (Avon Books, New York, 1977); Allen, Don
Cameron, The Star-Crossed Renaissance, (Octagon
Books, New York, 1966), p. 48; Wedel, Theodore Otto,
The Mediaeval Attitude Toward Astrology, (Yale
Univ. Press, New Haven, 1920), pp. 17-18; Loomis, Benjamin F., Science and Religion, (Fowler & Wells, New
York, 1905), pp. 98-99. The idea has a long history.
18. Wenning, Carl, itA Star of Bethlehem Survey," The
Planetarian, 14(1), pp. 13-15, (First Quarter, 1985). See

also his "The Star of Bethlehem: A Theological
Approach," in The Planetarian, Summer, 1980.
19. I have been rather shocked to learn that there
exists some debate within the planetarium community
over whether planetariums should have as their primary goal entertaining science education or merely
science-flavored entertainment. See "Education and
Entertainment:
A Balance," by Michael P.
Walker, The Planetarian, 15(4), (Dec. 1986). Although
one might find it useful to
the legitimate
goals of those planetariums that are intimately connected with science departments and similar science
institutions from those that are not, I would agree with
Walker's conclusions that the primary goal "... has
been;. and always will remain, education. Entertainment is merely a tool ... " (p. 8, ibid.).

alleged to be a "subjective judgment"
(See ref. under note
above).
like to test Mr. Wenning's claim
surveys.
24. Some sources of relevant " .. "",,..."'''',...
Dorothy,
Creation
Boston,

Courtroom: "Scopes II",
1982); La
Cambridge,

The Case for
Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Abusing Science, (The MIT
chusetts, 1983).
25. Kanagy, Sherman P.

E. C. Krupp is one who quarrels with the "... belief

that a planetarium is an appropriate forum for the
evaluation of miracles." See "Letters," The Planetarian, 14(3), p. 4, (Sept. 1985).
20. Again, making decisions about what should and
shouldn't be the significance of the Star entangles one
in religious stances.

Science Controversy:
the
Religion;

tPf()ceea:m~:s

Conference
at Purdue
Westville, Indiana. This source
of a
of experts, .................... ..
views.

(Five

One can also argue that the existence and identity of
the Star "matter" to a variety of people for a variety
of reasons. To some conservative Christian apologists,
the historicity of the Star is important to confirming
their understanding of the biblical record. It matters to
biblical chronologists if and what the Star was. If
there never was a Star, one cannot use it to date biblical events. If the Star was supernatural, probably the
same difficulty exists. If the Star was a planetary conjunction, one can use Tuckerman's computer calculations
to date the sightings by the Magi. It also matters to
astrologers if and what the Star was, since they like to
claim astronomical confirmation for astrological doctrines.
21. George Payne has discussed a program centered
around Hanukkah in his article "The Festival of
Lights," The Planetarian, 11(1), pp. 14-15, (Sept.
1982).
22. Pasachoff, Jay M" (Letter to the Editor), The Planetarian, 14(1), p. 5, (Apr. 1985); Wharton, John,
"Gibbous Gazette," The Planetarian, 14(4),
22, (Jan.
1986). On Wenning, see note 16, above.
23. To a limited extent, this survey has already been
done
Carl Wenning. See "A Star of Bethlehem Survey,"
Planetarian, 14(1), pp. 13-15,
1985).
Wenning's statement that Christmas Star audiences
are seeking a quasi-religious experience has been

continued from

Batteries wear out; the bulbs burn out; the
switch is easily left on; and the
themselves
easily break if mishandled or dropped. Other pOInters
have been tried with little success. With the n!;::d-tc>l"'U
outlay alone
$500 per
the pOlntiers
are the
expense in the rental and

Conclusion
The Starlab C;;:"1(~t-C>lrn has becOIne a valuable addition to
the
resources of more than 350 area educators.
of the
deli vered are still in the
While
the number of students who
to the
time sky is
pressive. The excitement the
creates will
astronomy become naore accessible to the F. ............. ,.... ..
lie.
"" .... 'OA ........, ......

Most significantly,
are the numbers of teachers who are now at ease in teaching a
which
only months earlier was feared and
teachers become aware of the
and its potential applications, the sooner interactive
astronomy programming will become
in
the classroom. Through its
rental
the Han of Science has demonstrated the
of the Starlab
to ~,..r"""""" ..
classroom settings.
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proves that int:ol«~ralnc:e
face. Three months
allowed Planned
buses that
"What's an
........... 'c ...... '-"vu said that the ads were
to
mote conversation about sex between children
their
more than two
and
the
U,,",I" "'lOu

... ...,,-" iJA''V

has
service ads
received comwho did not like

McLelnore says. "That message certainly is nonsectarian and nondenominational. It's against
our grain not to be able to say 'God bless you.' This
incenses us.

about
the First Amendh.o'-. .... ' ..,.. "" we live in an
creeping
The erosion of
exercise" rights has occun'ed so
and relentlessthat
are unaware of the threat.
that

II
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One can always ten when Christmas is coming.
not
the decorations that begin
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as Halloween.
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who
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Though nearly 2,000 years have passed since its
reported sighting by the magi, the Star of Bethlehem
continues to attract a following by astronomers and
others interested in the stars.
Biblical scholars, of course, are interested in the
religious significance of the star, described in the Gospel of Matthew, but some in the scientific community
also continue to speculate about possible natural origins
of the phenomenon.
The degree of interest in the star was noted by Mark
director of Vanderbilt Planetarium, Centerand associate professor of
at Hofstra
Hempstead.

NO CERTAINTY
"The best we can do is say that there is a certain
degree of possibility and even probability, but never a
real certainty," said Dorrit Hofflcit, of the Yale University Observatory, expressing the thoughts of most
who study the stars.
''I'm not
interested in
one
definitive or even plausible," Dr. Gutsch said. "I
think it's a neat
a fun detective
for which
we will never have all the clues."

"During my first two years
we didn't have a
Christmas Star show," Mr. Levine
"and the
demand was
no pun intended." Since the
Star of Bethlehem show was
it has become
the planetarium's most
program.
Nor is the interest in Christmas Star show unique to
Vanderbilt. William Gutsch, chairman of Hayden
Planetarium, New York, commented that "I don't know
of any major planetarium that isn't running a Star of
Bethlehem show."
Across the nation planetariums draw capacity
crowds to numerous shows on the subject. Articles and
even books have been written by astronon1ers and others about the nature of the Star, which according to
Matthew's Gospel led the magi to the Christ Child.
Some regard it as poetic fantasy added to the infancy narratives by the author of Matthew's Gospel.
Others counter that the story reads plausibly, and
that evidence exists that S01ne type of actual astronomical event led the ITlagi. Still others ascribe supernatural origins to the star.
One area of agreement among the various theories'
proponents is that no theory can be proposed without
much qualification.
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a similar assessment is Edwin
director
Observatory, Los
University of California lecturer, and author of Echoes of the

Ancient Skies.
"People have traditionally found validation and
.significance in the sky," Dr. Krupp said, adding that
ancient writings sometimes ha ve recorded an astronomical event accompanying the birth of a great king when
in reality none actually occurred.
Others, while acknowledging that possibility, see
reason to conclude that some event actually happened,
or at least see reason to investiga te and speculate on
the subject.
David Hughes, astronomy and physics lecturer at
Sheffield University, England, and author of The Star
of Bethlehem: An Astronomer's Confirmation, sees evidence that the subject is worth exploring.
"Matthew's nativity reads like a simple tale well
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told," Dr. Hughes wrote in his book. "It has the ring of
truth."

usually rejected as an explanation of the star because
they would have been too short-lived to have
the magi for any distance.
J'. ............ '-'-'-

EVIDENCE

Sherman Kanagy, assistant professor of physics at
Purdue University's North Central Campus, Westville, Indiana, commented that "a lot of things" in the
account of Matthew "do have historical and archaeological-type evidence supporting them."
He cited the mention of the magi, because of evidence that there were magi in that part of the world
at that time.

The suggestion of Halley's Comet was almost
always ruled out by those writing on the subject because
Halley's Comet appeared in 12 B.C., too far away from
Christ's birth.
A different angle was provided last
Associated Press story reported that Jim
inally from East Meadow but now founder and
the Jerusalem Center for Biblical Studies, argued that
archaeological evidence suggests that Christ was born
in 12 B.C.

Because of the interest in the Star of Bethlehem,
Mr. Levine said, planetariums have examined the possibility that some astronomical event might have in
fact guided the magi. John Mosley, Griffith Observatory program director, voiced similar thoughts.

That argument is disputed on several grounds. Mr.
Mosley, for example, argued that calculations about
Christ's birth would not be off by 12 years. "I would be
very surprised if they were that far off."

"You make a decision that it might have been an
astronomical event," Mr. Mosley said, "and you try to
see if anything which occurred around the time of
Christ's birth might have caught the attention of the
magi.

Another argument is that any comet, whether Halley's or a random comet, would not be a satisfactory explanation because a comet would not have gone unnoticed by the general population, Mr. Levine and others
said.

Those arguing for the literal truth of the story of
the star hypothesize that the magi were wise men living near Palestine, probably knowledgeable in astrology, who saw an event in the sky in which they found
astrological significance.

"It couldn't have been a comet because comets were
considered evil omens," Mr. Levine continued.
were thought to herald death, whereas whatever
tracted the magi was considered to herald the birth
the Jewish Messiah."

Mr. Levine and others theorize that such an event
would not have been spectacular, because Matthew's
Gospel indicates that the magi were the only ones who
saw it, but at the same time it would have been significant enough to justify their journey.

CATACOMB

II

DATES

Once a determination is made to seek events which
might have attracted the attention of the magi, questions arise about the year of Christ's birth.
Although the calendar marks years according to
B.C. (before Christ) and A.D. (Anno Domini-Latin for
"In the Year of Our Lord"), discrepancies in converting
from the old Roman calendar impede determining the
precise year of Christ's birth.
Among those writing on the star, most place
Christ's birth somewhere between 7 and 2 B.C., though
the argument has been made that it could have
occurred as early as 12 B.C.
Various phenomena such as meteors or fireballs are
Vol. 16, No.4,
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Another explanation offered comes from the discovery of what is judged to be a star map, painted on the
wall of the catacomb of Priscilla, an early Christian.
The discovery was made by Carolyn Murphy Beehler, art teacher for the Connecticut Audubon Society,
and a former teacher of art and religion at the Yale
Divinity School.
Mrs. Beehler said that she found a painting of
shepherds with their sheep among apple trees. On
closer inspection, however, she found that this picture
was painted over an older picture of a madonna and
child and a man pointing at the apples.
The appearance indicates, Mrs. Beehler said, that
the newer picture was painted to conceal the older
ture during the Roman persecution of the early Christians, and that the apples originally were painted as
stars.
After attempting to match the stars on the
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with modern star charts, Mrs. Beehler said, she found
a correspondence, as she suspected, with the constellation Aquila, because Aquila was the name of Priscilla's
husband.
However she also found "one extra star" in the
painting which is not found in the modern star charts,
which led her to suspect that the extra star might be
the Star of Bethlehem.
Additional research was conducted by Dr. Hoffleit,
from the Yale Observatory, who said that her examination indicates that the map was probably drawn
based on the constellation's appearance in the year 5
B.C.

The more frequently proposed is that of a series of
conjunctions around 7 B.C. of the
and Mars in the constellation of Pisces. Mr.
Gutsch, and Dr. Hughes favor that {,r\1"111In"~1
best explanation.
Jupiter, named for the chief Roman
ed as the
planet, thus
astrologer.
was seen as
and thus associated with the
The significance of these two
would have
been enhanced by their grouping with
Mr.
said, because a triple conjunction is less common than
one of two planets.
triple
is three consec-

utive conjunctions; Mars
Consul ting records of astronomical events of that
time kept by the Chinese, Dr. Hoffleit concluded that
a nova, meaning a new or newly discovered star,
appeared around 5 B.C. in the Aquila constellation and
thus might explain the Star of Bethlehem.
Several reservations are expressed about that
explanation. Mr. Levine argued that a nova would
have been noticed by the general population unless it
were insignificant, in which case it would not have
been noticed by the magi.
Other reservations include a lack of astrological
significance of the Aquila constellation, and also
doubts about the painting itself.
"It seems to me," Dr.
being conduded frmn the jJ~."A''''A'fo-.
comb than the evidence warrants."

That the
took place in the constellation
Pisces, regarded as the House of the
would
have enhanced the interest of those who knew astrology, Mr. Levine said.
Another series of
took
between 3
and 2
Mr. Mosley said. He contends that these
offer at least as plausible an
as the series
in 7 B.C.
These conjunctions involved
the
et
nanled for the mother
with fertili ty and the birth of
ulus, associated with conception and
said.
Venus is associated with con-

Additional

Dr. Kanagy expressed similar
"It's interesting, but I think there's a lot of unwarranted __ ""'u .....
lation. It's interesting,
and worth
jJ'-'

would have been
in the fact that these

referred to in

"there is not a lot of
In addition, Dr. Kanagy
astrological significance to the
constellation,"
so that an astronomical event nrV'l1 .......'nrr in that constellation would not have attracted the
CONJUNCTIONS
The most widely proposed of the astronomical
theories regarding Christ's birth regards a series of
planetary conjunctions which might have been interpreted as heralding the birth of the Messiah of the
Jewish people.
Conjunctions, apparently near approaches of two or
more planets, stars, or other celestial objects, occurred
at two different times proposed as the date of Christ's
birth.
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who has
this theory for several
that additional
evidence
has
found by virtue of "new computer programs
that have been developed that allow
to more
closely calculate the movement of planets and stars.
Having used these programs to calculate the conjunctions of 3 and 2 B.C., Mr. Mosley said, he found that
the conjunctions "were much closer than we
thought."
One of the criticisms of the conjunction
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offered by Dr. Kanagy and others is that conjunctions
themselves are fairly common.
In addition, Dr. Hoffleit and others argue that the
conjunctions would not have been sufficiently close to be
seen as one astronomical object or star, and thus would
not have been recorded as a star. [See Sky and Telescope, pp. 632-5, December 1986, and p. 357, April 1987
for the latest information. -JM]

"The Christmas Star has become a Christmas
tradition, just like the Rockettes at Music
or the
lighting of the tree at Rockefeller Center," Mr. Levine
said.
John Carlson, University of Maryland
of
astronomy and director of the Center
Astronomy, though skeptical about the I--'~U.U"'Jl"".UJ.~
one theory over another, also finds discussion
subject worthwhile. "I'm for the unfettered human
spirit and its pursuit of knowledge."

Defenders of the conjunction theory reply that the
series of conjunctions most commonly proposed would
have been seen as unusual for astrological reasons, and
that the magi might have referred to a series of such
events as a star.

"It's more important that we give people sornethmlg
to think about," Dr. Gutsch said, "than try to
definitive answers."

"INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE"

BEYOND SCIENCE

Others dismiss the astronomical speculation entirely. Warren Young, physics and astronomy department
chairman at Youngstown State University, Ohio, commented that insufficient evidence exists for a hypothesis about the Star of Bethlehem.

One other theory proposed is that the star was a
one-time supernatural event, rather than an astronomicaloccurrence.

"There is no detail about the identity of the magi or
the nature and location of the star from the account in
the Bible," Dr. Young said. "We don't know enough
about the star, and we don't know definitely when
Christ was born."
"It's like trying to solve one equation with two variables," Dr. Young continued. "The star is mentioned in
only one of the four Gospels, and is only mentioned
briefly there. They apparently didn't think it was
that important."
Dr. Pasachoff expressed similar thoughts, arguing
that none of the proposed astronomical explanations is
convincing. "I have not seen evidence to convince me on
anything in particular. They all seem possible. I don't
see any reason why one is better than the other."
COMMERCIALIZATION
The emphasis put on the star by planetariums is
"another form of commercialization of Christmas, the
same way that department stores commercialize
Christmas," Dr. Young said.
"Planetariums use it to make money, and it does
support the operation of planetariums during the rest
of the year all across the country," he continued.
While admitting that Star of Bethlehem shows
"help at the box office," Mr. Levine contends that
planetariums which offer such shows are responding to
public interest.
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Carl Wenning, Illinois State University Planetarium director, contends that even the conjunction theory,
which he considers to be the most plausible astronomical explanation, has a number of weaknesses.
"I've sat down and pulled out 17 criteria from the
Book of Matthew" to which any proposed explanation
of the star would have to conform. Among the
Mr. Wenning said, are the ability "to hover over an
area, and to disappear and re-appear." Because no
known astronomical event could behave in those
Mr. Wenning said, the explanation would appear to
beyond science.
Rather Mr. Wenning wrote, "it would appear that
the star can be explained by something known as the
Shekhina Glory," a scriptural term "describing the
visible manifestation of God's presence."
Also supporting that theory is Dr. Kanagy, who
argues that the problems involved in the various
astronomical theories would indicate that either the
midrash or miracle theory are most plausible.
One of his difficulties with the midrash f-hr", ... ,,,
Dr. Kanagy said, is that it usually involves a
supposition that if supernatural events are mentioned
in the text, they must not be historical. I don't
with that pre-supposition."
Many of the astronomers interviewed give little
credence to that theory, while some, like Mr.

(Please see Star of Bethlehem on page 85)
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Origins of the Names of the
Planets and Satellites
Carl Masthay
7271 Lyndover Place, Apt. 2
Maplewood, Missouri 63143
Carl Masthay loves languages. He mastered
Chinese, French, Spanish, and German, acquired
a reading knowledge of Italian, Polish, and Russian, and studied the grammar of 20 additional
languages including Mayan. lIe has worked as
an Air Force translator (Chinese-English), developed a Mahican-German-English dictionary
(Mahican is an American Indian language), and
currently is senior manuscript editor of The
C. V. Mosby Company in St. Louis. After work,
he does unusual things such as compiling
names of the chemical elements in many languages.

wouldn't seem nearly so complicated. Eve
thing is related in one way or another. "
"I was just one of those people who had to
know the names of things. By understanding the
roots and meanings of words I was able to enter
into new vistas of understanding. One word
English can be expressed very differently in
Navaho. Although we may have one category
for a word, they have as many as ten.
1/

When you see all those little black things
over the page and you can 't read them, the paper
is quite flat, and those little black marks are also
as flat as the paper. But when you understand
the word, everything gets three-dimensional and
flows through time.
/I

On the twelve pages that follow, Carl presents
the results of years of labor: an exhaustive (and
yet concise) compilation
of the origins of the
Everything has
names of the planets and Languages trap reauty. If you just
their moons in an inname, or an origin.
credible variety of lan- spea{(f£ng[ish, you aon't {(now how I look at origins more
guages. Here, for exam- rear the other side
than other people-how
the earth is.
ple, are the planet names
things get the way they
in Mongolian, Turkish,
are from the way that
Tibetan, and Basque. You 'll find the the correct
they were. Languages trap reality. If you just
pronunciations of all the moons. You'll also see
speak English, you don't know how real the otha bewildering compilation of names in Ancient
er side of the earth is. There are wonderfully
Egyptian. This is clearly a labor of love!
teresting things going on in other languages.
1/

/I

of

1/

When he was a teen-ager on a farm in Connecticut, Carl wondered about the dark beauty of the
heavens and about how the "wandering stars"
got their strange Greek and Latin names. This
compendium is the result of that effort. He's
revised it as spacecraft added new moons, and
the present list includes a few in the Saturnian
system not yet officially recognized-just in case.
Carl says that in understanding the past we are
better able to understand the present and perhaps
the future. "If people would only take time to
look for the origin of things, the universe
The Planetarian, Vol. 16, No.4, October 1987

Pause to gather impressions. Notice, for example, the huge, multifarious redundancy built into
the celestial body names found in Sanskrit
Ancient Egyptian.
Carl completely designed and typeset this work,
for which he used his obsolescent IBM Selectric
Composer. See what old machines can do!
I'm grateful to Carl for allowing us to publish
his incredible work. The following twelve pages
are copyright ©1987 Carl Masthay.

-JM
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ORIGIN OF NAMES OF PLANETS
PLANET AND
MOONS &

o

Pronunciation

MERCURY

MEANING
From merc-, Italic root, possibly from Etruscan,
referring to
of
Latin
merx (merc-)
, merces 'pay, reward, price'

o

Goddess of beauty, love, and nature

Illl!()-rJUfO[)e,11I

airtha;

root er- 3 'earth, ground'; Old
eraze 'to earth'; Welsh erw

German erda and era; Old Norse jorth; Gothic
Old Armenian arz 'earth, land'

Old High German
Latin mensis 'month'; Greek men
mifsa 'moon,
and perhaps mati 'he measures'; all from In(lo-tlHopean
extended root *men-

o

Latin Mars, Old Latin Miivors (Miiwors) , from roo t Miiwort-; Italic Oscan
Sanskrit Marilt, the name of the storm gods. Miivors was an Italic deity who
war at Rome (with agricultural attributes). Etymology two
skrit marikis 'beam of light'; hence the 'bright god,' which gave
the
(2) Old Latin
from perhaps Indo-European mah, magh 'to
(compare
'battle' and
'sword'), plus Latin vortere 'to turn'; hence 'turner of the battle'

PHOBOS

Greek abstract
Aphrodite; aU.vB-,,,,,,,

Fear, fright, "night," panic, terror

FO-bas

¢6{3oc;

DElMOS (should be

Panic or terror, a steed of Ares; said to be the
son of Ares and Aphrodite

but usually

JUPITER AND JOVIAN SATELLITES (16)
JUPITER

Latin Jupiter, Juppiter, Jupiter, for
from *dYeu peter (= Greek Zeu pater,
of
Latin nominative Diespiter 'Jupiter'; Old Iranian
, Indo-European dieus 'sky, bright
sius 'a
Old High German Zfo; Old
'the god of war.' Base words: 1Ill!U"CLIlUpeall
-, Latin dies
(for Jov-is) and dfus 'divine, of the sky, luminous': the luminous day and the
fused with the
See Dione, moon of Saturn.

(Oh) Zeus-father
Sky-father

NUMBER
XVI

MOONS
& Pronunciation

MEANING

METIS MEE-tis

Mf/n<; from

197913

197911

\

ad-ras-TEE-a

AMALTHEA

V

First wife of
one of Oceanides endowed with gift
of prophesy.
Zeus was warned that his child
by Metis would be more powerful than
he swallowed the sea nymph, becoming part of
and Athena (goddess of dawn and wisdom) was
from his brain.

skill, cOflstruc1tive

ADRASTEA

XIV

MYTHOLOGICAL SIGNIFiCANCE OR
STORY
(Lovers of Zeus)

'The woman who didn't run
+
'ran' + feminine

'not'

1. 'One who nourishes,' from G.jJ.uA@evw (a-

am-al-THEE-a

rnaltheLia) 'to nourish' 'AllaMna
2. (?From a- 'not' + *lluM6, 'neglect, failure,
lack' -> a-lluMi!<; 'unneglecting'?) 'One
who keeps or maintains the property or
holdings' /

THEBE

XV

197932

THEE-bee

0-1){3T/ or 0il{3ul 'Thebes' (unrelated to Egyptian Thebes): (1) Greek teba 'hill,' or

(2) Greek thebos 'admirable; astonished'

o

~ ~o
o

e

-_~

. II

0

10 EYE-oh (American

7

and British)
EE-oh (continental
Europe)
ee-OH (Greek c1assicists)

EUROPA

~

~u-RO-puh

---

t:

III

1\
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o

GANYMEDE
G!\N-J-meed

/
Of obscure origin, but maybe 'one who
wanders, migrates, roams about, travels,
walks? (German source word: wendlern,
perhaps also 'change, transform')
'Iw

1. (Unlikely?:) Greek eurys 'broad, wide';
'the broad country'
EVPW1TT/
2. (Likely:)(a) prehellenic word -> Greek
europos 'obscure, dark, dusky': 'the west,
the setting'; (b) Old Assyrian ereb sam§i
'setting of sun'; Aramaic, Hebrew 'ardb
'setting of sun': area west of Aegean Sea,
north and south of Mediterranean

Sacred goat who fed milk to Zeus when he hid on Mt.
Ida in Crete. When she died, Zeus made her horns a
wonder. Whoever had them might immediately have
anything he wished to eat or drink = cornucopia.

Greek spring nymph, Thebe, daughter of Zeus and 10dama (an aspect of Europa); wife of Zethos, who
named Thebes, city over which he was king, after
her; city in ancient Boeotia.
Zeus loved Io. Hera hated her; so Zeus changed her into
heifer, but Hera made a gadfly to bother 10, and so
10 went to Ethiopia, where she was transformed il1to
a woman again. 10, like moon, hiding at night from
Hera. She was with stars. 10 was daughter of river
god Inachus.
Zeus took Europa to Crete and had 3 sons. She is splendor of morning, dawn. Moon goddess-she of the
broad face (or broad eye), full moon. Compare Vedic
Uruasi 'wide-spreading dawn.'

rUVVjJ.7l0T/<: 'rejoicing in his plans' or 'goodZeus liked Ganymede's beauty and so gave Ganymede's
times planner' < 'Yo.VVIlUl 'I rejoice' + 1l7l8W
father 6 horses and sent an eagle to take Ganymede

(pI.) 'counsels, plans, cunning'< Il-l)oollul <
Indo-European *med- 'measure'

CALLISTO

Greek: (1)
of inevitable fate, later Nemesis.
Name
Rhea. (2) Cretan nymph, daughter of Melisto whom Rhea entrusted the infant Zeus to be
in the Dictaean Grotto.

Creek 'most beautiful, fairest'

KaAAW1'W

to Olympus. Male counterpart to Hebe ('Youth'),
brilliant dawn that served Ambrosia ('dew').
Myths vary: Fairest daughter of a king of Arcadia. A
huntress with Artemis. Zeus became Artemis and
seduced Callisto; so Hera changed her into a bear,
but Zeus killed her and changed her into Ursa major.
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XIII

LEDA

VI

HIMALIA

LEE-da

Lycian [ada 'woman, wife' (Lycian was an
Indo-European language in Asia Minor.)
Aftoii, Aftor) (L~da, Ude)

< tJ.,lai\ici 'heap of meal or of flour,'
thus 'a surplus of food,' thus 'superabundance, plenty, abundance'

'I/.Lai\{a

hY-MAH-lee-uh,
hl-MA Y-lee-uh

LYSITHEA

X

1. Daughter of Oceanus and mother of the 'first' Dionysus (from Johannes Lydus, de mensibus IV 36,46)
loose' + (}€W (thea) 'to run; be fast'; thus
2. By Zeus, the mother of the 'first' Heracles, who at
'the girl who is free to run loose or fast';
Delphi fought unsuccessfully with Apollo for the
this fOfm chosen since traditional ADm(}on
oracular stool of Pythia, who refused to answer Her(Lyslthoe, in ms. Lysit[hJo) as 'daughter of
acles.
Oceanus' may have been error; they are not
same; don't confuse (}fa with (}€a 'goddess' 3. One of the queens of ancient Crete.

ELARA
e-LAH-ruh

Asklint, that is, 'the one with the ashwood
shaft or spear shaft,' or Gertrude ('speartrue') mostly. Compare Greek elarion
'ashwood'

Variants: Eldra, Elare, Alera CEi\apa, 'Ei\upn,
Daughter of Orchomenos or Minyas; mother
Tityos.

uh-NANK-ee

Greek dVU'YKn
Latin Necessitas

Irresistable power of the laws of nature; has hammer
and chain, the fetters of destiny.

KAR-mee

Greek:
1. 'Cheerful, happy, joyous, serene, sensitive,
loving (woman)': karme = chlIrme (KflPJ.,lr)

XII

CARME

XI

Demeter (,Earth Mother') in Syracuse.

AVat(}Ea, from i\vw (lya) 'to loosen, to un-

ly-SITH-ee-uh

VII

Zeus changed into a .swan and sed uced Leda, who
brought forth 2 eggs = '(Castor + Clytemnestra) +
(Pollux + Helen).' By false etymology and association: "Oblivion of Night" = Lada, Latmos, Lethe,
Leta.

=

Daughter of Euboulos [== 0) a nickname for god Hades,
(2) SQn of Demeter and KarmanorJ

= xapJ.,ln)

2. 'Cream'

PASIPHAE

=:

karma (KapJ.,la)

Greek: 'all-shining'
pasi-phae

pa-SIF -uh-ee

Cretan moon goddess, who with a white bull, was made
the mother of the Minotaur- the Minotaur of the
labyrinth who symbolizes the sun. She was daughter of Sol (= 'sun'?) and Perseus.

I1aat¢cir)

SINOPE

srnBpe, SyntJpe (I:WW7Tr):
1. From Thracian Sarape 'drunkard,; or 'the
ones who drink a lot'; thus 'drinking party,' or 'town where there are drinking
parties'
2. 'Dazzling, glaring, hurting the eyes,' since
those who acted in a Sinope manner
meant they behaved indecently, but the
ancients, esp., Alexis of the sacred prostitutes (sic), would say Sinope.

sin-NO-pee

1. Daughter of Asopus and Metope, whom Apollo took
away from Boeotia and brought to Paphlagonia,
where the city was named after her.
2. An Amazon after whom the city was named.
3. A hetaira ('female companion,' like a geisha) and
Thracian woman from Aegina or from Sinope, later
in Athens, where she was called 'old woman.'
4. Seaport city in Asia Minor on Black Sea famed for
Jason's journey to get the Golden Fleece.

See also Morrison and Samz: Voyage to Jupiter, NASA SP-439 , Washington, D.C., 1980, p. 141.

13 November 1984

SATURN AND SATURNIAN SATELLITES (17 officially)

------------------------------------------------------

SATURN"'---~--~-~
~~

NUMBER
RING GROUP
XVII (SlS,A,S28)

Saturn: 1. Etymology uncertain, perhaps from Etruscan Satre 'Saturn,' but may be akin to Latin sator 'a sower,' or satur 'stuffed, gorged.' (See more below.)
~
2. Another but better source states that Etruscan is the source and the Latin derivation is a folk ety~
rna logy based on similarity of sound of words.
Italic god of sowing or agriculture, later identified with Cronus. Saturn carries a sickle or ears of corn.
Saturnalia festival was in December, associated with winter sowing(?).

MOONS OUTWARD
& Pronunciation

MEANING

ATLAS

'Ari\ii<; 'the upholder'

One of the Titans. By Pleione, he had 7 daughters (=
Atlantides or Pleiades). Great astronomer, globe on
shoulders. For his inhospitality to Perseus, that king
changed him into mountain called Atlas (error!). By
Aethra, he had 7 more daughters (= Hyades). Both
Pleiades and Hyades are constellations.

I1pOJ.,ln(}€v<; 'cautious, prudent'

Son of Iapetus, inventor of many arts, shaped man from
clay and water, stole fire from heaven, for which
:1:1gry Jupiter enchained him on a Caucasian cliff,
where a vulture was made to pick out his constantly
growing liver, which Prometheus suffered till Hercules freed him. Any skilled artist.

< Greek
tlenai 'to uphold, bear' <
*tla- < tel- 'to lift, support,
weigh.' (Unrelated to Atlas
mountains in Africa < Berber adrar 'mountain')

(A-ring shepherd)

XVI
XV

PROMETHEUS (Inner F)
PANDORA (Outer F)

1980S27
1980S26

I

I

MYTHOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OR
STORY
(Mostly Titans)

I1avowpa 'all-gifted' < 7TaV (pan) Pretty girl, a work of art by Vulcan and endowed with
'all' + owpov (doran) 'gift'
gifts and charm by all the gods. She carried all human

evils in a closed box, which enraptured Epimetheus
opened and out they flew over the whole earth, except hope. (See Epimetheus below.)

~

~

JANUS JAY-nus

Latin Janus, another form of
Ancient king of Italy, a native of Thessaly, and was son
Dianus (god of light, or the
of either Apollo or Coelus. He built town of Janicusun),
but
wrongly
connected
lum. He had 2 faces-past and future. He presided
o
Janus and Epimetheu.~.)
~ 4 years.
by ancients with janua 'door,'
over highways, gates, and locks. His temple was open
where his statue stood
in war, closed in peace.
XI
S1
'E7TlJ.,ln8EV<; 'improvident person, The 'foolish' brother of the 'careful' Prometheus and
~
epT-MEE-theeus
one who considered later or
who, though warned, married Pandora, from whom
thought too late'
all evil came into the world.
.~
o
[ • ?]
MIMAS
Greek J.,laLJ.,luw (maimao) 'to be
One of the Gigantes ('giants'); a giant who, warring
1979
~
MY-mus, not MEE-mus
very eager, quiver with eaagainst the gods, was killed by lightning.
MiJ.,lac;
MIMAS COMPANION(S)?
g~rness' < J.,law ~mao) 't?
,
S&T63(S1458.19R2
WIsh eagerly, stnve longmgly

X

S3

They switch

~

(Latin: YAH-noos)

(Various Sources col1jilse

/

~EPI~EUS
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-

ENCELADUS

II

(enkeIados) 'making
a loud noise, rushing waters
like buzzing insect'

E'YKEAaooc;

en-SELL-uh-d us

'E,),KEAaooc;

m

[ .?j
1981S6

TETHYS

o

TEE-thiss,
not TETH-eez!

4

\'& T 45,~

\

XIII

(Ls == trailing)

\

XIV

TELESTO te-LES-toe
19H1)S25

CALYPSO cuh-LIP-so
(L 4 == leading)

.?
IV

1980S6/'

•• 2

~

(NO NAME II; Synnott,
1981S7==1981S8)
,,",,- (NO NAME HI; Synnott,
1981S9)

a

TEAW7W, also TEAW8w

1. Name well expresses "the
consecration of her waters"
2. ? "Performing (7Ei\E7at)
rites at religious festivals"
Kai\vljJw 'I will conceal'; thus

'the enveloped or veiled or
wrapped or covered or
cloaked one'

(NO NAME I; SYnnott,
1981S10==1981S11==1981S34)

DIONE dy-OWN-nee

0

isher, wet nurse (tethe)'; thus
?all-nourishing, mother to all

19HIIS13

4 • _______

.
V

-

T7]8vc;, sense of 'moisture; nour-

RHEA

REE-uh,
not RAY-uh

o

TITAN

hy-PER-ee-un
VIII

a

IAPETUS
eye-AP-et-us,
not Y AP-et-us,
unless like Greek

IX (retrograde and
inclined orbit)

MOONS MNEMONICALLY:

River nymph TelesthtJ, a daughter of Oceanus and of
Tethys. She is robed in saffron, the orange-yellow of
dawn.

One of the Oceanides, or daughters of Atlas. When Ulysses (Odysseus) was shipwrecked on her coasts, she received him hospitably and offered him immortality
if he became her husband. He refused, and 7 years
later he left her island .
Dione is to Zeus as Juno is to Jupiter. Most ancient consort of Zeus; supplanted by Hera; mother of Aphrodite (== Dione also!); later an Oceanid, and Atlantid,
or a Titanid; later nurse or mother of Dionysus or
mother of Pelops and Niobe .

'Sequence' or 'succession';
possibly akin to Greek era
'earth' (but one source denies that origin)

Daughter of Uranus and Ge (Gaea, Gaia), wife of Cronus,
mother of Zeus, Hades, Poseidon, Hera, Hestia, and
Demeter; "mother of gods"; Titaness formed in Milky
Way. She bore Zeus in cave in Crete, hid him from
Cronus, entrusted him to Curetes; same way with Poseidon to Telchines on Rhodes; Rhea == Cybele.

1. 'To stretch (out hands to
Titans = children of Uranus and Ge: Cronus, Oceanus,
Rhea, Iapetus, Tethys, Themis, Coeus, Crius, Hypericause lightning or earthquakes)'
on, Thea, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and Dione.
2. Tf711v (Tftlln) == 'a Titan,'
1. Uranus tricked by his children, the Cyclopes and
originally 'god of the sun,'
Hecatoncheires ClOO hands'), pushed them back infrom 7L7WC; (tftos) 'sun, day,'
to womb of Earth (== Ge); only Cronus dared to cas< loan word from Asia Minor
trate Uranus. In fight between Cronus and Zeus, Ti3. Traditional etymon riravoc;
tans helped both, but Cyclopes helped Zeus, who im(titanos) 'a kind of white
prisoned Titans in Tartarus; Titans in disguise daubed
themselves with gypsum (titanos 'lime').
earth, lime' is unlikely
2. Second group of Titans slew Dionysus Zagreus, who
was shape shifting to escape. Zeus destroyed Titans,
whose evil and divine ashes made mankind.
3. ?Pre-Greek gods replaced by Olympians; thus two
waves of conquerors in Greece?

TY-t'n

HYPERION

VII

A Titaness, daughter of Uranus, sister of Cronus (==
Saturn), a wife of Oceanus.

A female form of Zeus, from
the proto-Indo-European
root *deiwos or *dyeu- ==
'shine' or 'god' or 'shining
sky.' f:l.lWV7]. See Jupiter.

'PEa

OUTER GROUP
VI

A storm demon, a volcano demon; giant who warred
against Zeus; son of Uranus and Ge (Gaea) conceived
when blood of mutilated Uranus fell on earth, had
serpents for feet; in war Athena threw Sicily at him;
killed by Zeus or imprisoned under Etna; earthquakes
near Etna caused by his struggles.

PHOEBE
FEE-bee

AP J MET
P E~~

~

'Height, passing over, or superiority'
'TrrEpiwv

A Titan, father of Helios, the sun god; also (as patronymic) Helios; later identified with Apollo, god of manly
beauty.

1. (?Preferable:) 'intention'
2. A pre-Hellenic deity called
Japhet, Japheth, lapetos,
said to mean: (a) 'extention;
(b) 'enlargement'
'IarrE7oc;

A Titan, father of Prometheus, Atlas, and Epimetheus;
thus ancestor of mankind. A pre-Hellenic deity, recognized by Semites (under name of Japhct) as god
and ancestor of peoples north and west of Syria.

'The shining one,' feminine
form «l>oij37]) of Phoebus
(<Po'ij3oc;), the sun; thus 'the
moon (shining)'

A daughter of Gaea (Ge). She bequeathed the Delphinian oracle to Apollo (Phoebus), son of her daughter
Leto; also an epithet of Artemis, sister of Apollo.
She personified the moon.

DiIlIR THIP

ill)

App je memttec one dir
thip
APOGEE MEANT TACK ONE DEAR TITANIC SHIP

13 November 1984

For data see: Astronomy, Dec. 1981,pp. 16-17;Sky& Telescope, May 1982,p.458,and Nov. 1983,p. 407; Science 215:503, 1982;OrbitalandPhysical Characteristics of the planets (chart), Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 1290 24th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122; J.A. Burns and M.S. Matthews,
Satellites, 1986, University of Arizona Press.
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MOONS

o

MEANING

MYTHOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Standard: YER-uh-nus
Variant: yer-A V-nus (in
use, but not correct because of short Greek ii)

Greek Ovpiivo<:; (Ouranos), personification of
ouranos 'sky, heaven,' Doric wpavo<:;, Aeolic
opavo,,; probably not akin to Sanskrit Vdrw:za
«?Indo-Eur. *wel-uno- 'seer, wise one'), Vedic god of skies and seas and of cosmic order

Greek sky god, the male principle; offspring of
Chaos or son-husband of Gaea ('earth'); father of Cyclopes, Hecatoncheires (,100
hands'), Titans, etc., who terrified him and
so he sent them to Earth; Gaea was insulted
and took vengence.

1986U7 (40 km)

49,700 km orbital distance from Uranus's center

1986U8
1986U9
1986U3
1986U6
1986U2
1986Ul
1986U4

53,800
59,200
61,800
62,700
64,600
66,100
69,900

& Pronunciation

(50)
(50)
(60)
(60)
(80)
(80)
(60)

1986U5 (60)
1985Ul (170)

75,300
86,000

MIRANDA

Latin: 'admired, miraculous (woman)' from
miror 'to wonder at, to admire'

A human character from Shakespeare's The
Tempest

ARIEL

Hebrew 'lion (arYE) or lioness of God (el)'; also
'altar,' thus 'Jerusalem'

One of seven angels or spirits presiding over
waters; spirit of air or water; one of fallen
angels; mischievous imp in Shakespeare's
The Tempest

?Latin umbra 'shade, shadow,' plus Hebrew-like
ending -iel = '(my ... ) is God,' or just 'God,'
'of God,' like many Hebrew names and similar to Ariel; thus '(my?) shadow is God,' or
'shadow of God'?

In Pope's Rape of the Lock, a moody
whom Spleen supplies with sighs

Female form of Titan, which may come from
Greek 'to stretch (out hands to cause lightning or earthquakes)'; later 'the great one';
but see Titan, moon of Saturn

Title applied to Diana and other goddesses;
Shakespeare named her fairy queen, consort
of Oberon

From Auberon: (1) Frankish 'the obedient"
from Auberi, Anini; Provenc;al Albaric,
bric, from Old High German AlberIch, AIbrich, meaning (a)(in error:) 'elf-ruler,' (b)
(correct:) Adalbert 'noble and bright,' or
'illustrious

(1) Masculine name; (2) Brythonic king of fair-

L Akin to Greek nepheJe 'cloud,' Latin nebula
'mist, fog, cloud,' Avestan napta- 'moist,
humid,' from Indo-Eur. *(e)nebh- 'mist'
2. (Unlikely:) Compare Vedic aptrf!l napat or
Avestanapqm napa 'descendant (compare
nephew) of thewate~--

Ancient Italic deity of moisture for springs and
streams; god of sea

From Greek: (1) rpELv (treTn) 'to tremble, quake;
to fear'; (2) PE"iV (rheTn) 'to flow, stream,
gush'; or from (3) rp(wv (trion) 'of three,' because of the pleonasm 3, thus earth, air, and
water

Greek sea deity; son of Poseidon (=
and Amphitrite; drives horse-drawn
over sea, with horn or conch to arouse or
calm the sea; human above, fish below, with
dolphin's tail; a merman
Tpirwv

'Agitated, heaving water, streaming flood, billowing waves,' from v'Y)po<:; vapo" (neros = naros) 'flowing, liquid,' or from vaw (nao'to
flow'), vfltl<:; (nexis 'a swimming'), plus PEEW
(rheein, rhein 'to flow'). Nereid akin to Naiad.

Any of 50 sea-nymph daughters of Nereus and
Doris; personification of ripples and waves of
calm sea; sometimes lower parts like fish, or
they ride sea animals; Nereus = NT/PEi<;, genitive N'Y)p'Y)ioo<:;

Greek 'rich; rich person' fL\ovrwv (Plouton)
from ploutos 'wealth, riches'

Son of Saturn, husband of Proserpina; king of
arcus, lord of the dead, giver of wealth, ruler
of iron age; identical with Dis Pater (,sky father'), Hades and Plutos

1. "Eagle and lion" from Greek xa- 'to gape';
thus cha 'abyss' or 'devourer,' because of
?bright eagle-like eyes or like howling wind
at cavernous entrances -+ ogre with gaping
jaws hungering for prey -+ Greek ferryman
of the dead Xapwv
2. From Greek,meaning uncertain; possibly euphemistic for 'lovely'; compare Xa(pHV (chatrein) from *xap-~Hv (*chtir-yein) 'to rejoice'

Greek,son of Erebus and Nyx; dark, grim, silent
ferryman who bears souls of dead across Riv\.,l
Styx for judgment in Hades; Tchaaui (glyphs:
1 ~ ~n\~ nn~) is the Egyptian Charon,
Jl, ~
~ Jr' ~~
the ferryman of truth.

AR-ee-el

UMBRIEL
UM-bree-el

o

TITANIA
ty-T A Y -nee-uh

o

OBERON
O-ber-on

o

TRITON
TRY-t'n

o

NEREID
NEER-ee·id,
NIR-ee-id

o

PLUTO

CHARON
KAR-un, KAA-r'n,
less: KA Y-r'n,
!l~,,~: SHAR-un

tears

ies, husband of Titania, has gift of insight to
thoughts and
of transporting himself
instantly
(3) Oberon is from
Shakespeare

The Greek accent marks . , , are ancient obsolete tone marks and do not necessarily mark stressed syllables,
except perhaps the circumflex -

12 June 1982
7 June 1987

Carl Masthay
7271 Lyndover Place, Apt. 2

St. Louis, Missouri 63143
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(Copt. = Coptic language)
THE PLANETS IN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
Why should one study the names of the planets in a language of 2000 to 4000 years ago?
them allows us to see one aspect of a culture so greatly different from ours. The movement of those strange "stars"
gave the Egyptians a religious sense of the inexplicable mysteries of the heavens, thus the use of neter 9 meanhawk
took various forms
ing 'divine' or 'god' with Venus and Saturn. Notice how Heru (Horus, the
beyond Earth's' orbit and how
and Saturn'trav(Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and even
el' (tcha ~ ~
just like the Greek 1fAavi}TaL (planhai
Venus has two
and evening, but the morning one is dominant. Notice that bennu, the phoenix bird, is
as
reappears endlessly, and in addition Osiris is a god of the dead and regeneration. Contrast
the north with Jupiter as Smet of the south. Although ta ~ is the 'earth' or 'world,' I have included all those
with the meaning of 'dirt' to give better contrast in meaning.

MERCURY

rj $.,

Seb

ta ~,

Thes. 65, the planet Mercury.

Sbak, Sebakau

r~~, r~

-= ~ ~ * , the planet Mercury.

r

Sbek j~, r~~, ilE'=
~ ~ *, Thes. 65-67, the planet Mercury. Its

r~.
Set r~ *,
Sbeg rj ZJ, rj

god was

the star of Set, i.t., Mercury.

rJ ZJ J? *,

~,

"7"

T. 39 2, """"'" \~ , M. 406, "'TTF",
~
nl

7:,

~,~,

Ji,

C'J I

~~~, ~,;:,

Rev.

:3t~,

r8I,

II,

ground,

HEAVl)f

TRAvns

6

Thes. 67, the planet Mars, the

planet that moved onwards and retreated; he is
also called the Red Horus

dust; Copt. TO, eo.

soi~

land, earth, world,

Sba aabti tcha pet

~
f JJl.I ~,

S'"(AR LEF"i/£I\STTHA!

*-

~ ~ *.

taiu =,~ii, ~ ~ ~,,,,,,,,,,,:::~,
=o=o;;=nnnn

"""""''''

=m=

~ ~~, ~ c:-::J~,

Jour. As. 1908,

29 1 ,

lands, the world;

3E:'

U. 573, N. 96 7,

the four quarters of the world.

Thes. 65-67, D.E. 20, the planet :'vlercury in
the form of a bull-headed hawk.

Sme~ me1;l-t [1

\

north

il *,

'\,

P.

=

we.,
star of the morning-Venus;
M"'RNIH4r

611,

*, ,; cp" , * ~"
, * ~~ cp" ~,; cp" 0,* ~,.
'=i( ~*,

Netertuau

~

17 8 ,~,
1070;

P. 35 6 ,

=f(

bah

:t~,

nJ* ~ 1 A,

I'

Co

~'i

qah

*-

J1

Rec. 3 2 , 79,

= f/ *,

N. 948 , the

r

r

~A~~;~~~~ J*l~~ *-, j* 1

~ ~ ~ ]1, Thes.

65- 6 7, the planet

Venus; other names are 9*,0 9 *.09,0 9

1 \\ 10 I 1 II I
Tcha benu Asar
~

1

TI,
JJ

~

*.

J7;

"tr"Ycllln[! benll of Usiri, ,. -.a title
of the star \ enllS.

Pi-neter-tuau 09* 09
(,vOD-MORNIN(\'" \\
I@ ! I'

lrl.t:

Lanzone

,

the god of the planet Venus; he had a
man's head and a hawk's head.
20,

32

~ ~

~, ~ ~ ~,

oo@

, Rev.

J ~,

•

1;Ieru-Sheta-taui C\.. OD~,
HCAV'sOf'S,f£REf".!..ANl\$

nn \',

ground, earth,
estate.

@l
@ ~~ III

l;[eru-p-ka ~ D~,
1;Ieru-ka-pet (I') C\..
ti0FhJ$ 8Uj"l,.lfF'

Ll 0" NVWVo <::::> Ll 0"
~III I '
~

~MMM<::::>n
' Leyd. Pap. 44, Ll
I
II I
I
I'
MNoM n 1
~MNW'><::::>n
~ I I, Ll
0 , ground,

r.l

1

111I

earth, dust, dirt; Copt. XIrUPI
Ll

~

\\

~

00::::>1

-=- I

a

ground

,

~:~, ~I~I' ~ ~ I, 3;~, S:r-. ~
~:, S:r-.~}~, ~~:}!,
set - ~ ~,earth,

I

0

~

U ~

t==i])

,

a bull-god, the planet
Saturn.

Ne1ier-tchai-pet 9I JJ..I ~
0 "",

Annales I,

Sba amenti tcha. pet

STAA. RI(rl1T/WC.n" THAT
HeAVEN
0
"'R1\VHs.

* ~l' ')0J).I ~
~ n\<

Horus, bull of heaven

~ ~~.

I

Q
\,
1,.."" n 1,..c. '\, 1,.. Q ' "
~ :' ~ I' ~l!' ~anm'

"" I,

1,

.

aa-t 1,..

n

~

~!.I't"}N

~

~' Thes. 65, the planet Saturn; called also

n: i'
O
TI

*, C\- I

<TOn Wlio'tRAV£.LS HEAI/CN

o

dj;n;"i.

Horus the Bull,

88, the planet Saturn.

I

(?),

earth, street (?); var. Ll 0".
\\
.~<:>I

~~ ~

D~

a name of the planet Saturn.

LlIJ c:-::J Rec. 13, 19, 14, 14, earth,
III'
ground; Copt. J(A.~.

qarre t

0.

1906,

""""0

~

~

"'" LJ """""', Jupiter; var. C\ cn::J *.
OD~
~=

<c:.

~

~

OD

~ ~H~A~:&'O~ *, the PI:e; Jupiter.

NW>N><::::>n

Ll

'I Annales I,
~, 88, Jupiter.

earth, ground, place.

qanr, qanr-t
I I I

n

I'

Heru-up-shet ~ V

ground, dust,

1<a.1;r

ibid. 3°,.67, I:Ieru·bei:1\ as a
mormng and evening star.

s~~~ua I~ j ~
mornmg star.

10, groun d, earth;
Copt. €!T!1.

Rec. 15, 43,

khui (khi)

---IJ*'

rj * ~ 1~ Ji, rJ

rj~ J1 :t~,

12,

gebb "15jjl~' "15jj~, A.Z.

Sba ua.ti *~, *..d- o *- 9..d-o",
STAR "LON" I", \\
...!..o*' l.-.!.n\\ I,l,l"
* ~, Thes. 13, * ./j} ~ ~, *..d- 1 n,
<c:.1J
I ~ 0 \I
00 \\ 0 ~
76 ,

Smet reB-t

149, earth, ground.

Siu ua.ti * ~ *..d-,) n * ([- 0

]3,

Rev.

OD=···.

~oLJ=
...=

~~:~

earth, land, estate, farm; Copt. €ITn.

N. 68,

= f( ~, P. 244, M. 446, N. I056,

.1'"" JI~ON£ 1 0 II' 0 0 \\O~'
the planet Venus as a morning star.

~

13, 67,

the planet Venus as a morning star.

Thes.

o

'oMPAP-£ VQiUs.

called also

1;Ieru-aba-res '" *-:'L, Horus, .star of the
>f< South,l.e.,]uplter.

potter's clay.

J our. As. 19 08 , 300,

C::S'

iLten ~ ~II'

=f( * ~

E,~,

A

10,

*

earth, chalk (?);

r

OF" $oV,..H

~~,C\

clay,
UlIllJ,

0

aten

P. 80;

the star of the morning.

'J'ua-t

r,.::, ~ r

earth, cotate

* ~1 ~
\, ,Thes, 65-67, the
j * 1~,
"travelling star," and ~ Voo*' ~ V
Sba shema

~TA1\

planet Jupiter;

ground, earth; Copt. CHT, :5£t.

12

P.

Rec. 27, 86,

soil, ground, land, earth.

'\,

r ~ i,

ast ~

1

~,N.

'"

ast ~ ~

=f/ !x,P. 67 ,=f( 3\,
= f( *~, N. 75, = f(

'.f,'uau

*~,

1

nater

~tl8.llt

M. 660,

'"

~,

@,

apap ~ - : \, ,ground,

later forms are: ,

see

,~'\" ~

til

VENUS
Neter tuaut ('.fuaut neter) ,

Sr- :'

aakhu-t

Annale,

0

S~e1 god .. .f the

I, 88, Mercury.

URANUS
Possibly seen by the ancient
Egyptians

earth, ground, soil, pavement; Copt. ~;:l'

1(1::),

Jour. As. 1908 , 277 =

ground; Copt.

CHT~ set.

set - - n, __ ') 0, 1,.. c:. 0, Jour.
a III
0
.l.Y"==
As. 1908, 290, ground, earth, soil; see 1,..0""1'
~

Compiled from E.A. Wallis Budge: An
Egyptian Hieroglyphic Dictionary, 2 vols.,
1920; reprint: New York, 1978, Dover
Publications, Inc.
Arranged by Carl Masthay, St. Louis, Mo.,
18 September 1984
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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN:

THE PLANETS AND THEIR GODS

See Brugsch, Thesaurus, p. 65 :II.; Aegyptologie, p. 336.

1.

MERCURY

was called SEB~U,

r

The god of this planet was

* ~ SI~BAKAu

Var.,p ~ ~ ~ }

1

under the XIXth

PJ TJ, or SEBEK, j

XX th Dynasties, and SEBE~,
Graeco-Roman period.

rJ w~ *,

From E.A. Wallis Budge: The Gods
reEgyptians, vol. II, pp. 302-303,
print: New York, 1969, Dover Publications,
Inc.
Rearranged by Carl Masthay, St. Louis, Mo.,
18 September 1984

'*,
1

SET,

in the

r~ *.

Mercury.

..

I'HOi!:NIX-tlIRD

OSIRIS

2.

ASAR,"

was called the "star

VENUS
SBA

BeNNY

TCHA

.o~
}\5AR

the ship

the

BENNU-

rJ * 1~ ~ J 71F 1J1, under the XIXth and

XXth Dynasties, and "p--:-Ni;ER-T~~u:" i.e., the "god of the
morning," in the Graeco-Roman period. The god of this planet
was Osiris. As an evening star Venus was called S;~~ UATITHA,

Venu!!.

!~1~·
3. EARTH, ta

<=m=,

T. 392,

=m=>

~

~

,

M. 4 06, - ,
II I

~, ~, ~, ~~i, ~,:::,
=.;=. C-:J I

Ji. Rev.

Ir, 181.

~ ~,

ground.

291, lands, the world;

land, earth, world, soil, dust; Copt. TO, eo.

the four quarters of the world.

S81\ AI\8T I

4.

the "star of the East of heaven,"

MARS,

pET

* f1~, which

is described as the" [star] which journeyeth backwards in travelling,"

r1~ ~ ~ '7'7
SE/lE"po!

EM

I<HE,- KHIET

..JJ., was called" I:IERU-KHUTI," ~

8

,

under

Mars.

the XIXth and XXth Dynasties, and in the Graeco-Roman period
"l:lERU-TESHER,"

~ ~ ~, i.e., "the Red Horus." The god of

Ra, o.

this planet was

* .1 \),

SBA

5.

JUPITER,

the "star of the South,"

~

"'OIl.UI/.

under the XIXth and XXth Dynasties

RI::S

was called

""1110 OPENS ~E'C~IItT I.J\HDS

!:IERU-Ap-SHETA-TAUI,

~
V ~ ~, and in the Graeco-Roman period I:Ieru-ap-sheta,
~oxOJ...)~

~

V

0

~

*, or ljIeru-pe-sheta, ~ J1
HORUS

THe

"'I>DEN

0

Jupiter.

~ *. This planet

was without a god .
. 6.

SATURN,

the" star of the West which traverseth heaven,"

* t.11 ~ ~, was

SSA 1II'I£N'1'1 T'If"

peT

called"

!:IERU-KA-PET;"

~ ~ ~, i.e.,

"Horus, Bull of heaven," under the XIXth and XXth Dynasties,
IfoIlIl.S TIt£' I'.tUI.L
and in the Graeco-Roman period I:IERU-P-KA and I:IERU-KA,

~

0

~, and ~ ~

*.

The god of this planet was Horus.

7. URANUS was possibly seen by the ancient Egyptians.
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Saturn.

THE SUN AND MOON IN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
The sun and moon make the right and left eyes (utchati; singular utchat) of heaven or of the hawk
god
ljeru. The sun (Ra) is symbolized by four gods: ljeru-aakhuti (Horus of the two eye-lights), Tern (god of the
west?), ljeru, and Khepera. The later form of Ra is Kheperd or Kheper, the dung beetle, a symbol of regeneration, burying the sun dung ball with an egg inside so that life can be reborn just as the sun buries itself at
night to be reborn many hours later. There is also Shu (air god), Aten (disk of sun), and Atem (evening and
morning god).
THE SUN

aakhu-t 3f.:~, T. 25 1 • 321 ,

RA<=><=>00h
~,~, I' " t e sun, t hd
e ay;

:2~.

~ ~,day and night; 3'C7, 0 I, every
\il~
0 I
'C7
day, daily; Copt. PH,

~,
.Af

0

~@

U. 305, 748,

<=> <=>

Heb• .,," (in
};loY"

;A' <01i1' 1'}0"
~,. ~,. Jj, @' C~JjJ'

M. 31,

<=>
'CJ <0,

WJlJ1
'CJ 0'

(MJ'J)

<01 m,

386,

Rii the

gr~aJj

--Il

Y-;,

Ra the little; Heb.

R-'t

0,

al

Copt.

pH, re,
<0

\1' ,-::;

C

o

Ita shera

sun.

ill ~ ~ ~,

0

~ <:::) ~ <=>

~~~

0

Q

~:: {

Aten

0 },

::

~,~,

~:: 0

~:: ffi,

Rec. 27, 55, 3 1, 174,

Rev. 14, 7,

<0,

~

r Jj,

Rec. 4, 128,

®,

~~, ~ ~

the disk of the sun, the disk stands still,
Metternich Stele,

7•

20

see

disk of the sun.

Ar-t Ra.

,If.';,

..:::2>-

~

Ar-t Shu

fN,

..:::2>- 0

01i101

lfl' eye of Ra. the mid-day

-<9>

be

\,i;... f{:, Eye of Shu. i,e ..

I \-'

the day-sun.

,-,etep 5, Eye of Tem, the settii1~

\~ ~,

~~,

Ar-t-I;Ieru
~

..:::2>-

..:::2>-8

~' :;::.

!

Ii)

R <=>

C\

~'

c.,

~\)

Ar-t-ua.
"one eye." a

duced Beetle-god (who was later identified with

B.D, q,

..:::2>-~
!

c

~ -9l, B,D,

1---D1i1
of the Sun-flod,

Zodiac; (2)

(I)

~,

~

Khepera ~

_

I

[5,

I,

~

~, ~:

-<2>-,

the Eye of Ra or Horus,

the fiery light of the sun, a flame-goddess, the
fiery uraeus on Pharaoh's crown, the name of
a crown; ~ 'i\
the uraei on the royal
J.r' Ilea-.. I
crown.

i,

ffi ~,Rec. 27, 59,

Aakhu

CfJO.

,~~.!jl

b <=> ~J

'

~ ~~

Rec. 31. 13, the Great Light. i.e.,
the sun.

DD~~' ~ ffi, ~~. ~~ffi.
~~ ~ffi, ~~~. ~ffi~· ~;, ~2~' ~~ 0,
shu

~ ~ ~ ~,
Shu

light, the sun. daylight.

Pr::n::::J. U.

DO~~~,

241. DD

<:>

~

<::>

nn -'Il

Rec, 27. 217.;
see Khepera..

tiJ'

I'

Tomb ofSeti I, one

<=>

~

I'

U. 415, T, 243, N, 106 7,13 81 ,

~~, ~ ~ ~ J), DO ~ ~ ~ •

~;~, P~0~, ~~J), ~~, ~~I'

P} W~ i, 00,

~~ill,
~~

-::.

Rec. 27,87,

; Jj , Rev. 13, 5, the Air-god, the Sun-god;

DO~~ ~=~

~ ~,

Atem

Rec. 30,66,31,

P. 606, Shu and

~ ~, ~ G J1,
~ Jj, ~~~

U. 3 26 ,

24,

~

C

Jj, ~c~~, ~~~, ~1=~,
r'1l

1\

S) (1.

~ 1(3

I

~,

Rev. 14, 16.
the goJ of the evening and morning
sun; see Tern, Temu.

Ii 9l

Sehetch ur f1 9 ~~,
! 0) , ~

MA,...e.b ........ 1: CrUA'T

~. rl~ffii~Jj.

"~

<::::>

B,\), 53,2, n,M.

32. 280,

"Great illllminer )I-a name of the

Sun-god;

[i RR91~tlll<::::>
G~

MMN'

-'Ill

0

l:!J '

Rec, 30,
67,

Sehetch renpu n9~ f{:, ~\(;"'-'Il,
"'."'5""1'/0 YE'''''
I' l '* f Ii1 0 Jr'l:!J
* 7~{ ~,Rec. 33,3 6• a tit\~f

Tuat IV,

84: ([) a winged solar-disk; (2) a guardian of
the 12th Pylon,

r~~~~,I~~'

repeater of risings, i.e .• Ra,

U. 18 5.

r1 JJ

I I),

~•~

44.G>- I ~, J.K.S, 1I.l), Denderah IV,

uhemkha.

~~,

~~, U. 425.~~~Ji, ~~=1~ Ji,
Rec, 30, 69,

\j.NI U'

~~

ffi,

0,

~ ~ ~Ol'
Tomb Seti I. one of

Jj, Tomb of Seti I, one of
<::>

~ 1\~

Jj, Rec. 3
19°. ~ ~ ~ ffi J), ~ 1\ ~ ffi ~,
~, I121, ffi~Jj· ffi@J)· ~ffi Jj,
~@ I J). ~~. Pap. 3 02 4, 65, r~
~ J), Hh. 561 , the Light-god; ~ 1\ ~ ffi
1'.447. N. 656, 662,

Cancer, the sign of the

the rising sun; (3)

Id
W

Khepera ~

1:t.~ ~'

(:-jiite)

@

CO>

Tefnut; Gr. :Iw... s.

of the 75 forms of Ra (No,

,pI,.@> [

I lenderah I V, S I

..:::2>-

~ ~~ ~ ~<=> ~r~,

Khepri 8
o

C, <)1,112, 117,the EycoIHorus,i,/!.,thcsun,
icm, <Z>- ~

K 1210. the self-pro-

the 75 forms of Rii(No. 2),

SUIl.

~, ~,

~~~~,

Khepri ~ ~~

!em

SUIl;

..:::2>c.
o
111..l¥~~

7 I, the right eye of R5, i,e., the

()

~.T.lo).N'ill).P,653,!\L755' ~~~.

the 75 forms of Ra (No, 3 2 ),

Dellderah IV, ,)(.

Ar-t-unem-t

<::::>

~~=~,T.254' ~~JJ. ~~

Kheprer ~~,

SUIl.

,~\ P,1[J, "_nut() T em .<Q>= ! P0. 8'
A· r- t?

..c:z>-

1

itself.

"NN'..

1i1:::.1C\

Jr' Ii1 '

N'137'

Thes, 412. the spring l'quinox and the spring

..:::2>- (\
.=,

..

Jj, Rcc. 31, 163, ~ = J1, ihid, 3 ,25,

kheper ~ =
to

young, babe, child, a title of the ri,ing sun.

~

~

Ra), i.e"
K 767,

r~ ~ ~ 'P, f1 ~ 'P ~,

Slln-~ods.

Kheper,Kheprer ~=~

1\, 1>56,

=,
G @

~~~Ji ~Jj ~T

a tetrad of

0

aathen ~
saft

Ji '

l-'S20,~~':-\'i02' ~~~,M,605'

aaten ~~, diskofthesun' see n
o
' ~
Aaten ~ """""" , the disk of the sun;

=

Khapera

Hymn of

J),
(~ ~ ~l ~o%0Jj, .lJ~ V0,
7,

Darius

34-

\ \

Jj, the little ,;un, i.e., the winter sun.

~

~

5r-

J;l'eru-aakhuti-Khepera ~
n -'Il, a double form of the
<:::) ~
~ Ii1
Sun-god.
I;Ieru - aakhuti - Temu - J;l'eru -

~, Thes. 4 2 9, Rii, the summer

[1\

I

one of

the 75 forms of R.a (No. 19); (2) an air-god,
Berg. I, 23 i (3) a god who hacked the dead
in pieces (Tuat VI).

Sun-goddess, the consort of Rii.
0

~ ~ ~ , the female counterpart of Horus;

({{\'

::~~~, ::~~ o~,::: ~~ ~~, the
Ra-ur

/.!ol"noff

~ ~~, T. 283, ~ ~, P. 49,
~ ~ " N. 64, ~ ~, B.D.G. 385,

!;Ieru ~~,TombofSetiI: (1)

l0..(')

(J'

~;;r

~ ~~~, a goddess (Tuat XI).

or

253, ~

u.

0'

1~ Jj 'P,

<=>\\1

~D'::l.,'n = ~ b).

I;Iarit

[)
0' the Sun-god Rii;

10

Jj, an ancient Sky-god, his right eye was

the sun and his left eye the moon; Copt. ~Wp,

0

T

--Il' --Il I '

@
0

501.Af1
~ :, Pap.
9 <=>~ ~0
3° 4, 60,~, T' 3
I' ~tiJ' ---D I '
~ ~<O <=> f
<=>
-'Il 0
Ra

2

~~, U'440,3f.~~,

0

~
'5r' O~. ~@
)f' <z>-, )f' ~ ..c:z>-,
5r~' 5r:~~ ~,~:~

/i'

reo

5r

Sehatch khatut

·lGO~s.~7i"PIT

n9 Q

I' ), fI\

\(;... 0,
Jr'111

Tomb Seti I, one of the 75 forms of Ra (No. 10).
@

khepi ~ ~~ ~.

o ~~ \Of,
sun =

beetle =

g

~~~;

Thes, 4 20 , a name of the spring

~~~ \Of.

Continued

---+
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THE SUN AND MOON N ANCIENT EGYPTIAN-contl;wed

Api ~, - : ~ ~ ~ , Rec. 35, 56, ---D

---D

~, -:~~~~, ~~4
Rec.

14,

7, the "flier, a name of the

t \\~, t
it

Hymn to Amen 7,
giver.

ffi,

~ 4ffi,

~4 0, A.Z.19 0 5, 19,

22,

110 4,

N.

~ , the rising sun.

~a, ~ai
~4 ffi,

~

(

luminary, the sun, light-

~ro\

(, P.

20

(.

4-B~ 1~'

3,

4---1l

~~, ~ ~~~,

---D

~

---D

~~

_n~'~J1, 9 ,~?Jj,

~~~, 4~' ~---1l~

9,~-r

il DAD 9Jj,

:i?9'

mel). Ut6hat A fiJ ~'2 ~ ~

Y~ ~ ~ ~
, Quelques Pap. 41, the full moon.

And many other names
for various other aspects.

9\

•

~ 9' ::'L

~

i, Quel-

0

'f< '"

I

ques Pap. 47, the moon at noon.

A.al;l. r:rel;l.uti (Tchel,mti) ~

~,

I

---1l ~--:-

Thoth the Moon-god.

Aa~

..

of the Moon

renewer of form, i.e., the moon.

uhem qet-t
Utchait

~ ~.

fi

~

renewer of form,
i.e., the moon.

~'

~~1e,

the goddess of the moon.

1

me};l utcha-t ~ ~ ~ ~,

the

filling of the eye, i.e., full moon on the last day
of the 2nd month of Pert, the 6th month of the
Egyptian year.

~ Jj, the Moon-god = ~ ---D ~ ~.

<>=>

~,~,

:iil;1

ne

s-baq (ssbq) I'Ll.@...' theshmmgeye

€:YE

her res-t

A~ 9, ill , A~ 9,

~ @9Jj,

the moon, Moon-god; Copt. IO~, IOO~ IOI~;
Heb. OJ;, !/are J:ia..
yo;', ~QO~, !I(J;~
'UL.1.

An.f.~!~ il ,

il DAD 91' a form of the Moon-god.

11I00n;

see

~---D ~

g.

ah n8 A, Rec. 24, X61, the moon; see a.i~;
. ~ 9, Y
Copt. !O~, Heb. r::D •.
A.l;l. 4~ ~, the Moon-god. yo~
yif. ref! a.
aabi

SUN AND MOON TOGETHER

.Il.

J \\

J

.Il.

.Il. .Il.

J

@ \\

l' --.IJ' l' \\, 1" ~ --.IJ '
4_ l'.1>. --.IJ, .left, the Ieft' de;
l'.0. ~ , ~'
<? .Il. I f "
~
<2:>- .Il. -<2>- .Il.
0
J. 1" e t loot; I
~' l' 0 ' l'
<2:>-'

J \\

J
J

J

51

the left eye of heaven, the moon.

f jRa,9- t J 9" ~ ~':I,

aabi-t

aakhu-ti

~~,

~

1f'

@ -<2>0-<2>-'

~

Jr>

@

Q

@ \\

-<2>-

~,

tlfl::, ffi:, ~~~!,

the two eyes of Horus
the moon.

01'

Ra, i.e.,

the sun and

utcha-t ~l ~~, ~l~,

.

~~, ~l~~o~, @r~ ~
~

J1,

the eye of Horus, the eye of Ri, the

Kheusu
2

T. 3 3,

I.e., the Moon.

~l ~~~ ~ J1

J1 I'
Rec. 3
1~~~ ~ J1 J1,
@l ~ ~:: J1 J1, ~l~~~,
~ 1~ J1 J1!, B.D. 163, 9, ~ 1: ~ ,
utchati
2,

177,

@

~1e ~~ thetwo eyes of the Sky-god,

,

'i.e., the Sun and Moon.

ankh-ti
of Horus or

~,

~,the

i.,' .. Sun

Moon.

two

Eyes

f4

C

0

0

G~

u .. the Sun and Moon.

' the two light-givers,

~,U.

@

~,

510,

JJL

~ ~,

P.2oo,T J\,N.936_~~~

the Moon-god as the "traveller";

!Bone I shens.

!.1+~
0 ~ ~.
J( Jf' t'!J

Khensu-pa-khrat ..
THE

~

_

l.'Hu.D

..............

1 0 ~ Mar. Kam. 42,7. god of the cres'+ If' - cent moon and of conception.

Khensu-~unu ~ 1t ~
R ~ ~~.
.lr' 9.. 0 (£ ff"
SO,,(

_

the Moon-god at the 1st quarter.

tens. tep
;IVISI"""HE~D

=
NWVV'

l Q;l the 1st quarter of
~ 0 '
the moon.

'.fena.

= n (:

anep

of'--...

~,B.D. 64, 17,

NWVV\ ~ ~l ~
god of the quarters of the moon.

o

0 ,

moon; one of the
(Thes. 112).

Uah-qaa·f

,

10 4,

~t~, ~ ~~, 'U1 ~J1'

~, T'
Copt.

~ I the left eye ~f the Sky-god,

.,

rJ~~, rj~\) ~,p ~-®--,

abeq-t

strength.

Utcha-t

~
Jj,
I hes.

a name of the left eye of Horus, i.t., the moon.

amulet of the solar eye, which gives the wearer

~. ~,the right .eye of the
Sky-god, I.e., the Sun.

1" l'.Il. ~

Ar-t-aabt

J},

Utcha4

-<2>- .Il.
0

.

the left eye of Horus or Ril, i.e., the moon.

~l~~, ~l~,~, ~J1,

@1~~J1,~1~~',~1~

i.e., the moon.

the left eye of

the

the third quarter of the
seven

stars of Orion

r ~ ~ .d~~@~~ 9,

Rh;~~~;:~~,:oi:~i .d g~~, "he who increases his form," a title of the Moon-god.

Compiled from E.A. Wallis Bu.ige: An
Egyptian Hieroglyphic Dictionary, 2 vols.,
1920; reprint: New York, 1978, Dover
Publications, Inc.
Rearranged by Carl Maslhay, St. Louis, Mo.,
20 September 1984

w

Q)

THE PLANETS IN VARIOUS LANGUAGES
PLANET

MALAGASY,

ARABIC

Madagascar

TURKISH PERSIAN

HEBREW

Kokhav

MERCURY 'upirid, <ot~rid

..),! lk:.c

Motarita

Uta:riTi

'u!lirid, Tir

VENUS

az-Zuhara (,brilliancy, brightness')

'o~~;

Zohara

Zilhre

Zuhra'i, lahri!'

EARTH

al-arq

arz

zamfn

MARS

al-Mirrikh (,anointed one')

ta flY ('earth,
land, soil')
Mariky

JUPITER

al-Mushtari ('one who buys or sells'), al-BirjIs
y. ~f
~ J;:j
~»if
Ztihal ('one that withdraws'), ath-Thaqib
'('the piercer'); Kaiwa'n is not the planet!

SATURN

~)YI

u~rl;JI

URANUS

Udnus

NEPTUNE

Nabtun, Nibtun

PLUTO

Blutun

SUN

shams

MOON

qamar

t·r'

Johady

Zlih~li

Un'mus

t ~'LJl

U~~u~
....:'1·.
OF

p

Mirrikh, Bahram Ma'dlm

Marixi

MushtarI,
~edheq
Birjfs
Zal).l; Kaiwan
Shabtha'i, Kiwan
is not planet

Mu~tari,

Uranus

'Uranus

Urani

Neptlin

Neptun

Pluton
xur

shemesh

alakamary

ay

mah

levanah

POLISH

W'TH ",,"<-<NT

Mercurio Mercure

Merkur

Venus

~

S-

O'"

(1)

>-t
I--'

\0

00
'-1

Ouranos, Erskhe16s

Bosit5n (= 'Poseidon') Neptuni?

Poseid6n

Bghud5n
mZe
arev, arek
(old mzei)
mt'vare (old lusin
ttwei)

Plutoni?

Plouton

diell

h~lios

hane, hene

sel~ne

RUSSIAN LITHUANIAN LATVIAN HUNGARIAN FINNISH Irish-GAELIC WELSH BASQUE
'd

Merkurijus

Merkurs

Merkur (bolygo) MerkuriusMearcair

Mercher

Wenus

Venera

Venera

Venusz

Gwener

Merkuri

Erde

ziemia

z'eml'a

~eme

zeme

fold

MARS

(Maris, Maris)

Mars, HercUles

Marte

Mars

Mars

Mars

Mars

Marsas

Mars

Mars

Mars

Mars

JUPITER

(Tinia, Tins, Tin
[tin = 'day'])
(Satre)

Iupplter, stella Jovis Jupiter

Jupiter

Jupiter

Jowisz

Yup'it'er

Jupiteris

J upiters

Jupiter

Jupiter

Iupatar

Saturnas

Saturns

Szaturnusz

Saturnus Satarn

Sadwrn

Saturnu

Uranas

Urans?

Uranus

Uranus

Wran?

Uranu

Neptunas

Neptuns Neptun (bolygo) Neptunus Neiptiun

Neptwn

Neptunu

Plutonas

Plutons? Pluto

Pluto

Pluto?

saule

aurinko

gnan

kuu

esce

Plwto,
Plutu
Plwtw?
eguzki; eki
illazki

Venera

Venus

Veineas

BeHepa

daear
Mawrth

lur-bira
Martze

Mapc

URANUS

on

Urani?

terre

~

~

Kr6nos, Phall10n (,shiner')

tierra

SATURN

z

Shtundi

EARTH

~.

o

Zeus, PhaethOn ('shining one')

Venus

E"'
-.:

~

Ares, pyr6eis (,fiery one')

(Turan ['the lady' Venus, Hesperus,
or 'the giver'?])
Phosphorus
veltha ?
terra

n:,

-<

Uranos

Marti

Stflbon ('sparkling one'), Er6eis
('lovely one'); mod. Ermes
Eosphoros, Phosph6ros, Hesperos; mod. Aphrodite
g~, khth5n

Merkury Merkur'ii

~

S'

Hrad (,fire, pyre')

Dia Lusn-t'ak Cmoon(old Zevsi)
crown')
K'ronosi,
Yerevag ('appearance,
Zuali
image, aspect')

Pluton

gune~

SPANISH FRENCH GERMAN

ALBANIAN GREEK

Ot'aridi,
P'ailadzu ('brilliant')
Merkun
Erma
Noghalf, Kokheveth Mt'iebi,
Arusi<ig; Asdagh ardun Aferdite?
Asp'irozi
(,star of morning')
mits'a
'ere~
yergfr
dhe

samosy

~

ETRUSCAN (for
LATIN
_ _ _ _ _ _......!.f.:::;u.:.:.n....,u:::s=ing deities)
MERCURY (Turms; Camillus?) Mercur'lus, stella
Mercurii $1""0<

VENUS

Mosataro

GEORGIAN ARMENIAN

Saturnus, stella
solis or Saturni
(Uranus)

Saturno
Urano

Saturne

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn
CaTYPH

Uranus

UIan

NEPTUNE

(Nethuns [or
Vertumnus? ])

(Neptilnus)

Neptuno Neptune Neptun

Neptun

PLUTO

(Tuchu>
Tuchulcha?)
usil, cath, Cath
tiu, tiv
pulumxva = 'stars'

(PlUto, PlUton)

Pluton

Pluton

SUN
MOON

Jupiter (j =

fOm·nep

Pluton

Pluto

UIan

Pluton
ITnYTOH

sol
hma

sol
luna

soleil
lune

Sonne
Mond

slonce
ksi~zyc

solntse
saule
luna,
nH~nulis
m'es'ats

nap
hold

.<

© Carl Masthay, St. Louis,
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CHINESE-DERIVED PLANET NAMES

~

E'
~

Chinese

~.

-?

~

Characters
Seal forms
Present <--Lesser<-G reater
(Old) (Oldest)
form

Mandarin
PLANET

Wade-Giles
(Pin-yin)

Meaning

Cantonese

Vietnamese

Korean

_.L .._

Japanese
--

-~

--

-

~

$1"

MERCURY

Water-star

Shui-hsing
(Shui-xing)

Shuising

Thuy-tinh

,~

VENUS

Metal-star
Gold-star

Chin-hslng
(Jin-xing)

Kamsing

o
t":l

M-

o

EARTH

Earth-ball
Earth-globe

Tl-ch'iu
(Di-qiu)

MARS

Fire-star

JUPITER

7.1< £

Kim-tinh

Kumsong

Kinsei

~Ji

Teik'aTI

Dja-cau;
tnii dat;
qua aat

Chiku

Chikyu

flli

Huo-hsing
(Huo-xing)

Fohsing

Hoa-tinh

Hwasong

Kasei

Wood-star

MU-hsing
(Mu-xing)

Muksing

M9c-tinh

Moksong

Mokusei

SATURN

Earth-star
Ground-star
Dirt-star

T'u-hsing
(Tu-xing)

T'asing

Th'o-tinh

T' osong

Dosei

£ ~~ tt()7
*£ X< !
± ~ .:t. JL

URANUS

Sky-king-star
Heaven-king-star
Celestial-king-star

T' ii.~n-wang-hsrng
(Tian-wang-xing)

T'inwongsing

Thien-vU'O'ng-tinh

Ch 'onwangsong

Tennosei

7CJ:~

NEPTUNE

Sea-king-star

Hili-wang-hsing
(H ai-w ang-xing)

Hoiwongsing

H~i-vU'O'ng-tinh

Haewangsong

Kai6sei

~3:£

PLUTO

Darkness-king-star
Hades-king-star

Mfng-wang-hsing
(Ming-w ang-xing)

Mengw6ngsing,
Mlngwongsing

Minh-vU'O'ng-tinh

Myongwangsong

Mei6sei

~±£

STAR

Star, planet

HSlng
(Xing)

Sing

Sao; tinh

pyal

Hoshi

SUN

Extremely-positive, T'ai-yang; jih
(Tai-yang; rl)
the sun; sun

T'aaiyeTIng;
1t-1' au Chot-head');
yat-fau ('sun-head')

Thai-dU'O'ng; nh~t; Hae
m~t giiYj ('face-sun')

~~i-YO; nichi

:t: ~; B 88

MOON

Moon-bright

Vet; uet-kwong

GHing, trang;

Tal

Tsukt

('m~on; m~on-lig.£.t')

nguy~t-cau(fll~);

J33t

= ~"va
ae = h~t
= high cen tral

ei = ay
- = long.

ro

'"1
~

,tJ',

Suisei

0"'

\0

)~
(. c...

Susong

z
o

00
"'l

Moon-ball

Tones:

Yiieh-li<a'ng
(Yue-liang)
Yiieh-ch'iu
(Yue-qiu)

--

m~t

giang
('face-moon')

=/

?

(5

J =-

u

=/
=J

=,

[1

£)1<

I

,

~~t
±~

1.~

*

£

H ~-:R

=-:::'squeezed off.

Meaning and
explanation

~~~*
(((~

:I:~

Metal: In bosom of earth I 2 nuggets
of gold;~ chin is phonetic and combined with .:t. earth; oldest has 4 in
strata covered over /'.
Earth: See ± below, plus <It ancient
utensil as phonetic; oldest shows animal on earth beside stepped slope
Fire: Ascending flames
Tree: Top, branches; middle, trunk;
bottom, roots
----Earth, soil, ground: I things produced
from earth, or else I is subsoil

Sky, heavens: - that which is over
man or men tJ;?
Sea: Water:" or a~ plus phoneticw- mei
make hlii 'sea'
Dark, obscure: From)i.. or f1 the
space during which the sun
is covered over in darkness for 6 t; hours

~

e

i t .t
~~

Water: A brook ~ flanked by whirls

Stars: Quintessence of sublimated
matter that 1:. ascended and crystallized into stars

0

Sun

jD

Moon

Carl Masthay
St. Louis, Missouri
10 March 1982

AMAZINGLY COMPLEX LIST OF

THE PLANETS IN SANSKRIT

Normal word in

prayer or devotion;
son of

to comets
and meteors

S: : :

S

or like a

sh; c =

k

a

j=

g

a

n:::: ng;

:::

U

= cerebrals or retroflexes
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'-3

~
~

"ti

~
~

~
'"-t-

~

TANGUT or HSI-HSIA
.
Kah'h &
or 'ml-ma

SANSKRIT

Sanskrit
traditional
order

MERCURY

-<
e.
~

0\

?t~
'?! ~Jj

Lhagpa (lhaqpa)
C-zi'nge
(ch'yg·sgar Ihag'pa
(water-star)
orjkYl!qaa Ihaqpa/)
~~
'Yz ie = water
11'1<
F"P,M~ !·~.:c-rn~·Lf·
"" "'I -?j
*K'e-nge or Pasangs
::fff-k -tit
~~
(gz'achen
K'a'nge
(gold-star)
pasangs or
~~1lff ~t *K'e b'o-nge /32cee paasaa /

Budha

~

t,

6

Z

?

0n

11f~

~

~
0

cr'
ro
~

\C
00

MARS

-

'-1

~'~ ~'E

~

'"1

Mangala ~
(happiness)
Angaraka ~
(charcoal)

3

-H+

::l~

~-A-

'Dzam (bu) gling
Le-Idi
(big-earth *- ;1;£) /ts.@m·ling/
<"\
Ldi-n~ :te. ± ~~a.J-(~~~
r:;:'
(earth~[~r~n~ry)
Mu-nge
Mig-dmar
(fITe-star)
/ming maa/
C'--

~~'~<N;r.:'

I Bfhaspati

JUPITER

fj

"ttt-/

..m-.

~~ ~

(prayer-lord)

Zi-nge
(wood-star)

(?JPir.t·)~:r.·~ .

Gz'a-Phur-bu

~
7

~~~

0-

~

Sanaiscara ~
(slow-goer)

I

NEPTUNE

I

PLUTO

Ts~

(land-star)

J

lChinese:
!l!'l = tse
q uasiphonetic

Spenpa (pempa)
Sbenpa
(gz'achen
lpal)
or /s2cee

fYamal

JK

I Surya, ravi

~,m2

J

8
9

......

""-

4)3~·.a;.'·~3j·l..I·

~uUUl~U~LJ;i

rnr,~,

-SUN

Lha'Yba

t

Candra :cfsr
S= palatal s or sh
c = pala tal k <-+
iJ. = ng; a = u in

~

=

=

~

Nge

Sgar-ma,

~1 (g,)
*~ ~IA

Mo ([miD
Le-so
(big-bright)

Ni-ma
/ fii-m3/

Lhi

Zla-ba = /tawa/
(zla·dagar or

~~

Le-*tu
(big-dark)

I

fa

Colmun, ~olman
(morning star)

i

"-"

Cyrap (Su'Yar )
II Aisin
UaraaH .n,ycaJI
(gold star)
(Tsa'Yaan dusa~~11

l

UOJIMOH

fajar delekei
(groulld, + earth')
earth
world

Braxasbadi

I

l

4

EapXaCBa,ll,b
(Barxasvad)
Modun odun (wood star)
Pnbv Tai-Sui t.. ~ (Chinese: great + Jupiter, or ~ nyp3B (PurfV)
(Piirbii) J 3;
12-year cycle

f

-r

l"}

? na
? boihon (= dirt)
? abkai
*- ""F (= heaven-below
Tuwa usiha
(fIre star)

,MJh mar 0',1';"-1111d1
(0)
faJT 011

;it

{t

IEJIM6a
(Byamba)

Bimba

Sanicar

I

t

fal odu(n) (fire star)
Ula-yan nidyn (red eYe)otl

I

1\

Moo usiha
(tree star)

II

Boihon (i) usiha
(earth, dirt star)

/t~gaaJ)

,

(00

=

0

+

0)

ICaH4J1P
~engri-Yin wang
(sky - of king star)

[Dalai-yin wang (odun?)

+ ?]

(Tin,triiil. vail.)

?YpaH (IJran) n=ng

l

faJIaMH BaH
(DalaiIi.
?HenTYH (N§ptun)

wang
wang
Odu.odun

I Nara(n)

r,L

~3Hr3PI1HH BaH~

J

Abkai (i) wangluSiha?~
(heaven
king) dasan?
(planet)
[? Namu (i) wanglusiha?J
(ocean
king) dasan?
[? - - (i) wanglusiha? ]
dasan?

?TIJIYTOH (Pluton)

rf

;(

j

On(OH)

Usiha

---(

--:$'

·1

I Hap(aH)

II Shun

~'1f.I.

~.2:l'

i = of

Imon

fa3ap ,ll,3J1Xltrt1
(fadzar dtlxii)

=~

Mi,mar
Anggirat,
Angrat,
Angarat
Barxasavadi,

Muke usiha
(water star)

JIxarBa
(Lxa,va)
EYA (Bud)

IAllan
odu
~"')
Ca'Yan dusul (white

~

'w=w
j = di

NATIVE MONGOLIAN

(gold

nasal

-

I

MANCHU
CYRiLLIC

$1

SuJiar-a

e = i in hit
q-+g
p-+b
c = ch

Tara mikshatra,

STAR

MOON

Tsi
? -nge

I

URANUS

Bud

/(~)phlillbu/

, Sani (slow-moving)

SATURN

Tibetan
derived

ZlJ31<.·~~·2J-.Nu-I

~~

ffit ~'~

Bhumi

EARTH

,...;-

CLASSICAL
Sanskrit
derived

J

":f.-. A DlfFE"RENT

Sukra

VENUS

"

(See below for
symbols)

(person-earth?) Ch'inghai

4

MONGOLIAN

TIBETAN

~,

(Usual name)

~

;s~

stress first syllable

12th century
PLANET

Sara(n)

;r- or ;r

::J

'{

Cap

Biya

These
taken from his book War as
were written
General Patton
memos of instruction on the ""...'n...,'I ..... l<u:!
staff officers.
refer SP(~CUICaH

more senior the
the senior
the

The

TUnCfllln

Remember that

the more time he has.
to
rather

A General
responsibility
not,
whether they
success .
... must be vitally interested in
the soldier.
you
deal of knowledge
you do not, the
very

done.

1'V1fo'Yo'cfc

Never
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people how to do

see Patton on

them what to
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JHE
M

TER GRAPHICS

ONLY

$39.

Per Set of 13 8.5'" x 11" Outlines Ready to KodaUth
To introduce you to our art, we proudly present our "baker's
n
of beautiful constellation outlines available to you in either traditional "line drawing" format, or the exciting new
D "stipp
format.
Either type contains the following outlines:
*Orion
*Taurus
*Pegasus
*Scorpius

*Ursa Major (Dipper)
*Canis Major
*Pisces
*lyra

*Corona Borealis
*leo
*Sagittarius {tea
*Bootes (Kite)

·Cygnus

Please
specify
type

"Line"
A detailed listing of our initial art offerings will be mailed soon!
Order your constellation outlines today from:

Joe Hopkins Engineering
P.O. Box 14278
Bradenton, FL 34280

Bishop Planetarium Worksho

J

I

The Bishop Planetarium of
Florida,
held its first Professional Planetarium
Production Work-shop.
arrived on July 12 and viewed two different starshows and three
four
of lectures and hands-on sessions that often
different laser lightshows. That was followed
ran late into the
The
group of 32 included
from 18 states and Ecuador.
The workshop was
the success of the
Planetarium's
but was
structured with a more technical flavor overall. The
Planetarium will offer a
performance in the summer of 1989.
Participants (left to right
Scott Pohl,
Schmidt, Yonkers, NY; Jack
Lincoln, NE; Jim Allen, Hialeah,
Olmedo Germanico, Guayaquil, Ecuador; Art Klinger,
Smith Powell, Berea, KY; Bob Coulter, New Orleans,
Myers, FL; Jay Boisseau, Dallas,
David Weinrich, Moorhead,
Henry Leap, Harrisonburg, V A; Charles Hemann, Little Rock, AR; Steve
Jarboe, Tecumseh, KS; Jordan Marche, Lancaster, P A; Grant Foster, Orlando,
Newport News, V A; Steve Cleek, Honolulu, HI; Adam Kremers, Reno,
Williamsville, NY; Mark Webb, River Grove, IL; Arnold Pearlstein, Ft Lauderdale,
Omaha, NE; Roy Gallant, Portland, ME.
(Kneeling left to right): Ed Wimmers, Hialeah, FL; Joe Tucciarone, Instructor, Bishop Planetarium;
Steve Savage, Instructor, Sky Skan; George Fleenor, Instructor, Bishop Planetarium; Linda Hare,
Bishop Planetarium; Mark Callen, Instructor, Bishop Planetarium; John Hare, Instructor, Bishop
Planetarium; Joe Hopkins, Instructor, Bishop Planetarium.
0
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FORUM

Southern California fads." Over the summer, we
received so
calls that I cn,eC1<~ea
Among the folks talked to was Andrew
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. After
A.S.P. had been selling "deeds" to land on ,,,,,,,,O.-."'lrH
fund raiser for some time.

Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118

similar fund raising tactic, but on a rr\1"_n'rnT1Y
Everyone is entitled to make a buck un,CU1Qlng
tarians!), and so I guess there's nothing wrong someone really wants to buy a pet rock, a Cabbage Patch
doll, or name a star after themselves or someone

After a brief hiatus, Forum returns once again to provide a platform where ideas can be discussed and
explored. My thanks to our colleagues who took the
time to respond to my query. Now is the opportunity for
the rest of you to express your thoughts, share your favorite anecdote. Your comments will appear in the next
issue of Forum. Deadline for responses is November 15.
The subject of discussion in this issue is one that most
of us have had to deal with, usually with tact, often

with frustration. With the holidays not far ahead,
I'm sure you'll all have your share of inquiries concerning:

The International Star Registry
Professing to "put a name you love among the Stars,"
the ISR has seriously misled the public into thinking
that "this gift of Immortality" will "reserve a place in
the heavens for someone you love." They falsely claim
that the star name will be registered in the copyright
office of the Library of Congress.
Do we as planetarians have a responsibility as protectors of the public trust? How do you handle inquiries
concerning the International Star Registry?

*****
It was 1981 when I first heard of The International
Star Registry. At that time I was working at the Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles, and I was tempted to
chalk up the calls about it to "one of those crazy

The Planetarian, Vol. 16, No.4, October 1987

as long as the buyer understands what s/he is
for her/his money. And there,
someone in the
massage business once said) is the rub.
By using a legitimate, but unpUIJU.C12:ea
right law known as the ..., . . . U''-'~>H l..;~equn~enn.erlt
attempted to give
ings." The Deposit Requirement states that two
of any work for which copyright prc)te<:Uom
sought shall be deposited with
Library of
gress. This 'was conceived originally as a
way for the Library of Congress to increase
ings. In other words, just about everything is on file
with the Library of Congress. This portion of their
claims, while not false, has been misleading to the less
litigious members of the populace.

In point of fact, when I get requests for information on
the ISR from patrons, I don't discourage them, but do
try to make sure they know what they're getting.
And now to the next point: should planetarians be
the Ralph Nader Organization's Space Division? I
make it a habit never to sound like an expert when
there's a possibility that my expertise win be relied
upon to the point where I might find myself involved
in a lawsuit In other words, I go out of my way to
out that I'm expressing my personal viewpoint
talk to folks about ISR or similar controversial ...........'I"- .... ~ ....
which might arise in the line of duty. I see
as
an educator. As such; my role is to help to pass on to
others what is, to some, a very complicated
of
knowledge in an objective manner. Rather than
my official capacity to take an active
I'm
more inclined to provide a
wi th as
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·"'V ....

AA . . . .

own

them

as

choices.

cern is
curacies of the
down the address of the

r'nl'Y'11",,;:j-n'H

Eileen
Eastern

,",h.""n-;~n. ....

Director
Science Center

... "''''' ...... 0·'''' ...

*****

99004

professional astronomers, nor any aspect of the astronomical community. While their advertisements generally deliver what they promise, I caution people
that the star is fainter than what the human eye can
see. I also explain how the International Astronomical
Union reserves the right to name and define astronomical objects and terms. Furthermore, I stress that astronomers will never use the name given a star by these
organizations, and that none of the money paid is used
to benefit astronomical research.

hurt to include a comment to readers. This
also be addressed within a planetarium Pf()<11.lctllon
fantasy-myth-fiction versus astronomy.
International Star Registry is much like a gnat: a source
annoyance yet it is not big enough to swat.
Kenneth Adams
Schreder
Redding, California 96001
*****

Despite anything I might say, people still respond
with, "I know, but he/she won't care. I just thought it
would be a neat thing to get." We do have a responsibility to the public and the astronomical community
we are seen to represent, like it or not. There are too
many disseminators of false and misleading information for us to remain silent. People need information
that is accurate and unsensationalized. They need
someone to supply reliable scientific information that
will assist them in knowing what is science and what
is bunk. They rely on doctors for medical advise,
mechanics for auto repairs, and planetarians for astronomical information. We should not let them be
deceived by astrologers, creationists, so-called millenialists, and the "name a star for a buck" groups. If we
don't take a stand on this issue, then the public will
develop a very distorted, and likely negative view of
astronomy and all science.
The public enjoys learning about the wonders of the
universe, and we as planetarians are in an excellent position to serve their interest by providing accurate
scientific information about astronomical events and
the space sciences.
Michael P. Walker, Director/Staff Astronomer
Noble Planetarium
Ft. Worth, Texas 76107
*****

I object to the International Star Registry's misleading claim that they will register star names. In
responding to inquiries in this area, we should explain
that this group is not recognized by the astronomical
community and has no authorization to designate star
names. Imagine yourself traveling in another state or
country and deciding that you were the one to give permanent names to the region's land forms-what gall!
While this group's practice is fraudulent, it is not as
pervasive as the pseudo-science of astrology. If an
organized response is needed, I think that there are
other fallacies which have a higher priority. If planetaria are involved in their community or perhaps
write a newspaper or magazine column, it would not
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Editor's note: After soliciting the opinions of
leagues, I decided to contact the ISR myself. So late
one afternoon I called their toll free number. A
friendly person explained that they would register a
star in the name of my choice and in return I'd receive
two finder charts and a calligraphed certificate.
When I asked what was meant by "register," I was
told that there were already 26 "listings" of stars and
they were now compiling the 27th. The 26 include the
Messier and Smithsonian catalogues, so I knew I was in
good company. The woman I spoke to mentioned that
"this is for fun, it's not official." Over 200,000 names
have been collected. The next book will be published
in 1988, copywritten (as all books are) and sent to the
Library of Congress (as are all publications). So if anyone would like to get me a really nice present ...
Please send your comments by November 15th to me,
Q
Lonny Baker, at the Morrison Planetarium.

(Patton, continued from

40)

Decorations are for the purpose of raising the fighting
value of troops; therefore they must be awarded
promptly. Have a definite officer on your staff educated in writing citations and see that they get through.
Keep your own orders short; get them out in time; issue
them personally by voice when you can.
There is a tendency for the chain of command to overload junior officers by excessive requirements in the
way of training and reports. You will alleviate this
burden by eliminating nonessential demands.
From the book War as I Knew It by General George S.
Patton, Jr., published by Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston. Copyright 1947 by Beatrice Patton Waters,
Ruth Patton Totten, and George Smith Patton.
right renewed ©1975 by Major General George
Ruth Patton Totten, John K. Waters, Jr., and George P.
Waters. Reprinted by permission.
Q
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The lVIechanical Universe is
the usual descriptive science
or series that
have appeared on PBS stations over the years. We
have corne to
the
in content and
value
in such standards as
of lVIan, Cosmos, Planet
Nova and others.
nr,n.n-t"~1tY'lC all have an appeal over a wide
"'",...".0"1""""'" and of course are not ~H.:.'UAL'U.':> mcttherrlatiIt would seem that the exclusion of mathematics
is necessary to
video science series.
The Mechanical
proves this old adage
It meets and exceeds most of what has auoecued
past, and
it is a calculus-based
physics course! It can and does stand alone as a college-level
physics course appropriate for science majors. What
makes The Mechanical Universe work for a
of
audiences are its
its lively pace, and its outstanding production value
including close-up photography of experiments, computer animated sequences, and historical reenactments.
.......... ', .. J. ......n

The course consists of 26 half-hour programs and textbook that focus on classical mechanics. With its strong
interdisciplinary approach, the social context of the
events and characters of the Copernican Revolution is
strongly emphasized. A number of the programs could
be used by planetarians to
introductory or
adult and continuing education astronomy courses, and
some of the computer graphics sequences may find use
in planetarium programs. I have even used a few
selected video tapes in a public exhibit area outside
the planetarium. I especially recommend the following programs.
*Introduction To The Mechanical Universe
*The Apple And The Moon
*Moving In Circles
*Kepler's Three Laws
*The Kepler Problem
*Navigating In Space
*From Kepler To Einstein
*Harmony Of The Spheres
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The Mechanical Universe is available for
videocassettes and was
Institute of

There is also available a
school version
Mechanical Universe. It consists of 16 ..
~
,J,
which contains a
to 20 minute VIOleOraI:,e u.'>.AU.'IJ~LlU'-JJi
from the series. Most of the programs listed above are
included in this version.
A ...H ....

.. J'-'...

The second half of this
cal Universe, is also now
magnetism, and modern
had a chance to review but ·"lo<'c'" ........ , ....
tion of the
established
The
to

one,

The same group who
The Mechanical Uni"' ...... "... ,"'n- a mini-series on
relativiwait to see the results.
u!-/'_'-HAA

nrt"l'Df"'{"n-rlD,rI videocassettes, off-air
taping, and telecourse licenses contact The
CPB Collection, 1213 Wilmette
Illinois 60091.

To receive The Mechanical Universe newsletter
write to: Newsletter, The Mechanical Universe, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California
91125.
The textbooks that accompany this series are:

(Please see Mechanical on page 52)
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Arthur Barton
Tombaugh Space Theater
P. O. Box 53
Alamogordo, New Mexico 88310
Desert or no desert, people are sending in lots of new
stuff to report on. This, of course, pleases me no end. Put
simply, it cuts my phone bill way down.
Stasiuk Enterprises checked in with a whole slew of
goodies. Of the pile of stuff that showed up in my
office, most interesting was the Stasiuk Amiga Graphics Work Station. Coupled with an Amiga (which he
also supplies), this system can do your typesetting for
Kodalith, do artwork, digitize visuals, 2 and 3-D animatlo:n, and a whole lot more. The base system comes
with 2 megs of RAM storage and can be upgraded to 8
megs.

yet, a short letter to Bill
at the American
Museum-Hayden Planetarium, Central Park West
81st St., New York, New York 10024 will
you the
info.
that I haven't been to the
I must be honest and
Big Apple in many years
have
the
shows produced under Bill's Qu'ectlmtl,
probably quite good and have name narrators to boot.
Last is something that, while not new to some, is
to me, and these are the
gel kits available fro Wess Plastics,
New York 11735. They come, in a number of .................... '...
size sets. The gel kit #6
50 each of six
and the
kit #16
50 each of 16 colors. There
also a kit of 12 colors
A.b

Of course it's not cheap--the starter system is in the

$7000 range. And the more bells and whistles you want
the more it will cost. But when one looks at the cost of
a number of other systems that start at $ 20k and go up
to $200k this system has a lot going for it. Garry has
put together a demo video tape and will, if you call
him at 503-284-6887, send along a loaner video for you
to screen. He also says that he'd be happy to include a
sample slide or two for you to project on your dome to
help you get an idea of what you can expect when the
system arrives on your doorstep.
Left on your own the system will take about 120 hours
for you to feel comfy with. An on-site training course is
available at extra cost. Garry also has a number of new
show packages and slides sets including one of the
Giotto flyby of P I Halley. Some of the visuals in this
latter one were digitized by the workstation. For order
forms and such the place to write is: Stasiuk Enterprises, 3150 NE 30th Ave., Portland, Oregon 97212.
Warning: if you are on a tight budget, do not show
the video to any of your teenage volunteer computer
wizards unless you are planning to buy the system. I
made that mistake and had to turn down a very tempting offer by my seventeen-year-old programmer. It
would have been nice to have a personal chauffeur for
six months.
Next up is the Charles Hayden in New York, which
has recently added a supplement to its planetarium
artwork catalog. They are also in the show package
business, and if you haven't received the mailing as
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If you use Wess
or VR mounts
puppies are a real time saver. No
required and the gels are cut from Lee
very good. If you want a wider selection of
Wess
will supply a swatch book at no charge. Extra batches
of 50 for the colors in the kits are about $6 and colors
not in the kits are $7.50.

Well, that's it for this
at the latest in CDs.

\JU.UAl,"-.

Next time we'll look
0

tro
1988
Astronomy clubs, science museums, astronomy
ments, planetariums, etc. needing more information on
hosting local events should contact:

Gary Tomlinson
Chaffee Planetarium
54 Jefferson S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503
616-456-3985
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The Universe at Your Fingertips

New E ucational Materi I
from the A.S.P.
Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
1290 24th Ave.
San Francisco, California 94122
An important part of the work of the A.S.P. is the
development of educational materials for use by teachers and lecturers at all levels. As I discussed in an earlier column, these include slide sets, resource lists,
information packets, etc. Each year, the Society publishes a catalog of its materials which is distributed
to educators in over 70 countries. In this column I want
to preview some of the new items we have developed
that may be of special interest to planetarians.

collected 11 recent views of the sky at various wavelengths where surveys have been done. Each slide is
oriented the same way-in galactic coordinatesallowing for useful comparisons between spectral
bands. Radio, infrared, visible, ultraviolet, and x-ray
views are included and detailed captions accompany
the set.

Mars and Venus Kits
Supernova 1987A Slide Set
This new set of six slides includes the gorgeous color
view of the supernova and the Tarantula Nebula from
the European Southern Observatory, a light-curve for
the supernova, and the display from the Cerenkov
detector under Lake Erie that found the burst of neutrinos from the explosion. It comes with a booklet of
detailed captions, a list of the discoveries so far, and
an up-to-date supernova reading list.

For school teachers and others who need a beginner's
introduction to the solar system, the A.S.P. is putting
together a series of kits profiling each planet. The
first two kits are devoted to Mars and Venus and include 6 slides each, showing the best views of the
planet from orbiting spacecraft and landers. Each set
comes with a basic booklet of captions, background material, data tables, and a reading list.

Worlds in Comparison, 2nd Edition
The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence Slide Set
These 20 slides and caption booklet assembled under
the supervision of Dr. Frank Drake (who is now at the
U. of California, Santa Cruz) will be useful to everyone
planning a program or lecture on SET!. Included are
photos or diagrams of the equipment used in Project
Ozma and subsequent SETI searches, the Voyager
record, the Pioneer Plaque, the message sent to M-13,
the microwave window, the Drake equation, and a can
of "Campbell's Old Fashioned Primordial Soup."
Comes with a book of captions, background material,
and a thorough reading list.
The Sky at Many Wavelengths Slide Set
Christene Jones and William Forman (of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics) have
48

A few years ago, Stephen Meszaros, one of NASAls
most imaginative "visual information specialists",
created some wonderful composite images comparing
objects and features in the solar system. These include
such views as the Earth seen (to scale) against Saturn's
rings or Jupiter's Red Spot, a U.S. map projected onto
the surface of Mars, and moons of different planets pictured side by side. A set of these slide with brief
ca ptions became one of the A.S.P. 's most popular
educational offerings.
Now we have expanded the set to 20 images and included much more information to help teachers and
lecturers: a table listing the main physical and orbital
characteristics of every known planet and satellite in
the solar system, as well as captions, a set of classroom
or home activities for learning about the planets, and a
thorough reading list.
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pnJ2:t'anlS of its
centered on the zenith are
The charts can be
methods.

O"t:H'ICA'I"!'Ifc.";

Data
Cal 3 is gerterZtll

Nevada - Reno
Reno Nevada 89557
CompuServe ID 73260,1674
A motto well-known among computerists is "there's
always one more bug."
complicated piece of software has features that do not function quite as well as
could, either because of
overlooked
possibilities, or downright lU.U,:naJI.'..t;:C)

DrC)2:1rarnrrler's like to tinker with their
software
runs
Following are descriptions
of software that has been mentioned briefly in this column in the
but which has
revisions of
one sort or another.
pa'C!(clge of three programs: a
a real-time dock, and a

The calendar
events for the ......'""' ... ~J,., .",,,,,h,.rII,,,,,,,~
meteor showers, constellation
Hons of the outer planets, and miscellaneous events.
Currently, you can choose months
up through 1990,
but the company will be assembling new calendars before then.
The clock could be a handy feature inside an observatory dome. Simultaneously displayed in normal-sized
text are standard and daylight time for your zone, local civil time, local sidereal, UT, and Greenwich sidereal. In addition,
can choose which of those times
to display in large,
characters. The program depends on your internal IBM
system clock.
The star-chart generator is a new offering. It's adequate for casual observing, but it's not the disk's best
feature. You are asked for time, date, and observing 10and can generate a chart showing 500 stars,
planets, and 27 constellation outlines. This is a lowresolution drawing, but it comes up on the screen in only
a couple of seconds, unlike most of the fuller-featured
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Star Cal 3 should run on any IBM-PC or true cornpi:ltible (Corona,
and Zenith are
I ran it on a
or monochrome hi-res
PC-DOS 2.0 or
Star Cal 3 is available from Software
Station
Ontario K2H 7T8
Canadian.
is
Here is one of the
electronic star-charts on the market. It uses the standard
M.cLCllrnOlsn user interface
figure out how to use it
ics well.
To change parameters,
in the "Control Block"
"'r'\'.. 4-.r...... of it that

or wait until later.
4-<V'VU.UJ.l~ in is a slick function. Click the "Zoom" button, center the
crosshair where
and
open a circle to whatever diameter
You can match the field of view
desired eyepiece or instrument.

M,lc::-,tf()n()mv will search for and
and identify
positiorlS and rise! set times, Howaccess, so the
is somepf()granls that load all information into
at once. But 3.5-inch disks are
quite
and this version has been
up, so the
wait is not intolerable. And on a hard
you
notice it.
One aenCllenlCV in the rln''' .......·.......·.n ..'" for stars: the dimmer stars that
not have names are listed as "" ............. 1,"
"unnamed. I would have liked to see the Greek-letter
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The program itself runs quickly. Drawing a new
screen takes six to ten seconds, depending on how many
parameters you've changed. Accuracy is quite good.
Precession and parallax are taken into account; planetary perturbations and nutation are not. In this new
version atmospheric refraction is included, and the
limbs of the Moon and Sun are accounted for in rise/ set
calcula tions.
Two other positive features: you can dump any screen
onto disk as a MacPaint file, and use a paint program to
play with the image. Secondly, the disk is not copyprotected.

MacStronomy is available from Etlon Software,
Box 649, Lafayette Colorado 80026; suggested list
is $75; the large data base is another $15.

Optical Bench Program. This program is a newcomer to this column. Do you remember those science
labs in which you carefully mounted lenses in
metal clips, attached them to a yardstick
Mr.
Wizard: meter stick!), put a lamp at one
tried
to focus images and trace light rays through the
tern? Well, now you can do it electronically, with
fear of breaking the lenses.

There are many other features that make this a quality program, but this review is already too long. Take a
look at John Mosley's review in the November '86 Sky
and Telescope.

But Optical Bench goes further than those '"''''','lV'''-labs. You can trace individual rays precisely, create
your own complex systems out of 'hand-ground"
nents, and determine all of those mathematical
ameters you never understood in the real lab.

MacStronomy should run on any Macintosh. It will
run slowly on a 128-K machine, but what doesn't? Earlier problems with a Mac Plus have supposedly been
solved. It ran on our Mac SE with no problems.

At the
you are
into a hallway
several labeled doors. You can go to the
" " ..."""nnn''''nt- or an entire c~r<,h:n-n
you can choose to go to

File

L'UA.A"J'-'

[ dii

TIME
TZ

.00:00

Az
E1

RA
Dec
Die

Grp
Spica
Az

289:48:59

E1
RA

6:05:55
13:24:32

Dec

- 11 : as: 1 1

r 8:46a; s 7:36p

Virgo
MacStronomy screen. shoving the entire sky 10 magnitude 6.
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"Grinding Room," and design your own mirrors or
lenses.

Graphics Card, and while the program ran, it refused
to draw the graphics properly.

You then take your system into the "Bench Room,"
and mount it onto a graphical optical bench. Here, you
can trace three different kinds of light rays through
the system, and see directly where everything goes.

You can copy the disk, but the original must be available in a drive in reasonably good condition
the
copy to operate. A damaged master disk can be
replaced for a nominal fee.

You can also take your system into the "Computer
Room." Here you can trace rays mathematically rather than graphically. You can determine parameters
like the diameter of the exit pupil, the field of view,
and magnification. You won't see the results directly,
but you get more information faster this way.

Optical Bench is available from Looking
5553 Black Bear, Bozeman Montana 59715;

This program is not for everyone. You are expected to
already understand the terminology of Gaussian optics, and know how to describe an optical surface. Even
then, it may take some time to become familiar with
the procedures used. But the results should be very useful to anyone involved in designing optical systems.
There are some drawbacks in a program this large
and complex. The large number of calculations done
makes this a slow-w-w worker. Running it on a fast
machine should help. Another solution is to install an
8087 math co-processor chip in your computer: the program takes advantage of it.
Regardless, while calculations are being done, you
must be patient. The computer stores keystrokes even
while it's thinking, and acts on them when it's ready. I
managed to crash the program twice by pressing function keys ahead of time. Wait until you get a menu!

A new space / astronomy bulletin board has
since last issue's report on that topic. Dick
with considerable help from
Collins
has created a forum on CompuServe
my / space information. Of interest to us
is
a section on planetariums. Rather than
information about it second-hand, I took
up on
her offer to contribute a description of this new service.

*
* * * * * * * *
Most folks who use a computer and modem these
start out by calling local bulletin boards. In a
column, Keith mentioned The Space
in
Boulder, Colorado, as one such example. There are
(Please see Computer on page 81)

(Mechanical, continued from page 46)

The manual accompanying the program is not very
helpful, nor wen laid-out. It varies between an instruction book, a tutorial, and a question-and-answer
session, in no discernible pattern. Fortunately, there
are good menus displayed throughout the program.

The Mechanical Universe:
Introduction to Mechanics and Heat,
Oleneck, Apostol, and Goodstein; Cambridge University Press, New York, 1985. ISBN 0-521-30429-6.
(Advanced Edition, ISBN 0-521-30432-6.)

Optical Bench should run on an IBM PC, PC-XT, PCAT, or compatible, with at least 256 K memory and a
standard graphics card. There are some possible pitfalls. I tried running it first on a Zenith. On this machine, there was a colored background in each of the
"rooms." The light-green "Systems" room was no problem, but when I tried to set up my chosen system in the
"Bench" room, which displayed a pretty light-blue
background, I could see nothing. Upon transferring to a
true IBM PC, I found it displayed black backgrounds;
and when I entered the "Bench" room, the graphics
was all being done in light blue. Apparently, the
Zenith had been trying to draw light-blue graphics on
a light-blue background, which presents something of
a contrast problem, to say the least. I also tried the
program on a machine equipped with an Extended

The Mechanical Universe:
Trigonometry Primer and Student Study Notes,
Apostol, Campbell, Dukes, and Sirko; Kendall/Hunt
Publishing, Dubuque,
1986. ISBN 0-8403-4188-1.
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Beyond The Mechanical Universe:
From Electricity to Modern Physics,
Olenick, Apostol, and Goodstein; Cambridge University Press, New York, 1986. ISBN 0-521-34984-2.
(Advanced Edition available in 1988)
Beyond The Mechanical Universe:
Student Study Notes,
Campbell, Dukes, and Sirko; Kendall/Hunt Publishing, Dubuque, Iowa, 1986. ISBN 0-8403-4261-6
0
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Introduction

Because ...... ·n.£,.,,...... ,...,·u'" 1987A continues to offer surpristhat
.;:ou.'..4.U'C.lU

communicate some
students. Readers are
Hons to this lesson
their ideas for additional

pn~gJrarns.

or
........,........... "' . . . . is build around two
area of SN
and
nn'",..,·,.",,·..... "'" a
Additional
material can
the lesson to the
~DleClnc needs of the
students, and also offer
new information which may be available
nOC'n1r'ilnU"IO"

and learn how to measure its br]lghtnl~ss
it with standard stars n.o,::arh""
A Planetarium Lesson by:
Gerald L.

U ' I <.., . . . . . , , , .

Ed.D.

2. observe a
different

....... e' ........ ""'"·'''

To examine the
celestial phenomena
known as
and in particular the two
classifications of supernovae (Type I and Type II).

3. discuss the star's
vations with those of

Behavioral
students will be able to:

between

the end of the

observe a simulated supernova in the planetarium

and record its

curve"
students.

bngh.tnE~SS

examples of light curves for
novae.

I and Type II su per-

Materials: Slide projectors and
slides including: an overlay slide for the area of the Southern
Cross (see
which will label the apparent
magnitudes
stars; two slides of
that can be added to the area of the
and can be varied in brightness (to
novae for observation, - See
other slides
might be available
to Supernova 1987A and
Type and
II supernovae. Student
pencils,
projector and transparencies.
I used two
(Note: For the supernovae
slide
equipped with
For the slides,
I
a piece of aluminum foil in a slide mount and
carefully pierced a hole in the foil with a thin piece of
wire. This "star" was then projected within the field
of the comparison stars. I tested the
before
students arrived, and marked the
various
that would be produced.)

instrument should be set
I'E"[:1aI',!lrHJn: The
for latitude 20° with 8 hours of right ascension on the
meridian. A
should be aligned to the area of
the Southern
with the "Apparent
slide
to match and label the appropriate
stars.
two "supernovae" projectors should be
aligned within the area of the comparison stars. Star
maps showing the position of the Large Magellanic
Cloud, should be ready for distribution (see sample).
Student Worksheets, overhead transparencies, and
any other slides should be ready for use.
Procedure: Students are welcomed to the pla.ne itanLU
and the purpose of the lesson is
The topic of
Supernova 1987A, (sometimes referred to as
"Supernova Shelton," in honor of Ian Shelton, the first
person to report seeing it), is brought up. The class is
told that this is the first supernova since 1604 to be
visible to the naked eye. Supernova 1987A is the first
exploding star in modern times that is bright enough,
close enough, and discovered early enough, to permit
detailed and intense examination. Considering this,
the class is asked if anyone can explain why this
supernova was not studied by astronomers using telescopes at any location in the United States? Some
students may correctly respond that since the event
occurred in the skies of the Southern Hemisphere, it
could not be seen from the Northern Hemisphere.
(Depending on the class, it may be necessary to further
explain this problem.) Using the planetarium, the
class win now have the rare opportunity to see the
area of the universe that received so much attention in
the spring of 1987 (and continues to receive intense
attention today).
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The supernova occurred in the
Cloud

per second
was covered
reached us.

in
faint
Because the LMC is very
charts to
locate the area. The star charts
tributed to
time
additional information
supernova or the stars of the Southern
be offered. A student
asked to
after which the location of SN
out.

h?'1n-htnl::>'CC! or
understand more about this process, the students will observe
a simulated
of time and at-

star's

over time is
a
Curves can be very useful tools in
stand celestial phen()men,a.

Curve."
under-

The s tar charts are used to find the area of
that will be
the Southern Cross. The two
watched are 1r\"'lnt-.r>r'I
their
are
class will be divided into two
observe
A and the
If

further
observe . . ." ..... "",..
observe . . . " ..... ,...,...... ,.,... '""
apparent
for the stars in the area is projected. The stars are labelled from to 5. Students will
COInp,are their
star" to these
and will
determine its Dngnme~ssf
ae~2lQ:mi! which numbered
star is a Ii tHe
"'1"'... ,'01

After the students understand how to measure the
of the
and
have ITlade their first
,"-"".u.a"u."_f the lights are
on and the worksheets
are distributed. The graph section of the worksheet for
Brightness VS. Time is
Students locate the
correct position on the
for their first observation
and record the data.
the students are VJ.'-I'UJ.l~
the information for their first
projectors are reset for the next
n-hl-nc.,::,c

The

IJlfl1-1o:rfl1l','fl1'1
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are dimmed and students determine the new
of their supernova. This process is rer)eated.
" for
12 obserstudents

For ::;U1Jernmra A

II ~ ....... n'....... r~TY'"

4,4,4.

W.D .......·"' ..... a ... n,..~ .. 1""
1987A" The
1987.
Hillebrandt
a Model for _... ,"u .......... ,
1987.
Vol.

When the students have finished
the
are asked to draw a line connecting
Since the class recorded the
the
time is now spent in each
Students are asked
to the

to

II ........~Q
tiSI:rOt1n1,J'SlCifll

have discussed the
of the
are asked to try and identify the
C'",,,,,al'n""'''1~
witnessed, by
their
curves with the information presented
and
II
at the top of their
ep]~esc~ntaW\les from each group then
their results to the total class, rlQ"",r'.n",4-... ~hnl"'r
the
curve observed by their
aeterlse as to the type of supernova
observed.
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mitted to Nature,
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Once this information has been pn~se~nt~~d.,
curve for
1987A is presented
slide or a
and
class is asked to
Type I or
1987A as
to some
among
class
and will
the opportunity for the instructor to
n1"t:'eOl"lt some of the other peculiarities of this
as
well as some of the other information that is used to

u n ".. ."",

The First

1987:90-95.

........... ,IJJ.\.." ..... ·U"J;.

1987.

Star Contains Atoms
Vol. 8, No.
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A sUfernova marks the final, cataclysmic stage in the lives of some stars. It:is the most
of al stellar explosions, distinctly different from, and brighter than a nova.
believed to mark the death of high-mass stars. When the star's core can no
weight of overlying material, the core collapses, causing the star to explode. The
by the explosion is so great that the star
reach an a'bsolute magnitude of -14 to
smgle stars, they may blaze for a period
a few
or weeks with the
ouput of an
galaxy! In one year, a supernova may radiate as
energy as the sun
in a billion
Supernovae are among the most important events in the unlverse because of their effects:
rna y help shape the arms of spiral galaxies; they
trigger the birth of nearby stars; and
belIeved to be the source of the heavy elements
which planets, plants, animals humans - are made.
.
Two kinds of supernovae are recognized. Type 1 supernovae have been observed in all types of
galaxies but they occur most often in the elliptical galaxies. Type 1 supernovae are believed to
occur when a white dwarf star captures enough material from a companion star to create a
sudden destructive burst of nuclear reactions. A record of their brightness over time
curve) reveals a sharp maximum (absolute magnitude about -19) and then a
end
a
2 supernovae appear most often in the arms of spiral 9.alaxies. They occur
star's lifetime. When such a star runs out of nuclear 'fuel," its core collapses violently. The core
then "bounces" back outward, releasmg an enormous amount of gravitational energy, which
tears the star apart. Type 2 supernovae are somewhat less luminous then Type 1. They exhibit
of light curves~ but usually with no sharp peak at maximum [absolute magnitude about
-17,
two magnitudes fainter than a Type 1)] and then fade away in an irregular fashion.
On the following chart, you will record the "Light Curve" for a "Supernova" that you will
observe in the planetarium. The vertical axis wiIl allow you to plot the apparent magnitude
(brightness) of the star and the horizontal axis will allow you to plot the time.
Curve
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Based on the observed Light Curve th~t yo~ drew, and the information about the Light Curves
of Type 1 and. Type .2 Supernovae (hsted m the second paragraph at the beginnmg of this
worksneet), deCIde WhICh type of supernova you observed. Defend your choice.
Observed Supernova Type
Defense:
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President l

e

Von Del Chamberlain
Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah

Members of IPS share many things, one of which is
commitment to quality education. Indeed, it was mutual interest in the educational aspects of our work
which first brought us together. Our union was visualized at the Conference of American Planetarium
Educators (CAPE), held at Michigan State University,
October 21-23, 1970. Our first name was the International Society of Planetarium Educators (ISPE).
Although the word Educators was later removed from
the society labet there is certainly no question about
our continuing professional bond as educators.
There is, of course, another common thread which is
closely tied to that of teaching. We are all involved in
the diffusion of knowledge about astronomy and related sciences. We attempt to remain knowledgeable of
discoveries in the space sciences and to keep our interpretive skills honed to the task of increasing public
and student awareness of the immense universe and of
our place in it.
There are other groups involved in astronomy and
space science education, each having their own motivations for that interest flowing from their historical
origins. What could be better than to fuse such interests
in ways that are possible and practical? Such a fusion
is about to take place.
Recently IPS was invited to participate in "The
Universe in the Classroom," a newsletter on teaching
astronomy which was started in late 1985 by the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, with the American Astronomical Society soon becoming a cosponsor.
Later, the Canadian Astronomical Society joined in
the sponsorship.
The newsletter is currently sent to about 16,000
teachers, curriculum supervisors, librarians and principals. Most of these are in the United States, with a
few hundred in Canada and a few each in about two
dozen other countries. One of the conditions IPS set on
its participation was the the newsletter go to all of its
members throughout the world. We want to be a catalyst for its wider distribution. Upon receiving your
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copies, you are encouraged to
them for wider
use locally, without any restrictions. You
theln to as many teachers,
specialists and others as you wish. This win increase
for the
its effectiveness and
investment we are now

by your Council at its
and it was decided to
period, using funds from the
al
and during this
sorship for continued
sponsorship are we~lc()mlea.
With the autumn 1987 issue of "The Universe in the
Classroom," you will see the IPS logo
those
of the
ASP and CAS. This
with
the three most
astronomical bodies
the
American continent marks a special milestone
society. It is our first official
research astronomers. We have
importance of astronomers in our
greater recognition of our 11"Y\1nr'1~t-';'1"'t""D
work we esteem and promote.
I

IPS sponsorship of "The Universe in the Classroom"
is, however, much more than recognition of common
interests. It is an opportunity for us to expand our interpretive abilities from our domes into traditional classrooms. Over the years we have learned a great deal
about
We have a keen sense of
appropriate topics and proven ways to address them. I
feel sure that the editor of "The Universe in the Classroom" will consider articles from planetarians for
possible use in the newsletter.
IPS has quality education running in its
pumped from the heart of its birth through the arteries of its history into the cells which continue its
growth. Let us take full advantage of the opportunity
we now have to broaden our effectiveness
our
most valued colleagues.
0
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MAPPING OF THE STARS
For the private collector or research librarian the acquisition
historic printed books is an increasingly difficult task. Such books
are virtually unobtainable in their original form, but Archival
Facsimiles, working with the British Library, is providing ideal
substitutes of major works where demand is strongest. This is a
unique opportunity. The books, selected by a panel of experts, will
be printed on acid free paper, bound in linen buckram. The first
early classics chosen and now available are:
Galileo: Sidereus nuncius, 64pp, 8ljl'x6", Venice, 1610
This milestone in astronomical literature was the first book to illustrate the phases of
the moon. $130.00
Bayer: Uranometria, 216pp, 143J4"X93J4", Augsburg, 1603
Arguably the classic celestial atlas. It was Bayer's scheme of the stars identified by
letters, Greek for the brighter, Roman for the fainter, which became universally
accepted. $250.00
Digges: A prognostication everlasting . . ., 120pp, 8 1/l' x 6", London, 1576
We are publishing the edition of this famous work in which Digges's son Thomas
added a "perfitt description of the caelestiall orbes." $140.00
Bevis: Atlas celeste, 136pp, 14"x 18", compiled 1745-50
If the publisher had not gone bankrupt in 1750, this work would surely stand as one
of the outstanding eighteenth-century celestial atlases. Our publication is the first
edition to contain the 51 large copper-plates, the nomenclature sheets that were
finished in proof and Bevis's catalog of the stars. We also include a selection of proof
plates, the advertisement for the atlas and an introduction by Professor Gingerich.
$315.00
Cellarius: Atlas coelestis, 64pp, 20"x 121J4", Amsterdam, 1708
Universally regarded as one of the most spectacular atlases of all time, our edition
has the 29 double page full color plates printed on single leaves and sewn to cambric
strips for binding. $315.00

Editions limited to 500 copies - Price for all five volumes: $1000.00
- Subscription price for five volumes per year for three years:
$800.00 - American Express, Mastercard and Visa accepted, state
expiry date.

F or further details and prospectus write:

ARCHIVAL FACSIMILES LTD
ALBURGH . HARLESTON . NORFOLK' IP20 OBZ . ENGLAND
~
Or call: 011 44 98 686 568

.JJi
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John Wharton
McDonnell Star
Science Center
5050 Oakland Avenue
Louis, Missouri 63110

Time for another trip to the mail bag.this time to
hear from Jane C. Hastings (of "Jane's Corner"):

"... 1 have been trying to get around to writing you
about something that is on my mind ... It's about your
less-than-flattering references to Jack Horkheimer's
astronomy show. 1 simply have a request: now that you
have made your point, could you sort of layoff?
"I'm guessing that the personality of the TV character gets on your nerves. Well, that's exactly what it is:
a character. Jack is not like that at all. [In ten years of
doing radio, and then TV shows in the Miami area], he
built up his audience (and his character) gradually,
altering the "personality" of that character in
response to public reaction ... The people in Miami like
this character he's invented and he sold [Carl] Zeiss on
it too ...
"OK, you don't like the show. But if I had put as
many years of my life into the goal of 'turning people
on to the stars' as [Jack] has, and hoped that fellow
planetarians would be just as excited as I at the success
of the show, and found instead ridicule among my
supposed fellows, I really don't know how I would
feel--do you?
"I'm through. Just wanted you to know how your
comments hit me. This doesn't mean we're not still
friends: I respect your right to say anything you want
to and 1'm not going away mad!"
I

Thanks, Jane, for speaking your mind, because it's
gotten me to think a bit about how I speak mine. Unfortunately, after a decade under the dome, I've not had
the pleasure of meeting Jack, so my only experience
wi th him has come from having heard a few of his
mid-70s planetarium shows and, of course, through
"Star Hustler." I must admit that, while I enjoyed his
planetarium shows, I'm not all that crazy about "Star
Hustler." What works for the people of Miami doesn't
necessarily work for me, as I find the personality on
the TV show a bit overenthusiastic. And here, my
gripe isn't so much with demeanor but with topic selection. I realize the skies don't always cooperate when
trying to fill five minutes of air time with astronomi-
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cal "meat" each week.
I do wish "Star Hustler"
didn't occasionally hype obscure or arcane observationdemands on the
al events, which place
expectations, and
end
"so big deal." And, in
tarium field have been

Still, while I
at times with "Star Hustler's" methods, I
admire
have a national television show.
one
some
six months ago, "Star Hustler" stepped aside and
Horkheimer appeared to eulogize the person ..
bIe for guiding his interest in astronomy.
touching and inspiring moment, and I """..,n1"O,,.,,
being willing to share such obviously
That was truly effective.
aC""'A?,\C'1_

A TALE OF TWO CITIES
The parallels are
Two museums,
with
60,000
foot expansion
announce within
weeks each other the construction of a
100plus seat planetarium, featuring DIGISTAR. The differences are just as striking. While the Museum of the
Rockies at Montana State University in Bozeman
at least two years researching the design, hardware,
staffing and operational implications of
planetarium before announcing their dome
at $3 million of a total $6 million for the whole
sion project), the Children's Museum in A~ ,,,u......
decided to research the question only after the press
of a
conference which announced the $1 million
total expansion project of $10 million) planetarium
project. The Bozeman facility is scheduled to be completed by 1989. The Children's Museum
to open
their planetarium by August of 1988.
........

t-''-'A. .• ,,

AND NOW ... MEGASHOW
Representatives from about a dozen
most of them large facilities and associated with
museums-have been meeting for the past six months to

-
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formalize the establishment of a show production and
distribution consortium called the Planetarium Show
Network. The aim of the group is to set criteria for a
major production effort, select outside talent and pool
resources
ultimately, one new show each year,
would then be shared by the member facilities
perhaps, be available for lease to other domes.
The potential exists for a show with a budget of over
$300,000; annual membership fees will run $10,000 a
For more information, contact: John Hault (who is
as PSN membership chairman) at the EdmonSciences Centre / 11211 142nd Street / EdmonT5M 4A1 / CANADA.
NUTS AND BOLTS

At least two U.S. planetariums were getting new
instruments this Fall. The New Jersey State Museum in
Trenton installed a new Minolta MS-10. And, at Parkland College in Champaign, Illinois, the new facility
was shaking down the new Zeiss M1015. Meanwhile,
Jena has announced their entry into the U.S., with a
contract for a new planetarium in Jacksonville, Florida. Jena is now represented in the U.S. by Seiler Instrument and Mfg. Co., Inc. in St. Louis, and is rumored to be
finishing a star-ball dubbed the "Universarium," a
meter across and utilizing fiber optics. The first of this
instrument may soon make its appearance in Europe.

Planetarium / 1300 South Lake Shore Drive
Illinois 60605 / U.S.
RANDOM STAR STUFF

Discount soft-edge masks for
and
image are available from:
Pan Masks
Seventh Avenue / New
New York 10001 /
variety of circles and wipes are
for about 60
cents a mask.
Finally, for the ultimate in
modern planetarian, how about an
a felt tip marker, but with opaquing
instead of
ink, they come in different widths and with
black fluid. Check your local
supplier, or contact: Mark-Tex
Englewood, New Jersey 07631 I
GPP A Newsletter)
STAR TRAILS

FRESH DINOSAUR EGGS
Tired of wrapping blue and yellow gels around whatever kind of plain Lumaline bulb you can scrounge? Are
your last blue and yellow Lumalines in a display case?
Then you need to get in touch with Wes Orloff of the
Euclid Public Schools planetarium in Cleveland. Seems
Wes has a friend who's an executive at the local General Electric plant. Upon hearing the plight of the
extinct colored Lumalines, Wes's friend said G. E.
would produce a minimum batch size of 100,000 blue
and straw lamps if there is sufficient demand, and
that G.E. would make the lamps available to the
planetarium community at a discount (such as $4.50
apiece). Those of you who think this is too good to be
true should contact Wes right away, as G. E. is awaiting some show of interest. Write Wes at: Euclid Senior
High School / 711 East 222nd Street / Euclid, Ohio
44123 /U.s. (Gleened from the GLPA Newsletter)
OUTSIDE - INSIDE
With a new CCD-equipped telescope installed in its
lakefront observatory, the Adler Planetarium is pulling in some phenomenal video images of deep-sky
objects and piping them into the planetarium chamber,
much to the delight of the audiences. For more details,
contact: James Sweitzer, Assistant Director / Adler
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(I regret that my irregular appearances in
few Planetarians kept the following from anne,ar'inQ"
The information was
Steve
Quock of the California Acaa,emlY
Francisco.) On
1986,
USN (Ret.) died of respiratory
month of hospitalization. He is believed to have
74 at the time of his death. After his retirement from
the U.s. Navy in 1964, he was the director of the
Kirkpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma
for four
years, and then headed the California
Morrison Planetarium from 1968 to 1977. While at
Morrison, Capt. Risser instituted star shows on heretofore unconventional topics, presented live concerts and
brought in some of the planetarium world's first laser
light shows.

Former IPS President Bill Peters has moved from the
Manitoba Planetarium in Winnipeg to Calgary and the
Alberta Science Centre/Centennial
as
Supervisor of Science Programs.
Daniel Zirpoli has left the Maryland Academy of
Science to head up a new science museum in
'."V
Arizona. Replacing Dan as director of the Davis Planetarium in Baltimore is Jim O'Leary.
I-Ikr.""....

(Please see Gibbous on page
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Secretary's Notepad
Gerald L. Mallon, Ed.D.
IPS Executive Secretary
204 Haws Avenue
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19401

As Executive Secretary of the International Planetarium Society, various pieces of correspondence come
across my desk. This includes everything from letters
from school children asking for free posters or information on extra-terrestrials, to legitimate business concerns for the society. Usually these matters are taken
care of either by myself or through the Executive Council without the necessity of informing the general
membership. Recently, however, a few items have arrived that may be of interest to the general membership and for this reason, I thought it appropriate to report on them here.
Kraus Curriculum Development Library (KCDL) The
KCDL is a unique curriculum service that provides a
collection of current curriculum guides from all over
North America, reproduced on microfiche, and a onevolume printed Subject Index for easy access. KCDL is
available on an annual basis, with over 300 new guides
added to the program each year. The service permits
educators to keep up-to-date with the various educational programs being offered across the country, and to
create new curriculum guides, without having to start
from "scratch." The KCDL is interested in expanding
its holdings for planetarium/astronomy education. To
participate you must send one copy of your guide for
consideration to the KCDL offices. If the document is
accepted for inclusion in the program, they will send
you a permission form to sign (you retain copyright).
Once the KCDL program containing your guides is completed, you will receive a complimentary fiche copy of
each of your guides included. For further information
call (914) 761-9600 or write:
Kraus Curriculum Development Library
c/o Kraus International Publications
One Water Street
White Plains, New York 10601
Solar Eclipse Cruises: In anticipation of the March
18, 1988 total eclipse of the sun, various cruises/
expeditions have been organized. Of particular note to
planetarium directors is the fact that these activities
are usually arranged such that for every fifteen people
booked, a free passage is permitted (or sold and the
proceeds used as a fundraising activity). Although not
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much time remains, if anyone is interested in
organize such a group as a fund raiser for your
(or a mechanism to allow you to go) you should contact
the sponsors as soon as possible. Listed below are two of
the cruises for which I have received information.
(Note: There are other programs being planned which
you may wish to investigate. This is not to be construed
as an endorsement of anyone particular program.)
I

Queen Elizabeth 2, 1988 World Cruise Solar L\..Jl.I.V'H:
Voyage The QE2, probably the world's most famous
cruise ship, will depart Bombay, India on March 10 for
the special eclipse segment. (Passengers may also
board the ship at earlier ports, e.g. Mombasa or later
at Singapore on March 17.) The ship will be
from Bombay to Columbo, then on to Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore, Bangkok and finally Hong Kong on March
24. The cruise will have all of the land and sea entertainment and enrichment programs associated with
this great ocean going vessel. Invited enrichment lecturers include: Kenneth Brecher, Arthur C.
Owen Gingerich, Donald Goldsmith, Stephen
Gould, Stephen Maran, and James Michener. For further information on this cruise, contact:
OUJ.J..Ullj::.

Kenneth Brecher
Boston University
Dept. of Astronomy
725 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
phone: (617) 353-3423
Golden Odyssey, March 18, 1988 Total Solar Eclipse:
Organized by Sky & Telescope, Scientific Expeditions,
and the Royal Cruise Line, the trip begins in Bangkok
and includes stops in Singapore, Bali, Sandakan
(Borneo), Manila, Huahgpu (Canton), and Hong Kong.
The dramatic centerpiece of this adventure is the awesome and majestic experience of a total eclipse viewed
from the sea. Expected totality is 3 minutes - the longest until 1991. Invited lecturers include: Hugh Downs,
Chair of the National Space Institute, Leon JaroH,
science editor for Time, Fred Hess, Hayden Planetarium, Steven Edberg, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and Leif
Robinson, Editor of Sky & Telescope. Eclipse-viewing
from the sea has established a strong record of success
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and the Golden Odyssey is ideally suited for this expedition. She is an intimate ship with only 460 passenger
capacity, yet with tremendous mobility and electronic
sophistication. For further information on this cruise
contact: Leif Robinson at Sky & Telescope or,
The World of Oz
20 East 49th Street, Suite 500
New York, NY 10017
phone: 1 (800) 248-0234
Finally, as reported on by IPS President Von Del
Chamberlain in the last issue of The Planetarian
("President's Message"), IPS now has a set of "Standing
Rules." This document organizes all of the various rules
and regulations that have been passed over the years
by the Executive Council in order to conduct the business
of IPS (example: requirements for awards, time table
for conference proposals, descriptions of current ad hoc
committees, etc.). Copies have been sent to all Affiliate Representatives. If any individual member desires
to see a copy, they should contact their local representative or write to me. The document should be of particular interest to anyone contemplating hosting an IPS
conference or running for office (either as an IPS Officer
or as Affiliate Representative). Thank you for your
support and cooperation.
[)

(Gibbous, continued from page 65)

Gabriel Munoz has resigned from his
director of the Planetarium y Centro de
de Morelia in Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico.

LJ'U':'U

LJ'"

Keith Johnson has left the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock to become associate director of the
Fleischmann Planetarium at the University of Nevada
in Reno.
Don Knapp, formerly with the science museum and
planetarium in Roanoke, Virginia, is now director of
the Centennial School District's McDonald Planetarium in Warminster, Pennsylvania.
Two planetarium technicians are on the
Anderson has moved from the Fleischmann Planetariurn to the soon-to-open Hummel Planetarium at Eastern
Kentucky University, and Geoff Skelton has moved
from the Fiske to the Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia.
Katherine Becker, past GPP A president, has
received the distinction of being one of the first U.S.
science teachers to be nationally certified by a
sional organization. Katherine was one of eight science
teachers from across the country who were selected for
certification by the National Science Teachers Association.
KUDOS & CASTIGATIONS
Kudos to ...
Mike Chessman and Charles Ferguson of the
Mountain Park Planetarium in Kingsport, Tennessee,
who showed up at this spring's SEPA conference with
12 copies of an elementary show kit they produced.
They gave the copies free to any colleague who
from the smallest facilities represented. (Submitted
Jane G. Hastings)
Castigations to ...
MMI Corporation of Baltimore, Maryland, who have
continued to use the phrase "Now Every Science Teacher Can Be A Planetarium Director," this time as a
age stamp message on their education materials message. If we only had known that all we had to do was
buy your stuff...
[)

Keith Goering
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There are as many stars in our Milky Way as the number of grains of sand that would fit within an
size swimming pool. There are an equal number of
axies in the universe.

Planetarium Lifeline
The Origin & Evolution of the
Planetarium and Planetarians

Dinsmore Alter
and the Griffith Observatory
David H. Menke
Copernican Space Science Center
Central Connecticut State University
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, Connecticut 06050
I had the privilege of working at the Griffith Observatory for six years, from 1970 to 1976. Like any prospective planetarian, working at such a place was very
important to my professional development. I gained
invaluable experience that would help me as a future
planetarium professional, and the time there was a
very special and seemingly "magical" period. When I
began as a guide at Griffith, Dr. William J. Kaufman
had just become director replacing Dr. Clarence H.
Cleminshaw and acting director Leon Hall. When I
left the staff, Dr. Edwin C. Krupp had just become the
head. I worked there during a time of many changes
and transition.
George Bunton, a former planetarium technician who
went on to direct the Morrison Planetarium and the
Bishop Planetarium (Hawaii), once commented that
the Griffith Observatory was a "college for planetarium personnel." That was certainly true for me. In
addition, there were a great many individuals who
had worked at the Griffith Observatory and later became well-known astronomers, planetarium directors,
and observatory directors. These include, but are not
limited to George Abell, Halton Arp, Bruce Bohannan,
E. C. Bower, George W. Bunton, Arthur Cox, Thomas
Cragg, David DeVorkin, Bruce Douglas, Douglas Duncan, Dale Etheridge, Charles F. Hagar, Ronald Hartman, George Herbig, Jonathan T. Hodge, Arthur W.
Johnson, Howard Leveaux, William Livingston,
Dimitri Mihalas, Joseph Miller, O. Richard Norton;
Ronald A. Oriti, Anthony Pabon, Robert S. Richardson,
Leif Robinson, John Russell, Edward J. Sarton, Ronald
L. Smith, Lawrence Trafton, Edward K. L. Upton,
Gerald Waxman, H.P. Zeiler, and Eric Zimmerman.
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The Griffith Observatory is certainly not the only
planetarium that can boast many alumni. In fact, each
of the first U.S. planetariums served as "planetarium
colleges" for future leaders in the field, and most
active planetariums today continue to train and educate individuals to go on to successful astronomy
careers: in schools and colleges, in planetariums, and in
observa tories.
The Griffith Observatory was the result of a
left in the will of Griffith J. Griffith to the City
Angeles, and the facility was dedicated May 14, 1935.
It had a 75-foot dome, a Zeiss Mark II projector, 12and 9-inch refracting telescopes and a triple-beam
coelostat. In addition, the Hall of Science had numerous exhibits, including the large Foucault Pendulum.
The Griffith Observatory was the third U.S. planetari um, following the opening of Chicago's Adler in
May 1930, and Philadelphia's Fels in November 1933;
New York's Hayden opened five months later than
Griffith in October 1935.
Currently, the director of the Griffith Observatory is
Dr. Edwin C. Krupp. He is most ably supported by John
Mosley, Observatory Program Supervisor, and a cadre
of professional staff. There is a Zeiss Mark IV projector
and a computerized special-effects system, and the
theater holds about 663. The Observatory is open six
days a week (seven in the summer) and offers many
public and school shows, as well as special events.
Griffith's first director was Dr. Philip Fox, at that
time in charge of the Adler Planetarium. Dr. Fox
served in a temporary capacity for about a month until
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a permanent director was selected. That permanent
director was Dr. Dinsmore Alter, astronomy professor
at the University of Kansas.
The Griffith Observatory sits in one of the largest
city parks in the world, on land that was once part of
the Spanish colony of California. A story about this
land concerns a corporal in the Spanish army, Vicente
Felis. Corporal Felis came to what is now the Los
Angeles area in the late 1770s with his army regiment.
Felis decided to remain there when his hitch in the
army was finished, and he managed to impress the
Spanish governor of California, Don Pedro Fages, so
well, that Don Fages appointed him to be manager of
the small colony of Los Angeles.
In 1802, Felis was rewarded for his service with a
land grant of 6647 acres several miles north of the main
colony. The acreage became known as Rancho Los Felis,
and he settled there with his fan1ily. Felis married
Maria Verdugo and had several children. Upon the
death of Felis in 1816, the
land was willed to his wife.
Many years later, in 1843,
Maria Verd ugo recei ved a
legal decree from Governor
Don Micheltorena that the
property was actually hers.
More than ten years later,
Don Antonio Coronel, a
wealthy citizen of Los
Angeles, purchased a large
portion of the Rancho and
married one of Maria's
daughters. The remaining
parcels of land went to Jose
Antonio Felis, the only son of
Vicente and Maria Felis,
after Maria had died.
In 1863, a C. V. Howard
purchased all the land held
by both Coronel and Felis for
the purposes of investment.
After a few more property
transactions, a wealthy mining speculator, Griffith J.
Griffith, bought the remaining 4071 acres from Thomas
Bell in 1882.

United States to seek his fortune, and Griffith arrived
in New York harbor in the winter of 1866.
Within a few days of his arrival, Griffith had found
lodging in the town of Ashland, Pennsylvania. Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Mowry took in young Griffith in turn
chores and odd jobs
In 1873, 21-year old Griffith ITlOved to New York
City and enrolled in a two-year college program at the
Fowler Institute. During that period several
advised Griffith that it would be easier to
a
fortune if he were to move west. In 1875 Griffith travelled to San Francisco where he remained a short time
before journeying to Los Angeles. After visiting the
small town of 6500 inhabitants, Griffith returned to
San Francisco to work as the manager of the Herald
Publishing COITlpany.
Always wanting to better himself, Griffith studied
mining and mineralogy in his spare time. He realized
that there were many
cious gems and
in
the West, and he wanted to
have a stake in those riches.
The newspaper Daily Alto
offered Griffith

consultation fees from
as Stanford

Griffith becan1e
in a silver mine near
Mexico.
he had earned
a
million dollars in this mining venture.

Upon his return from
sylvania in the summer of
1882, Griffith bought Rancho
Los Felis from Thomas Bell.
To reward himself for a successful investment and purchase, Griffith, at age
embarked
on a trip throughCol. Griffith J. Griffith, 1852-1919
Griffith Jenkins Griffith
out Europe. While there, he
was born in Wales on January 4, 1852. When Griffith
noticed that most major cities had beautiful, wellwas 14 years old, a relative from America came to viscared-for public parks. He thought to himself, "If the
and filled young Gritfi th' s head with visions of
cities of Europe can have such nice parks, why not Los
prosperity. The relative offered to take him to the
Angeles?"
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Returning to Los Angeles, he began to court Mary
Agnes Christina Mesmer, also known as Tena, the
daughter of a business associate. They became engaged
a few years later in September 1886. During the
engagement period, Tena inherited a sizeable estate
from a former professor of hers, Andre Bristwalter.
Griffith and Tena were married at the home of Tena's
family on January 27, 1887.
Tena's worldly experience was extremely limited. As
a result, Griffith felt it would be a good idea for them
to travel throughout the United States and Europe during their honeymoon. Their son, Van Mowry Griffith,
was born August 29, 1888.
Griffith, always being civic-minded, served his community in many ways. He was a Colonel in the California National Guard. Consequently, he was often called
Colonel Griffith. Recalling the beautiful city parks of
Europe, in December 1896 he gave the city of Los
Angeles a Christmas Present-3015 acres of Rancho Los
Felis-to be used as a city park.

a popular observatory, complete in all its
and having at least a 12-inch telescope ... a small coelostat and stereoscope to show the sun's
and the
solar spectrum ... a model of
solar "'w., ..... ,,'.,
relative sizes of the sun and planets
tion of illuminated transparencies of
planets, nebulae, comets ". a
theater or hall, having a
people .... "
1/

cIVJrvfIH ....'f1'

It is amazing that he had the vision in
for
a public observatory and
several years
before the planetarium's invention.

Griffith J. Griffith died on
6, 1919. The estate
that he left to the
was administered
Van Griffith, who remained active in ........,.........,,..,+, ..........
parks and other facilities for the
all his life. Van
as trustee,
$225,780 for the construction of the
vatory in Griffith
overlooking

Just as things were going very well in the life of Griffith J. Griffith! a peculiar tragedy struck. On September 3, 1905, while he and his wife were staying in a
hotel near the beach in Santa Monica, Griffith shot
his wife. The reason for the shooting remained a
mystery. Even though Tena fully recovered, Griffith
was sent to San Quentin Prison to serve a jail term. A
model prisoner, Griffith worked hard to payoff his
criminal debt. Nevertheless, by the time he was
released, Tena had divorced him.
Griffith returned to Rancho Los Felis and resumed
his interest in helping the community. In 1912, somewhat disappointed that Griffith Park had not yet
been developed even though sixteen years had passed
since his gift of the land, he presented the City Council with a check for $100,000 for the purpose of building a public observatory on Mount Hollywood.
Although many city leaders were eager to accept such
a gift, his offer was rejected. Several prominent citizens argued that the city should not accept a large sum
of money from a convicted felon who was trying to buy
his way back into civilized society.
The last years of Griffith's life were spent in solitude and contemplation. He was generally a kind man;
during his life, he had helped the Mowry family get
out of debt and had provided a comfortable home for
his impoverished brothers and sisters. In addition, he
persisted in trying to help the city. In 1916 he wrote a
will leaving a substantial amount of money in trust to
the city of Los Angeles, for the purpose of building a
museum to include
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Philip Fox, 1878-1944
Griffith Observatory's First Director, 1935
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the first U.S. planetarium in Chicago
was the
of a gift of Max Adler-but only after
the planetarium had been a proven item. Samuel Fels
purchased a Zeiss instrument for Philadelphia-but
after he had personally seen several. And
Hayden donated funds for the New York

served
20 years as
Northwestern University, and Alter at the
of Kansas.
Dinsmore Alter was born in
March
1888. After

'_'VU"'_"',

Dinsmore Alter (1888-1968) and lunar crater Alter

planetarium after it was a well-established entity.
Griffith J. Griffith provided far more money much
sooner for the purpose of constructing a public observatory and " ... a large lTIoving picture theater ... /1, yet he
never even got a chance to see a planetarium, since he
died just before the planetarium was invented in Germany by Walther Ba uersfeld.
The city commissioners asked Adler Planetarium's
Dr. Philip Fox to be the first director until a suitable
permanent director could be selected. The unanimous
choice for that position went to Dr. Dinsmore Alter.
Interestingly, Dr. Alter's background was similar to
Dr. Fox's. Both men served as officers in the Army during the first and second world wars, and both had
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Westminster College in Pennsylvania where he earned
a bachelor's degree in science, (with an emphasis in
mathematics, statistics, and meteorology) at the age
of 21. The following year he married Ada McClelland.
Dinsmore and Ada had one child, Helen, and two
grandchildren, Joseph and Carol.
After graduating from Westminster College, Alter
spent a year at the University of Pittsburgh earning a
master's degree in astronomy, with further studies in
meteorology. He then received an appointment as an
instructor in physics and astronomy at the University
of Alabama in 1911. He was promoted to assistant professor in 1912, and to adjunct professor in 1913.
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Wishing to further his education as well as to
Alter accepted a
as instructor of
at the
of Lal1tc~rn:la

remained
years. One of his students
his tenure at Kansas was astronomer
rI .............

Similar to
Alter also served as a
in
the United States
the first
war.
In"·Ha,~c"4"<T of Kansas allowed Alter time off to

Alter served as
Or(HOJ~lC(H _,"'''' ...........<7

the Griffith
on weekends and there were very
bers. Alter resumed his duties as ....
'.. ,£:,""'1"1lno- his
for several "".'-f ....." ..... ,

U L L •. 'U

after the war.

of the American Metefrom 1925 to 1927. In
he

to increase
entertainm,ent
shows when he introduced the COlnCE~pt
the
that

Alter continued teachMuch of his work at the
When the Adler Planeto lecture there
occasion.
Dr. Dinsmore Alter took

a
Institute of Ted'moloDr. Alter received an hon' - v .......... J;~
in
....

New
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named for him.
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Alter had a sense of humor and appreciated a practical joke, too. The story has it that one day he asked
staff astronomer Paul Roques to photograph a rare
postage stamp, inasmuch as Alter collected stamps as a
hobby. Later when Alter came by to pick up his stamp,
it was ostensibly missing. Being rather concerned,
Alter inquired as to its location. Roques seemed perplexed, mentioning that the stamp was there a short
while before, but perhaps wind from the open telescope dome had blown the very rare stamp off the
table. Alter became quite worried until Roques confessed and showed him the stamp on a nearby desk.
Remembering this event, some time later a seemingly
angry Alter called Roques at home very early one
morning to mention that he found the telescope motor
on; the instrument was turned all the way around
toward the floor and the large 12-inch objective lens
was smashed and lying in pieces on the floor. Roques at
first thought this to be a joke, but hearing Alter's secretary saying in the background how terrible this was,
Roques was convinced it was real; he soon became
extremely distraught. (In reality, the secretary knew
it was a joke and was remarking to Alter that the joke
was terrible). When Roques arrived hurriedly at work,
Alter exposed the hoax to him, thus paying back
Roques' earlier philatelic humor.
Even though he demanded order, Alter was certainly
warm and concerned about others. In 1958 the United
States had successfully launched its first satellite, the
Explorer. Alter was giving a planetarium show to several hundred people at the time of the launch. Believing that the director would want to know this news
immediately, a young staff member, Ron Driti, decided
to interrupt Alter's show after hearing the radio
announcement. Instead of being upset, Alter was delighted to hear the news and it gave him a chance to
tell the planetarium audience. After the show ended,
Alter called Driti in to his office and thanked him
again for his insight.
Colonel Professor Dr. Alter turned 70 on March 28,
1958, and thus, reached the mandatory retirement age
as an employee of the city of Los Angeles. He officially retired on March 31, 1958 and the next day Dr. Clarence Cleminshaw was promoted to director. Replacing
Cleminshaw as associate director was Mt. Wilson astronomer Dr. Robert Richardson, who joined the staff
three months later.
Alter was not pleased about retiring, and thus continued his work in astronomy and science. He published
his first book, Introduction to the Moon, in 1958. His
book Pictorial Guide to the Moon was published in 1963
with a second updated edition in 1967. Just before his
death in 1968 his third book, Lunar Atlas, was published. Alter served as Director Emeritus of the
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Griffith Observatory for the relna:lnlng
life. Even though "retired," Alter . . .
observing, researchingl--and consulting. For eXclmlPlc~u
served as a science consultant to
Inc.
' V .... UA .....' ........

Shortly after his retirement, he and his wife moved
to Berkeley to be closer to his daughter's
the school he loved so much, the University
fornia. Dr. Alter died in Oakland on ~elDte'mt)er
1968.
The next director of the Griffith (U"lca'··{7"-1.n~""7
ence H. Cleminshaw, was born in Cleveland on
IS, 1902, the third of four sons. As a youth, he t-1I""-I·.,0,lo..-l
a great deal and was an outdoors enthusiast. He loved
camping and canoeing, and served on his high school
track team. He earned a bachelor's degree in ..........,.,.... "'...,
with a physics minor, from Cornell in 1923.
family pressure, Cleminshaw entered Harvard
University to study law, earning his degree in 1926. For
the next four years he worked as an attorney with the
Cleveland firm of Thompson, Hine, and Flory. However, he felt uncomfortable prosecuting and suing other
people, and in reality, his heart was in science.
During the 1929-1930 academic year, Cleminshaw
enrolled in an astronomy night class. This course
sparked his love for astronomy and a desire to teach.
He also rekindled his love for a young Vl'I',.-I';:"1"O'''-I1''1hon
teacher, Dixie Borton, another student in the class.
They became engaged before the end of the year and
were married in 1932.
Cleminshaw left his law practice and enrolled in
master's program in astronomy at Case Institute of
Technology in the fall of 1930. He finished his master's, writing a thesis dealing with asteroids, and
transferred to the University of Michigan in 1931 to
pursue a Ph.D. His doctorate was awarded in 1934
with a dissertation covering stellar spectroscopy.
Unfortunately there was little work available for a
new astronomer then, so he taught astronomy in the
basement of the Borton's home during the 1934-1935 academic year. In 1935 he got a job as a faculty member
and assistant to astronomer Charles Oliver at the
University of Pennsylvania.
When assistant director Dr. Harry Crull left
Griffith Observatory, he was replaced by Dr. Cleminshaw on July I, 1936. Cleminshaw worked as
assistant for the next six years until Alter left for military service. During Alter's absence,
served as acting director. In addition, he served
time as chairman (and only astronomy
the
astronomy department at the University of Southern
California from 1936 to 1946; during the second world
war, Cleminshaw also taught celestial

mili tary personnel.
When Alter returned, Cleminshaw was promoted to
associate director, a position he held until Alter's

Cleminshaw said once "[I have] never been interested
in basic research. I'm interested in popularizing it. I
think it's very good for people to have some idea of
the universe in which they live .... "
Cleminshaw had an active
he
taught astronomy at University of Southern California and at the Braille Institute; he spent time
lecturing, writing, and enjoying his
the
Cleminshaws had two daughters and five
children. Dr. Cleminshaw also served as Director
Emeritus of the Griffith Observatory until his
death on June 22, 1985.
I joined the staff of the Griffith
a guide in June 1970, less than a year
Cleminshaw retired. A sophomore in
at UCLA at the time, I was hired
Ron Oriti.
During my first year at Griffith, there were many
rich stories concerning former director "Clem." He
was beloved of his staff and greatly
Most staff men1bers felt they could come to his
office any time and talk with him, very much as
if he were their father or grandfather. In turn,
"Clem" expressed a great love for all those who
worked for him. I was fortunate to meet Dr.
Cleminshaw on several occasions. Even
retired, he often came--walked
the Observatory from his
home. He 1'1"..,1.,..",ued to serve as a source of
members
after his

Clarence Cleminshaw (1902-1985)
retirement. Dr. Cleminshaw became director April I,
1958. During his distinguished career, Cleminshaw
wrote a monthly column about astronomy for the Los
Angeles Times, taught celestial navigation to a number
of astronauts, co-authored Pictorial Guide to Astronomy, wrote Beginner's Guide to the Stars, was rescued by
helicopter after having broken his arm while on a
hike to find meteorites, and gave some 8000 planetarium presentations. Cleminshaw also opened the office
men's room to all staff members.
Dr. Cleminshaw retired on
5, 1969 at the age of
67. He wanted his retirement to coincide with man's
first landing on the moon, which was on July 21, 1969.
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Dr. Robert Richardson was hired as associate
director when Cleminshaw became director. He
was born in Indiana in 1902 and earned his bachelor's in astronomy from UCLA in 1926. He worked
for two years at Mt. Wilson
then
enrolled at the University of California at Berkeley in 1928 to pursue a doctorate in
After finishing his Ph.D. in
he returned to
working as an observational astronomer at 1it.
Wilson Observatory, where he remained until
1958. A
professional astronomer, Richardson
work at the planetarium. He was
really enjoyed
often described as a humanist, since he seemed
human and cared for people a great deal. I-Ie left
fith Observatory in 1962 to pursue other interests,
marily writing science fiction books under the pen name
1979. He was
of Philip Latham. He died November
replaced as associate director
Leon Hall, then
Observatory technical supervisor.
When Dr. Cleminshaw retired in
Leon Hall
served as acting director while the
conducted a nation-wide search for a prominent astronomer to become the new director. Leon Hall was born
December 15, 1903 and earned his bachelor's
in
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level of the
was not unusual to see him
working his way up the
slightly stooped, with a
ette in his hand. I was
this man for the longest
were many of the other
didn't want to go downstairs
ing the
believing terrible
things
ha ppen to me.
reminded me of the
some ways
parts played by the actor
Chaney; he was most abrasive
and gruff.
My first impressions of Mr.
Hall could not have been more
wrong. One day my wife,
who was then working at Griffith selling tickets, accidentally
locked the cash box keys in the
safe and the only way to solve
the problem was to call Mr. Hall.
JoAnn was not about to do that,
and as a consequence, I called
Dr. Robert S. Richardson (1902-1979)
Photograph Courtesy Mt. Wilson and Las Campanas Observatories
him. Expecting the worst, JoAnn
feared she would be yelled
science in 1931 from Occidental College. He began
perhaps thrown off the roof, or at least fired. On the
contrary, when Mr. Hall came upstairs and studied the
working for the Griffith Observatory in 1933-two
years before it opened. His major
responsibilities included planning,
designing, and building the major
exhibits for the new facility. During World War II, Hall joined the
staff of California Institute of
Technology, but returned to Griffith in 1945 as Observatory technician. In 1955 he was promoted to
Observatory technical supervisor,
and Cleminshaw promoted him to
associate director when Richardson
left.
Hall served with distinction as
acting director, from July 5, 1969
until March 1970. When the new
director joined the staff, Hall
resumed his duties as associate
director and remained there until
he retired in 1973. Leon Hall died
March 6, 1984.
When I first met Mr. Hall (he
was always called "Mr. Hall"), he
was most forboding. Generally
quiet, when he spoke he seemed to
growl. His office was on the lower

Left to right: Marion Emmons, Leon Hall, Clarence Cleminshaw
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William J.
visited the

went on to earn a master's in
from
in 1965 and a
from Indiana
in 1968. His doctoral dissertation
dealt with the
of
tic
4

nh'<TC1J C

and served
fellow at California
the follow-

Kaufmann
was
director of the
Hth
in March 1970.
There is little doubt that Los
Angeles had hired a brilliant and
astronomer as the new director.

Dr. William Kaufmann (1942- )

situation, he slowly turned around and stared at each
of us squarely in the eyes. Then he threw up his hands,
smiled, and said, 1I0h, well, we'll have to do something else!" Then he laughed and told us not to worry
about it. We were most relieved and quite surprised.
Mr. Hall gave me Iny first break as a planetarium
lecturer. One day the scheduled lecturer was ill and
the show was about to start. He asked if I were ready
to give a show, and I told him I was. After my first
show, he was rather pleased, and he continued to support me in my young career. I remember spending many
happy hours learning from him. Leon Hall, in reality,
was a kind, considerate, loving man.
Born in New York City on December 27, 1942,
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Kaufmann was hired about two
months before I joined the
and
for most of the six years that was
I worked indirectly for him.
remember Bill as a very
and enthusiastic person, always running from one thing to another. I
tried to get to know him, but I don't
think anyone really did get to know
him well during his short tenure at Griffith.
Almost everyone who worked with Kaufmann at the
time had great respect for his astronomical knowledge,
but they were concerned that he did not fill the role of
a "fatherly" director as Hall, Cleminshaw, and Alter
had before him. Instead, Kaufmann acted more like a
young kid-and he was. He became director at age 27.
As a consequence, I believe that Kaufmann's goals for
the Observatory were not necessarily the same as
those of the other staff members; at times, his goals
and plans were not dear to us.
Kaufmann always seemed either to love an idea and
be completely committed to it, or he was vehemently
opposed to it. At times he heaped great praise upon me
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for something I had done, and at other times he would
greatly criticize me. Other staff members confided in
me that it was the same for them. This kind of leadership caused some discomfort, and contributed to Kaufmann's desire to depart some years later. I really liked
Bill and believed he was going to do many great things
for the Griffith Observatory-and he did do some. He
and I got along well. However, sometimes other staff

member of two universities-San Diego State University and the University of Illinois. In addition, he has
just published his thirteenth book dealing with
astronomy. He was replaced by the current
Dr. Edwin C. Krupp.
Dr. Krupp was born in Chicago in 1944 and earned a
bachelor's degree in physics and astronomy from

Dr. Edwin C. Krupp (with necktie, right) and friend, Machu Picchu
members did not appreciate his style of administration.
During his four years at Griffith Observatory, Kaufmann wrote many articles and several books dealing
with relativity. In addition, he gave numerous excellent public lectures and inspired many to reach for the
stars. In 1972, Kaufmann hired Edwin C. Krupp as
observatory curator, and a year later, when Leon Hall
retired, he hired UCLA astronomy professor Dr.
Edward K. L. Upton as associate director. (Upton
departed Griffith in 1975). Kaufmann left the Observatory to pursue other interests, most notably teaching
and writing, in 1974. He is currently living in the San
Francisco area and serving as an adjunct faculty
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Pomona College in California in 1966. He entered
UCLA in the fall of that year to pursue a master's and
doctorate in astronomy, which he earned in 1968 and
1972 respectively. He married Robin Rector on New
Year's Eve 1968 and they have one son.
Krupp taught astronomy part-time at local colleges
while working on his Ph.D., and was hired as a lecturer at Griffith Observatory early in 1970. Upon completion of his doctorate, he was hired as Observatory
Curator replacing Dale Etheridge, who had left the
Observatory to work on his own doctorate. When
Kaufman departed in 1974, Krupp was appointed
acting director, a position he held until he became
director in 1976.
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I got to know Ed shortly after I joined the staff. He
was a planetarium lecturer and I was a guide. In addition, we were both members of the astronomy department at UCLA; he was a graduate student while I was
an undergraduate.
I spent many hours assisting Ed in the planetarium
while he gave shows. His style of presentation was
always warm, friendly, informative, and interesting.
He had the respect of the entire gUide staff who called
him "Mr. Ed."
Ed and I served together as lecturers under Mr. Hall
for a short time before Ed finished his doctorate and
became Observatory Curator. Now "Mr. Ed" was "Dr.
Ed," but he was basically the same person and everyone felt comfortable with him.
Ed has always had an off-the-wall sense of humor
and a friendly personality that could disarm the most

serious critic. I always remember walking into his
office only to find Disney characters, boxes of animal
crackers, and a wax cheese burger. How
scientists
and community leaders have visited Dr.
and
stopped to wonder whether this man
serious?
Dr. Krupp's longevity and success at the Griffith
Observatory and his research, books, and
can
only attest to a man who is most serious about his
work, while perhaps
himself and the world's
craziness less seriously. If
hasn't grown
I
hope he never does.

Many thanks to John
Charles
G. Clarke, Suzy Gurton,
Injejikian, William J.
Sandi
Edwin C.
Krupp, John Mosley, Ron Oriti, Paul Roques, and
Stokley for
to this article.
0

The Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles
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Brown. Cam194 pages. Reviewed

Brown has written a very
that is liable to
continued disreligious communities.
cussion among the scientific
as an astronomer and physicist est)eC:iall
hiIn to write knowledgeably about the origin
the universe and the most
discoveries of
is
kind of book that
u. ..... '..... J.u...... u. could not be written.
liUA..L ......_'"

Brown first traces the development of science as a
profession in western culture, starting with Francis
Bacon's new empirical philosophy and culminating
with the establishment of modern research funding
(notably, government and industry).
His second chapter is devoted to a rather thorough
of science during the same period, and the
cosmological models held. He
the
mechanistic view
Newton and
and its eventual overthrow
the revolution of modem
with its ....... ':>f.., ..... hA ...·',..

Dimension
and innovative cOlmb1ln;;ition of ideas in the book. Brown ,...."",,,",,,,,,,
of the
two. Their
sized in recent times be~callse
inability to reconcile the two dijttelrerlt
expounded
the scientist and the {nl;~UHJgIan.
"scientific materialism" has
world could be understood and controlled
and the

sical
" is a
3, "The Cultural Dimension of
of modem
reasoned survey of the
scientific research and scientists
the
The rather dismal and uninformed view of
contrast to the coni t was viewed d urNot surprisingly, this attitude
has
come about by the development of
rnr'n£~ ... weapons technologies. But science, in the eyes
of most people, he feels, has also desacralized the
world and undermined many, if not all, of our traditional beliefs and values.
r>

If we are to reverse these current trends, he argues,
then humankind must learn to better control the
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attenlpt to restructure relIgIon
"much of what the
believe
looks to be centered too
on Man
Earth. It is too ........ ·.. h,.·",....,~""... ,..,.'"
and ... as such it is
ieval Model than to modern
of Brown's "'...,.......,. .
belief" are
the elements of mystery in
"miraculous" or "supernatural"
they are interpreted as allegories
the Churches will find hardest to do.
C'r'I,rII

While he concedes that the only true source for

religious authority is experience, not argument, he urges that its institutions once again attempt a unity with
nature. "Unless our Churches can learn to see religion in
much the same spirit, then, like many other religions
before them, they will pass slowly into oblivion and
their place will be taken by other, perhaps more
adaptable, faiths" (p. 182).

Storing Film
Sooner or later in a film's life, the time comes for
be retired from use or put into medium-term "'.V.l ..... J;~'"
years or more). The following storage
cerpted from SMPTE's Recommended Practice Bulletin
#131, outline the ideal procedures for storing motion
picture films.

My only criticism of this chapter is the author's
sudden interjection, halfway through, of an explanation (and refutation) of certain fundamentalist beliefs,
which clearly break the flow and continuity of the
material assembled to that point. I feel that this
aside should have been placed elsewhere, perhaps at
the beginning or end, so as to be less obtrusive.

2. Clean the film before storage. West immersion
cleaning is preferred to wiping or dry
on
most films.

For anyone desiring an excellent summary and
critique of the scientific method and its ramifications
upon religious matters, I highly recommend The
Wisdom of Science as provocative reading.

3. Wind the film onto reels or film cores with the
emulsion side down. Do not wind the film so
that it stretches or breaks going on, and do not wind
the film so loose that it moves within the roll.

Jordan D. Marche II
North Museum Planetarium
Franklin & Marshall College
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604

4. Store the film in a closed, light-tight container to
protect it from dirt, light, and physical damage. Be
careful when selecting storage containers,
cans, and cores. Metal reels or cans should be treated
with a corrosion resistant finish. Plastic reels or
cans should be constructed of a material that doesn't
exude fumes or residues.

People who wish to review books for The Planetarian
should write to Carolyn Collins Petersen, the Book
Review Associate Editor. Her address appears on page
3.
0

James Jeans on Knowledge
Sir James Jeans, the English astronomer, on the quest
for knowledge: "Yet we may reflect that physics and
philosophy are at most a few thousand years old, but
probably have lives of thousands of millions of years
stretching away in front of them. They are only just
beginning to get under way, and we are still, in Newton's words, like children playing with pebbles on the
sea-shore, while the great ocean of truth rolls, unexplored, beyond our reach. It can hardly be a matter for
surprise that our race has not succeeded in solving any
large part of its most difficult problems in the first
millionth part of its existence. Perhaps life would be a
duller affair if it had, for to many it is not knowledge
but the quest for knowledge that gives the greater
interest to thought-to travel hopefully is better than
to arrive.

()2Lrt is anything you can
get away with. "
80

1. If necessary, repair the film before
bad splices, check for torn sprocket holes, etc.

5. Film on reels may be stored vertically. Film stored
on cores may be stored vertically only if the
of the film is less than 500 feet (150 meters). Store
longer films on cores in a horizontal position.
6. The storage environment should ideally have a filtered, positive airflow, and maintain
constant temperature and humidity levels. Recommended relative humidity for film storage is 2530%, and recommended temperature for film storage
is 50° Fahrenheit (10° C). High humidity can accelerate fading of film dyes, cause film shrinkage, encourage the growth of bacteria and mold, and cause
the film emulsion to stick to anything in contact
with it. Low humidity can cause film to become
brittle and curl. High temperatures can cause film
to shrink and fade rapidly.
7. Use fireproof film sJorage vaults.
8. Remember that a film's life can be prolonged by
proper handling throughout its life in a clean, dustfree environment.

Reprinted from Cinergy, the quarterly publication of
The Cinema-360 Filmmakers Consortium, Summer
1987.
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continued from page
hundreds of these around the country, as evidenced by
a comprehensive listing in the September issue of Sky

Astronolmv features are:

Telescope.
/I

the steadily-growing educator use of larger . . . '""~""'.,.., .. ""r' ... networks such as CompuServe, GEnie and
the Source has opened up for those educators a world of
online databases.

ill

III

lID

On CompuServe, there are currently three discussion
forums related to space and astronomy. These are
SpaceForum, Astronomy Forum, and Space Education
Linked to these is the SPACE! ASTRONOMY
Display-an online database of related topics. This
section should be of great interest to astronomy and
space science educators. The SPACE! ASTRONOMY
Display is really a growing library of ever-changing
data files concerned with topics in these areas.
The SPACE! ASTRONOMY Display, accessed by
typing GO SPACE at any! prompt, was the brainchild
of Space Forums Administrator Dick DeLoach. He was
approached by a professional member of the Astronomy Forum (one of the online areas where "our" subjects
are discussed) who was concerned that not enough data
for the serious amateur and professional astronomer
was available on the Forum. After some thought, and
discussion with other Forum members, the Display was
born. Originally, according to Dick, the Yale Bright
Star Catalog was to be one of the main attractions of
the area, along with other types of astronomy files.
Today, the section contains files on astronomy, astrophotography, planetarium facilities and operation,
aerospace engineering, space science and education.
These sections are all coordina ted by CIS members on
whom Dick has placed responsibility for writing and!
or
the relevant material. The following is an
index
menu items currently available in CompuServe's SPACE! ASTRONOMY Display.

III

III

Astronomy Ne\'Vs-latest deveJlot>m en1:S
Sky at a Glance-Observing
the coming week
World of the Planetarium-Features of ;::)1-'1;::\"A'~.1.
est to planetarium community
Tour of the Cosmos-"Guided tour" of the universe
form of weekly lectures
Amateur
series of
tures on this topic
Astrophotography-How-to lecture series on
graphic hardware and methods.
1

Other features in
lesson plans, various
in online tea.chllng
space! astronomy topics, information on the
space program, the Yale Bright Star
(ironically one of the original drivers for the
but on hold for latest revisions), and much more.
Online response to this ever-growing database of
files has been very good. Forum members are encouraged to submit files for inclusion into the
thus
making it very responsive to members' needs.
As one of several coordinators who assist Dick
this project, I encourage any of you who are CIS members to check it out. (I write and coordinate the
features: World of the
and Tour
Cosmos). We welcome
from
and
especially-file submissions!
0

SUBJECT AREAS: There are currently 12 features in
the Display, organized in parallel with the Astronomy, Space, and Space Education Forums. There are 6
space features and 6 astronomy features at present.
Space features are:
lID Aerospace News-Space-related news stories
• Aerospace Viewpoints-Editorial comments on aerospace topics
• Space Spinoffs-Examples of technology developments from space program
III US Manned Spaceflight-Database of all US manned space missions
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"... creating a new
old barn and erecting a
in its
rather like climbing a mountain, gaining new and wider views, discovering unexpected connections
our starting point and its rich environment. But the
point from which we started out still exists and can be
seen, although it appears smaller and
part of our broad view gained by the mastery of
obstacles on our adventurous way up."
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~

KEEPING AN EYE ON THE RED PLANET--

In 1988, Mars will be both at perihelion and opposition. The Red
Planet will be closer to Earth than it has been since 1971, so it will
be an excellent time to observe our sister world.

The Planetary Society has launched a program to help people
discover the excitement of planet-watching. We call this program
Mars Watch '88 .
We invite planetariums and astronomy organizations to join us during September of 1988 to hold Mars Watch parties--opportunities for
the public, elected officials, students and educators to see Mars and
other astronomical objects through a telescope, and to learn about
the exploration of Mars.
Amateur and professional astronomers will be invited to record
their observations of changes on the martian surface. The data will
be systematically collected and reported in a Mars Watch Bulletin.
We would like your planetarium or astronomy organization to participate in this program.
To get on the Mars Watch '88 mailing
and to find out more
about the program, fill out the coupon below and send it to our
Pasadena, California headquarters.
The Planetary Society ... Mars Watch '88 ...
65 No. Catalina Ave..
CA 91106
NAME ____________________________________________________
PLANETARIUMjORGANIZATION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _________________________________________________

PHONE ______________________
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[J

Please Jet me know how I (we) can participate in Mars Watch
[J Conducting Mars Watch '88 parties
[] Collecting observational data

[J

I would like to join The Planetary Society. Please bill me.
Membership is $20.00 per year.

[J

I would like to make Planetary Society information and
materials available to patrons of my planetarium.
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ional

News and interesting material from your region is
al ways welcomed (please forward it to me at the
above address). The next deadline is Wednesday,
December 16th. Please mark your calendars accordingly. Thank you for your continued support.
British Association of Planetariums
No report.
European/Mediterranean Association of Planetariums
No report.
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA)
The Great Lakes Planetarium Association will hold
its annual conference from October 28-31 at the Merrillville Community Planetarium, located at the Pierce
Junior High School in Merrillville, Indiana. Director
Gregg Williams and his wife Barbara will serve as
conference co-chairpersons.
Conference highlights will include several distinguished speakers. Dr. Kerry Mark Joels, Senior Educational Consultant to the Challenger Center, will give
the keynote address on liThe Planetarium and Space
Science ... Past, Present, and Future." The Armand
Spitz Lecture will be given by Jack Spoehr on "Some
Reflections on Our Real Purposes." Dr. Peter R. Backus
of the SETI Institute will speak on liThe Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence," Other highlights
include several paper sessions, hands-on workshops,
and panel discussions.
Great Plains Planetarium Association (GPPA)
The annual Great Plains Planetarium Association
Conference will be held in Wichita, Kansas, on October 8-10 at the Wichita Omnisphere and Science Center. The conference host is Director Jose Olivarez. The
theme for the conference is "The Planetarium in
Modern Astronomy."

The Planetarian,

Mexican Association of Planetariums
No report.
Middle Atlantic Planetarium ... "",>"'.Olhl.
It is with great sadness that we announce the death
of Everett Quent Carr on July 22nd after an extended
illness. Quent was, indeed, a great achiever. He was
the director of the Herkimer BOCES Planetarium. He
was a leader in educational ideas and technology, and
his innovative use of computers and laser-disks has
greatly expanded planetarium capabilities. His educational articles in the regional newsletters and The
Planetarian were a valuable resource and
for many of us. He will be greatly missed by all of us
the planetarium profession.

Memorial contributions can be made in
to either of the following:

name

The American Cancer .....1"\,,...'01·... '
or
The Herkimer
327 North
P.O. Box 672
Hplri<::u'rIp1r New York 13350
The Lunar
Certification
held at the
Flight Center in GreellbE~lt
Maryland, on
December 4th. Attendance
conference will certify you to be able to obtain lunar
samples for your institution. To apply for
you must send a "letter of request" on your Ul"'UlIUUII.}A
letterhead. You will then receive a "letter of invitation" in November. Write to:
Mr. Dick Crone
Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 130
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

The Benedum Natural Science Theater in Wheeling,
West Virginia, has recently expanded its programming
capabilities. A Sony model 1040 video projector was installed in September and a Laser system purchased
from Laser Fantasy Productions will be installed in
November. Beginning in January, the entire program
format will be revamped to make the planetarium as
versatile as possible. Along with the new video projector and laser system, the Benedum Theater will incorporate an increased number of public planetarium productions as well as continuing with the Cinema-360
programs.

The annual PP A conference will be held
with
the Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
October 14-17 at the Fleischmann Planetarium in
Nevada. Hosts for the conference will be Art
Director, Keith Johnson, Associate Director, and Mark
Starman, Conference Coordinator.
Conference highlights include the usual paper
sessions, workshops, panel discussions, as well as a sunset dinner cruise on Lake Tahoe aboard the
wheel steamer M. S. Dixie.
1-/ ............... ,'''-

Planetarium Association of Canada
The Andrus Planetarium will celebrate its reopening
on November 27th with a newly installed Zeiss MI015
instrument as well as a new special-effects automation
system and renovated theater. New staff members include Steven Schmidt, formerly of the Vanderbilt
Planetarium, as Producer, and John Downey as Technician.
Alan Davenport, Director of the University of Maine
Planetarium in Orono, has remodeled his facility.
Renovations include a new projector pedestal, new carpeting, seats, and special effects.
An older planetarium (closed in 1981) has recently
reopened at the Weirton High School in Weirton,
West Virginia. The facility contains one of the first
Spitz model A3P instruments. It has a 24-foot diameter
dome with a seating capacity of 39. The new director is
Leah Velto. Steven Mitch, Director of the Benedum
Natural Science Theater, acted as the consultant to the
Hancock County Board of Education.

No report.
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
The Gates Planetarium in Denver, Colorado, recently
obtained a $57,000 grant to produce a
to
connect with the Ramses II Exhibit in the Museum of
Natural History.
The Fiske Planetarium in Boulder, Colorado, recently upgraded their equipment capabilities by installing
a video projection system.
For fall conference information, please see the Pacific Planetarium Association report.
Southeast Planetarium Association
No report.
Southwest Planetarium Association

Nordic Planetarium Network
No report.
Pacific Planetarium Association (PPA)
Congratulations to Edna DeVore, who has won a
Christa McAuliffe Fellowship. Edna will use the
stipend to return to San Jose State University to complete work on her masters degree. Edna was one of five
California educators selected to receive the award.
The fellowship will also support her continued
exploration of the educational applications of computer software, instructional television, and interactive
video disks.

Bo Walker, formerly with the Science Place Planetarium, Dallas, Texas, has become Director of the
Hudnall Planetarium at Tyler Junior College in Tyler,
Texas.
Susan Dunn (no relation to Jack) is now in charge of
the Science Place Planetarium.
John Cotton, of the Science Place Planetarium, spent
a week of his vacation doing volunteer work at the
McDonald Observatory near Fort Davis, Texas.
Besides giving tours of the 107-inch telescope facility,
John also helped college students with solar observations.
Miscellaneous

The Christa McAuliffe Fellowship is designed to
give teachers a unique opportunity to be faithful to the
spirit of her dream and to improve the quality of
education in our nation.
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The B. M. Birla Planetarium in Hyderadad, Andra
Pradesh, India, is organizing an International Seminar
on Ancient Astronomy on December 21 and 22.
Renowned astronomers and historians of astronomy
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will participate. Sessions will include talks on Indian,
Arabic, American, and other astronomies. For information, contact:
B. G. Sidharth, Ph.D.
B. M. Birla Planetarium
Archaeological and Cultural Research Institute
Adarsh Nagar
Hyderadad, Andra Pradesh
India 500 463

If you are concerned that your region had no report,
please speak to your Affiliate Representative, listed
on page 4. -JM.
0
advertisement

JOB AN

UNCEMENT

The BUEHLER PLANETARIUM has two full-time
professional planetarium positions available, starting
January 4, 1988.

Job 1: Planetarium Curator
a. QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree in astronomy, physics, earth science, or related field, and
two years full-time (or four years part-time) experience at a planetarium, or demonstrated equivalent experience in planetarium show production.
b. SALARY RANGE: $24,000 to $30,000 for a 12month contract.
c. RESPONSIBILITIES: Planning and presentation
of planetarium programs.

(Star of

.u"-'.nUOHLI6L

continued from

reject it outright. iiI find it disturbing that someone
who considers himself an astronomer" would voice
such an idea.
An unscientific theory should not be
equal to a scientific theory, Mr. Mosley

prE~sentE~d

''I'm interested in
Others defend the
real explanation, not necessarily the naturalistic
explanation," Dr. Kanagy said. "You shouldn't
force a naturalistic explanation if it wasn't IntenaecJ,o
Mr. Wenning argued that the Shekhina
tion, as he sees
best fits various criteria.
saying it's the only theory-only that I think it's
best theory. If anyone can disprove it or come up with
better verification for another
welcome."
Though not favoring a supernatural . . . ""11-' .......' ........... ...,
Mr. Levine said that such explanations cannot be ruled
out. You have to keep an open mind about all of these
things."
One advantage of a
examination
the star, Mr. Levine continued, is that "it's a
where science, history, and
can come to~~etjller
in an open forum, and the conclusions are left to
people."

Reprinted from The Long Island Catholic,
with permission. This article originally
December 25, 1986.

Job 2: Planetarium Producer
a. QUALIFICATIONS: Associate degree in science,
computer science, music, media, or related field,
and two years full- time (or four years part-time)
experience at a planetarium, or demonstrated
equivalent experience.
b. SALARY RANGE: $24,000 to $30,000 for a 12month contract.
c. RESPONSIBILITIES: Assists planetarium curator
in organization and production of planetarium
shows.
Deadline: November 1, 1987 or as soon as position
is filled after that date. Send letter of interest, resume, and a list of three professional references to:
Dr. Eric Reno
Provost, Central Campus
Broward Community College
3501 SW Davie Road
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33314
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continued
enough to the School model that it
is
as a portable somewhere in Japan. The Emmons models
are small and
like the others
mentioned
need a dome suitable for Tr:"T.o.:lr-..r
tion.
Neither company will
information on their
installations, unlike
ever other firm
field. However, I believe
about 130 AP models
have been sold and at least three times that number
SL. Given my own preference, I would go with the AP
projector and the SL dome, although the AP a ..... ·.~7TH..,'I7
is much better. The AP dome is far more
in
a situation where there may be a lot of wear and tear
is certainly the better choice.
0

Welcome back!
the Kodalith Comer.
now
In response to a number of questlOrlS
submissions can be either
original art. In the case of
send a
SASE if you want it back. Size or format of the artwork does not matter since I
have to
ate another copy for layout purposes.
often also
have to re-ink some pieces to maintain density for
quality printing. Rest assured that these touch-ups are
kept to a minimum and every effort is made to maintain the style of the artist's work.
Contributions must be limited to either noncopyrighted material or to material that is submitted
as copyright-free by the artist. Of course, credit will
be given to all artists and contributors.
Remember, this is your column. If you have any artwork, graphics, or prints suitable for Kodalith reproduction that you are willing to share, please send
them to my attention.
Suggestions and comments are also welcome, and if
you have ideas for original artwork or preferences for
what you would like to see here, send them along also.
Communication from out there has been sparse, and
since I can't read minds I need to see letters. (Yes, even
gripes are welcome!)

86

make a useful visual in Christmas shows.
also sends relJrc)dtlctllonlS
that
in the
Germany in 1493. One is the first printed rer)re:senltation of Halley's Comet, as it appeared in 684
the other is one of the earliest
not the eajrl1e~st)
eclipse diagrams.
Another submission comes from Georgia Neff, Producer at the Lakeview Planetarium in Illinois. Here
we have a humorous memory aid for the four onjgntest
stars of Orion from the imagination of student artist
Juline Bitner.
Once again, artwork in Kodalith Corner is made to
be photocopied, enlarged, reduced,
rearranged, and in
used for whatever comes to
mind, from programming to public relations.
Until next

have a pleasant autumn, a Howlin'
Thanksgi ving, and a
those projectors hot.
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il are~ of ~erOll tlJe fling, lJelJolo")
tlJere canle tWife men !tonI tlJe

<taft to ~ierllfaIent)

~a1!tng") tWijere i~ be tijat
t~ bo~t1e bing of tlJe ~ e'roe~" fo~ toe IJaue feen f)t~
~tat in tbe <eaft,an1l are come to \tJo~l1)ip I)tnt•
. 3 tID~e!1 ~eton tbe llltnt\ l)all lJearn there
things, i)ce ttnl~troublet1:> ant) all ~tetUfaIem
2

tuitl) lJim.

4 gn1J tolJeu

tee {Jan gatberen aU t~e cniefe

10fiell~ anti $)crlbe~ of tiJe people togetlJer ~ i)e£
ilcntanilci) of tl)cm hJl)ere ([f)~ta 11Joulil be bo~ne.
5 gnn ti)cl! fain unto ~itu, itl )5etlJle!Jem of
utJea : 1fo~ t1Ju~ it i1l1U~ttt£11 tl)e 10~op~et;
6 ~ Qtll) tlJou :l6ctlJICtJCnl in tl)e Iallil of3\una,
art not tljc leaa an10ng tlje 10~il1,e~ ofj1uila: fo~

1
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out of ttJce U)all con1e a <t5ouernour, tl)tlt {lJall
II rule nlF people '3\frseJ.
7 ~l)en ~crOi), tol)tlll)e ~an p~itltll! callen tlJe
lIDtfe tuen., enQuirei) of tl)eul iJtligentll! bJ~at

tittle tlJ£ ~tarte appearell:
8 ~nn IJc rent tl)eltt to J.5etlJlel)clu, anO faii) ,
$oc,ann fcnrclJ tliltgcntlp fo~ tl)e l!011g cl)tH),aUil

1n IJeu ~ee i)ullC founn IJint ~ b~ing 111 ee it1o~i) a~

gatne,tl}at] lllUl! con1£ ann tno~f1JtP IJilU alfo.
9 JIDI)cn tljlZl! i)(lu l)eartl t~e itttng,ttJcl! ilepat~
tell, ann Ioe, tlJe ~tUtre tnl)iciJ tl)cpfattJ tn tlJe
clail, tocnt befo~e ti)em, till it tattle anlJ nootJ 0::
uct tul)ere tlJe l!ong cl)iln 1lJa~.
10 lIDI)cn tl)cr {aw tlJe ~tatre, tl)cp reio1?ccn
\t1tt~ C~ccciltng great top.
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BELLATRIX
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, -"--..... ,,"'" 1987

THE NEW CONCEPT OF PLANETARIUM

"GOIO SPACE SIMULATOR-GSS"
• Gota Space Simulator-GSS provides a new
concept in Planetariums.
(1) The world's first space simulator, with
perfect free axis movements can be set
on any lotating axis.
(2) Digitally controlled Projector Group for
Planets.
Can display all planet positions from
the past and into the future with up to
the minute accuracy.
Can project planetary monement at
any point in the solar system and the
surrounding vicinity.
(3) It, of course, has all the same functions
as ordinary planetariums.
(4) Can exhibit 25,000 stars color temperature 5,600 Kelvin, apparent visual
magnitude, up to 7.4. .

• Use of the 30° inclined dome with a 23 m
diameter.
Abundant images with the feeling of being in
space spread out before you.
• The space sound system, with a maximum
output of 110 dB, has a large sub-woofer and
can freely move acoustic images in a plurality of channels within the dome.
This is done with a matrix control using a
computer system.
• The multi-image system consisting of a 60
projectors highly efficient group, including
omnimax, 6 x 6 2kw slide projectors can
create dome images which have never
before been experienced.
• The lighting effect system can change the
screen surface to any color.

Our company makes various types of planetariums ranging from a small type 3 m in
diameter for use in schools, to a 30 m in diameter large-scale .type.

~GOTO OPTICAL MFG. CO.
4-16 YAZAKICHO. FUCHU-SHI. TOKYO 183. JAPAN
TEL: 0423-62-5311
FAX: 0423-66-8616
TELEX: 2832421 GOTOPT J
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number of the stars: and calleth
by name."

J NE'S
C RNER

Jane G. Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
"I see that your expertise, by its very nature, must
always be exploding outward toward syntheses, and
bouncing back to earth to draw relationships between
many categories of knowledge, that this mix of specific and general makes your profession difficult and
exciting."
So said Doris Betts, Alumni Distinguished Professor
of English at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, as banquet speaker during the 1986
Southeastern Planetarium Association conference,
hosted by Morehead Planetarium. She was speaking
of PLANETARIANS. Her remarks were reprinted from
the SEPA newsletter in the July 1987 issue of The Planetarian. Please read her article if you didn't get
around to it yet; I think she has captured MY perception of "us. I did not know anyone else but "us" could
discern how it feels to wear all the "hats" we do, and
to revel in it!
1f

She continues, "My own perceptions of who you are
would be ... a figure whose left brain and right brain
synthesis [makes] him interested in everything, so
that his knowledge [keeps] escaping out of one category and into another ... You mix science with art and education and even add the seasoning of entertainment."
That's us, all right. Up there with snake handlers and
one-man shows. We love doing it all!

Yep! We planetarians have a name
it: the Jehovah
in contrast
to Mr. Betts' concerns, I would
start mornings with Mrs. Betts
us:
"You [make] local and bearable, sometimes
even understandable, the
of
space and time."
Perhaps the perceptions of us av .........oC'C'c.ri
by Deborah Byrd, McDonald Observatory's Star Date "star" at a recent planetarium conference, are my favorite: "People don't know the difference between a galaxy and the solar system. Now ...
probably because of you guys ... people aren't sure about
the difference between the solar
and the
galaxy."
Overheard: More from Morehead
Astronaut John Young, who, along with other astronauts, has mastered constellation recognition at Morehead in preparation for spaceflight, remarked
a
recent planetarium conference that the Morehead did
such a good job of showing southern hemisphere skies
that the astronauts were deprived of a
to Australia!
Jim Manning, formerly there and now at Parkland
College Planetarium in Champaign,
asks
"Ever wonder how a big Zeiss managed to get to such a
small place as Chapel Hill in 1949? The
that Mr. Morehead consulted Harlow
whether to contribute an
or a ..... 1"."...."',11-"' ..·"
to the
Shapley's reply was that of all the
states in the
North Carolina was the most astronomically ignorant, so he suggested a
(Like other North Carolina tales, this story borders on
"myth.")
Jim again, on
Morehead as Assistant Director
to go to Illinois as Director of a smaller
"Now
I'll have to learn the difference between amps, ohms
and watts!"
Carl Sagan

Maybe there's a danger in this enthusiasm. Mrs.
Betts' husband, after attending a planetarium show,
said he could never stop feeling that there was something eerie about a planetarium. To duplicate the
paths of the stars and accelerate the motions of the
solar system for effect stirred vague disquiet in him.
He said that the heart of this perception may be from
the 1662 Prayer Book "It is God who telleth the
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Carl Sagan, one of the keynote
at the
Washington, D.C., National Science Teachers Association meeting: "I'm really concerned about truth-inad vertising. I saw a liquor ad
other day: 'Stars
fade. Dewars never varies.' 'Never varies'
to
the timescale of stellar
bit
much."
0

